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Disclaimer
Please note that in the following descrip ons of faculty members, only students from the
Program in Neuroscience are listed. You cannot assume that if no students are listed, it is a
small or inac ve lab. Many faculty members are very ac ve in other programs such as
Biological and Biomedical Sciences, Molecular and Cellular Biology, etc.
If you find you are interested in the descrip on of a lab’s research, you should contact the
faculty member (or go to the lab’s website) to find out how big the lab is, how many graduate
students are doing there thesis work there, etc.

Program in Neuroscience Faculty
Albers, Mark

(MGH-East))

Andermann, Mark

(BIDMC)

Anderson, Matthew
Anthony, Todd
Arlotta, Paola

(BIDMC)

(BCH/Neurobio)

De Bivort, Benjamin
Dettmer, Ulf

(Harvard/OEB)

Kaplan, Joshua (MGH/HMS/Neurobio) Rosenberg, Paul (BCH/Neurology)
Karmacharya, Rakesh (MGH)

Rotenberg, Alex (BCH/Neurology)

Do, Michael (BCH—Neurobio)

Khurana, Vikram

Sabatini, Bernardo

Dong, Min

Kim, Kwang-Soo (McLean)

Sahay, Amar

(BWH)

(BCH)

(BWH)

(HMS/Neurobio)

(MGH)

Drugowitsch, Jan

(HMS/Neurobio)

Kocsis, Bernat (BIDMC)

Sahin, Mustafa (BCH/Neurobio)

Dulac, Catherine

(Harvard/MCB)

Kreiman, Gabriel (BCH/Neurobio)

Samuel, Aravi (Harvard/ Physics)

Dymecki, Susan (HMS/Genetics)

LaVoie, Matthew (BWH)

Sanes, Joshua

Baker, Justin (McLean)

Engert, Florian (Harvard/MCB)

Lee, Wei-Chung (BCH/Neurobio)

Saper, Clifford (BIDMC)

Bean, Bruce

Engle, Elizabeth (BCH/Neurobio)

Lehtinen, Maria

(BCH/Pathology)

Scammell, Thomas (BIDMC)

Bellono, Nicholas (Harvard/MCB)

Fagiolini, Michela (BCH/Neurobio)

Liberles, Steve

(HMS/Cell Biology)

Scherzer, Clemens (BWH)

Benowitz, Larry

(BCH/Neurobio)

Feany, Mel

Lichtman, Jeff (Harvard/MCB)

Schwarz, Tom (BCH/HMS—Neurobio)

Berretta, Sabina

(McLean)

Fishell, Gord

Lipton, Jonathan

Segal, Rosalind

Assad, John

(Harvard/SCRB)

(HMS/Neurobio)

Bacskai, Brian

(MGH/East)

(HMS/Neurobio)

Bolshakov, Vadim
Born, Richard

(McLean)

(HMS/Neurobio)

Breakefield, Xandra
Brown, Emery

(MGH—East)

(MGH)

(HMS/Pathology)
(HMS/Neurobio & Broad)

Flanagan, John

(HMS/Cell Biology)

(BCH/Neurobio)

(Harvard/MCB)

Livingstone, Marge (HMS/Neurobio) Selkoe, Dennis

(DFCI/HMS—Neurobio)
(BWH)

Gaab, Nadine (BCH/Pediatrics)

Loeken, Mary (Joslin Diabetes Center) Shah, Khalid

Gaudet, Rachelle (Harvard/MCB)

Lowell, Brad (BIDMC)

Shen, Jie

Geleoc, Gwenaelle

Lu, Kun Ping (BIDMC)

Simonyan, Kristina (MEEI)

Ma, Qiufu

Smirnakis, Stelios

Buckholtz, Joshua (Harvard/Psych) Gershman, Sam

(BCH/Neurobio)

(Harvard/Psych)

(DFCI/HMS/Neurobio)

(MGH)

(HMS/Neurology)

(BWH)

Buckner, Randy

(Harvard UPsych)

Ghosh, Satrajit (McGovern Institute) Macklis, Jeffrey (Harvard/SCRB)

Stevens, Beth

Caine, S. Barak

(McLean)

Ginty, David

Macosko, Evan (Broad Institute)

Tanzi, Rudolph (MGH—East)

Majzoub, Joseph (BCH/Pediatrics)

Trumbower, Randy

(HMS/Neurobio)

(BCH—Neurobio)

Camprodon, Joan

(MGH)

Goodrich, Lisa (HMS/Neurobio)

Carlezon, William

(McLean)

Greenberg, Michael (HMS/Neurobio) Masland, Richard (MEEI)

Uchida, Naoshige

Cepko, Constance

(HMS/Genetics)

Greka, Anna (MGH)

McCarroll, Steven (HMS/Genetics)

Umemori, Hisashi (BCH—Neurobio)

Gu, Chenghua

Megason, Sean (HMS/Systems Bio)

Wainger, Brian

Chartoff, Elena
Chen, Chinfei

(McLean)

(BCH/Neurobio)

Chen, Dong Feng

Hallett, Penny

(HMS/Neurobio)
(McLean)

(Spaulding)

(Harvard/MCB)

(MGH-East)

Murthy, Venkatesh (Harvard/MCB) Walsh, Christopher (BCH/Neurobio)

Harvey, Chris (HMS/Neurobio)

Navarro, Victor

Harwell, Corey (HMS/Neurobio)

Nelson, Charles (BCH/Pediatrics)

Weitz, Charles

He, Zhigang (BCH—Neurobio)

Ölveczky, Bence (Harvard/OEB)

Whipple, Amanda

Heiman, Maxwell (BCH/Genetics)

Orefice, Lauren (MGH)

Williams, Ziv

Holt, Jeffrey (BCH/Neurobio)

Pehlevan, Cengiz (Harvard/SEAS)

Wilson, Rachel

Commons, Kathryn (BCH)

Huh, Jun

Pizzagalli, Diego (McLean)

Woolf, Clifford (BCH—Neurobio)

Corey, David

Hyman, Bradley (MGH—East)

Polley, Daniel (MEEI)

Yankner, Bruce

Chen, Zheng-Yi
Chiu, Isaac

(Schepens)

(MEEI)

(HMS/Microbiology)

Cohen, Adam

(Harvard/Chemistry)

Cohen, Jonathan

(HMS/Neurobio)

(HMS/Neurobio)

(HMS/Microbiology)

(BWH)

Webb, Christian

(McLean)

(HMS—Neurobio)
(Harvard/MCB)

(MGH)
(HMS/Neurobio)

(HMS/Genetics)

Crickmore, Mike

(BCH/Neurobio)

Indzhykulian, Artur (MEEI)

Rao, Meenakshi (BCH—Neurology)

Yellen, Gary

Czeisler, Charles

(BWH)

Isaacson, Ole (McLean)

Regehr, Wade (HMS/Neurobio)

Young-Pearse, Tracy

Kaeser, Pascal (HMS/Neurobio)

Ressler, Kerry (McLean)

Yu, Timothy (BCH/Genetics)

Rogulja, Dragana (HMS/Neurobio)

Yuan, Junying (HMS/Cell Biology)

Datta, Bob

(HMS/Neurobio)

(HMS/Neurobio)
(BWH)

Mark Albers, M.D./Ph.D.
Joined 2012

Assistant Professor of Neurology
Massachusetts General Hospital
Institute for Neurodegenerative Disease
114 16th Street, No. 2003
Charlestown
albers.mark@mgh.harvard.edu

The goal of the research in the Albers lab is to elucidate the pathogenic actions and physiological functions
of genes and mechanisms that cause neurodegenerative disease and develop novel diagnostic and
therapeutic approaches. Our principal hypothesis is that these genes and mechanisms conspire with the
biology of aging to confer vulnerability to neurons by disrupting the integrity of neurons and neural circuits.
The questions addressed by these studies intersect with fundamental questions in neuroscience, including
how are connections in the nervous system modified by experience, how is the genome in neurons altered
by aging, and how is the communication across these connections contribute to the propagation of neuronal
death within neural circuits. We address these issues in the peripheral olfactory neural circuit of the mouse
and human, a circuit that is evolutionarily conserved. The mouse circuit is genetically tractable, and the
human circuit is vulnerable to neurodegenerative disease. We combine novel mouse models that express
pathogenic and normal isoforms of the human amyloid precursor protein solely in a subset of olfactory
neurons with multiphoton in vivo imaging, fluorescence activated cell sorting, deep sequencing, and other
basic techniques of investigation. Examination of these lines has revealed a novel mechanism of
propagated neurodegeneration within a neural circuit that is amenable to FDA approved drugs. We have
recapitulated this mechanism in vitro and have applied systems approaches to elucidate the mechanisms
and screen for drugs. In addition, we have conducted a CRISPR-Cas9 genome-wide screen to identify new
targets that provide surprising insights to Alzheimer’s and ALS pathogenesis. These laboratory approaches
are complemented by parallel informatics, in silico drug trial in electronic health records, and clinical
research with the ultimate goal of personalized clinical trials in patients with clear evidence of pathogenic
mechanisms.

PiN thesis students:

[none]

PiN rotation students:

[none]

PiN PEC
memberships:

[none]

PiN DAC
memberships:

Narendra Joshi

PiN defense
committees:

[none]

Mark Andermann, Ph.D.
Joined 2012

Associate Professor of Medicine
Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center
Center for Life Sciences, room 701
3 Blackfan Circle
Boston
manderma@bidmc.harvard.edu

The goal of my lab is to understand the role of corticolimbic areas in guiding attention to, and imagery,
learning and memory of, motivationallysalient external and interoceptive stimuli. To understand these neural
phenomena at the level of local microcircuitry, we developed a paradigm for chronic two-photon calcium
imaging of visual responses in identified neurons and axonal boutons in thalamus, cortex and amygdala of
mice performing visual discrimination tasks or running on a trackball.
In collaboration with Dr. Brad Lowell at BIDMC, we are pursuing imaging and behavioral studies of attention
to motivationally salient sensory stimuli (e.g. food vs. non-food stimuli) using natural manipulations of
motivational states (e.g. hunger and satiety; Burgess, Ramesh et al., Neuron 2016; Ramesh, Burgess et al.,
Neuron 2018), together with optetrode and photometry recordings and photostimulation of specific
hypothalamic neurons that drive ingestive behaviors (e.g. Garfield et al., Nature Neurosci. 2016; Mandelblat
-Cerf et al., eLife, 2015; Mandelblat-Cerf et al., Neuron, 2017). Our goal is to implicitly toggle amongst
motivational drives states (via rapid activation of genetically-defined hypothalamic cell types that drive
different hunger, thirst, salt-appetite), and assess biases in neural processing of motivationally-relevant
cues. We then use these genetic entry points to track the pathways to cortex that ultimately assign value to
neural representations of motivationally-relevant cues (e.g. Livneh et al., Nature, 2017). In related work, we
are examining offline cortical reactivation of motivationally salient cue representations during quiet waking
and its impact on circuit connectivity (Sugden et al., in revision).
In collaboration with Dr. Chinfei Chen at Boston Children’s Hospital, we recently elucidated new rules
governing convergence of visual information streams from retina to thalamus (Liang et al., Cell, 2018).
In future, we hope to build on this work understand how primary sensory and interoceptive inputs are
selectively modulated by motivational state.
PiN thesis students:

Rachel Essner; Kelly McGuire; Nghia Nguyen; Jasmine Reggiani; Nick Jikomes (‘11—’16); Rohan
Ramesh (‘12 - ‘18)

PiN rotation students:

David Brann; Yurika Doi; Rachel Essner; Michelle Frank; Chong Guo; Stephen Holtz; Matthew McGill;
Kelly McGuire; Alexandra Moore; Julia Nguyen; Nghia Nguyen; Jasmine Reggiani; Slater Sharp;
Minsuk Hyun; Nick Jikomes; Robert Johnson; Angela Kim; Matthias Minderer; Rohan Ramesh; Hugo VegaRamirez

PiN PEC
memberships:

Peter Angeli; Melanie Basnak; David Brann; Cesar Echavarria; Michelle Frank; Winthrop Gillis;
Allison Hamilos; Stephen Holtz; Lingfeng Hou; Anna Jaffe; Jay Lee; Julia Nguyen; Noah Pettit; Jeff
Rhoades; Shih-Yi Tseng; Vivian Hemmelder; Kee Wui Huang; Suk Joon Lee; Elliott Milner; Nicole
Neubarth; Tara Raam; Christina Welsh; Stephen Zhang

PiN DAC
memberships:

Peter Angeli; David Brann; Cesar Echavarria; Winthrop Gillis; Allison Hamilos; Stephen Holtz;
Lingfeng Hou; Anna Jaffe; Jay Lee; Julia Nguyen; Noah Pettit; Shih-Yi Tseng; Kee Wui Huang; Suk
Joon Lee; Dan Millman; Elliott Milner; Ari Morcos; Tara Raam; Alex Simon; Ju Tian; Willie Tobin; Christina
Welsh; Erika Williams; Stephen Zhang

PiN defense
committees:

Selmaan Chettih; Laura Driscoll; Neir Eshel; Greg Guitchouts; Minsuk Hyun; Gil Mandelbaum; Matthias
Minderer; Shay Neufeld; Paola Patella; Tara Raam; Clara Starkweather; Ju Tian; Christina Welsh; Erika
Williams; Alexander Wiltschko

Matthew P. Anderson, M.D./Ph.D.
Joined 2008

Associate Professor of Pathology (Neuropathology)
Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center
Center for Life Sciences, Room 645
3 Blackfan Circle
Boston
mpanders@bidmc.harvard.edu

Matthew P. Anderson, M.D., Ph.D., is Director of Neuropathology, Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center;
Neuropathologist of Autism BrainNet; and Faculty, Harvard Medical School Ph.D. Program. He won the
International Distinguished Dissertation Award (top Ph.D. thesis in science in U.S.A. and Canada, awarded
once every 5 years) for seminal work with HHMI Investigator Michael Welsh by uncovering the ion channel
and regulatory functions of the cystic fibrosis gene product (Cell, Science, Nature, and PNAS). his
postdoctoral fellowship at Massachusetts Institute of Technology with Nobel Laureate Susumu Tonegawa
led to training in Cre-LoxP conditional mouse molecular genetics, brain slice electrophysiology and synaptic
physiology, in vivo electrophysiological approaches, and behavioral neurosciences. At Harvard, his
laboratory leverages these technologies to investigate the circuit and molecular basis of genetic forms of
human neurological and psychiatric disease including epilepsy and autism. His laboratory identified the first
human genetic epilepsy disorder with defective postnatal developmental pruning and maturation of
glutamatergic circuits (Zhou et al. Nature Medicine 2009). They created the first genetic mouse model of a
frequent and strongly penetrant genetic autism spectrum disorder (maternal 15q11-13 triplications; Smith et
al. Science TM 2011). increased Ube3a gene dosage alone reconstituted the behavioral deficits of autism
(impaired social interaction and vocalization and repetitive behavior). Recently (Krishnan et al. Nature
2017), they applied transcriptional profiling, protein interaction network analysis, Cre-loxP conditional
genetics, stereotaxic viral vectors, chemogenetics, and optogenetics to map the sociability deficits resulting
from increased UBE3A. Cbln1 encodes a secreted synapse organizing protein that bridges presynaptic
neurexin (Nrxn1) and postsynaptic glutamate delta receptor (Grid1), two genes deleted in autism. They
discovered that UBE3A and seizures synergize to repress Cbln1 gene expression. Loss of Cbln1 disrupts
synapses of previously enigmatic glutamatergic neuron in the mesolimbic motivation circuits of the ventral
tegmental area (VTA) to impair social behavior.

PiN thesis students:

David Stoppel (‘06—’13)

PiN rotation students:

Yuwen Wu; David Stoppel

PiN PEC
memberships:

[none]

PiN DAC
memberships:

[none]

PiN defense
committees:

[none]

Todd Anthony
Joined 2015

Assistant Professor of Psychiatry and Neurology
Boston Children’s Hospital
Center for Life Sciences, Room 12-256
3 Blackfan Circle
Boston
todd.anthony@childrens.harvard.edu

Even a single traumatic experience can trigger the onset of a negatively valenced affective state that persists
for days to weeks. Adaptive properties of such states include hyperarousal and heightened vigilance, but
their excessive duration and/or severity can lead to pathological conditions such as post-traumatic stress
disorder (PTSD) and severe depression. What are the neural and molecular substrates responsible for the
induction, persistence and severity of such states? Why do even genetically identical individuals show
differential susceptibility to mood disorders precipitated by stress? Can specific pharmacological or genetic
manipulations be developed in the lab that can prevent or reverse stress-induced psychiatric disorders in
people?
We are addressing these questions by focusing on the lateral septal (LS) node of the septohippocampal
system, a pathway long implicated in the control of stress-induced behavioral states but which has received
relatively little attention in the modern era. Although often overlooked, the LS is likely to play critical roles in
human affective disorders as it is robustly activated by stressful stimuli and required for persistent behavioral
responses to stress (e.g. increased anxiety). However, the LS is a large, highly heterogeneous structure
containing tens if not hundreds of distinct cell types that also mediate other, apparently disparate behavioral
functions (e.g. social behavior, drug abuse, sexual pleasure). Which specific neuronal or glial populations
subserve which functions via which pathways remains virtually unknown.
To target defined components of LS stress circuitry, we are taking a genetic approach that combines mouse
molecular genetics, viral vectors, behavioral analysis, calcium imaging, and electrophysiological approaches
to causally link the activity of specific circuits and/or genes to the persistent behavioral effects of stress. In
addition to ‘gene-based’ targeting of cell types, we are also developing and employing novel activitydependent genetic tools to interrogate neuronal subpopulations activated in response to different stress
paradigms.

PiN thesis students:

Dionnet Bhatti; Salvador Brito

PiN rotation students:

Dionnet Bhatti; Salvador Brito, Kelsey Clausing; Mona Han; Slater Sharp

PiN PEC
memberships:

Seul Ah Kim; Slater Sharp

PiN DAC
memberships:

Seul Ah Kim; Slater Sharp

PiN defense
committees:

Nick Jikomes

Paola Arlotta, Ph.D.
Joined 2013

Professor of Stem Cell and Regenerative Biology
Harvard University
Dept. of Stem Cell and Regenerative Biology
7 Divinity Avenue, SF 358C
Cambridge
paola_arlotta@harvard.edu

In my lab research, I am interested in understanding the mechanisms that govern the fate specification and
development of distinct subtypes of projection neurons of the cerebral cortex, and in understanding the
principles that govern the integration of excitatory projection neurons and inhibitory interneurons into local
cortical microcircuitry. In the long term my work aims at developing approaches to aid neuronal regeneration
in the context of neurodegenerative diseases of the cortical output circuitry, and at modulating neuronal
function in psychiatric diseases affecting the cerebral cortex. A recent interest of my laboratory has been the
modeling of human neuropsychiatric disease using human brain organoids that are derived from induced
pluripotent stem cells. Our long-term goal is to generate in vitro models that resemble as closely as possible
the cellular complexity, tissue architecture and local connectivity of the developing human cerebral cortex
and that can become a platform for understanding higher-order circuit function and dysfunction affected in
neurodevelopmental cortical disease. By large-scale single-cell sequencing we have shown that human
brain organoids can generate a broad diversity of cells, including subpopulations of neurons and progenitors
of the cerebral cortex, which are molecularly related to known endogenous human cell classes. We have
also developed the first long-term culture of human brain organoids (grown for over one year), which enables
development of extensive cellular diversity, neuronal maturation (including the formation of dendritic spines),
and the generation of spontaneously active neuronal networks sensitive to sensory stimuli.

PiN thesis students:

James Harris (‘13—’19)

PiN rotation students:

Dean Lee, Zhaoying Xu

PiN PEC
memberships:

Elaine Fisher; Rebecca Senft; Nivanthika Wimalasena, Ivan Santiago; Priya Srikanth; Zhaoying Xu

PiN DAC
memberships:

Alexander Murphy; Zhaoying Xu

PiN defense
committees:

Luke Bogart; Ershela Durresi; Divya Jayaraman; Jinyue Liu; Lia Min; Luis de la Torre Ubieta; Zhaoying Xu

John Assad, Ph.D.
Joined 1996 * Alumnus of the Program in Neuroscience *
Director of Program in Neuroscience 2019—present
Member, Student Advisory Committee

Professor of Neurobiology
Harvard Medical School
Warren Alpert Building, Room 227
200 Longwood Avenue
Boston
jassad@hms.harvard.edu

The goal of my lab’s research is to understand how the primate brain controls behavior by integrating
external sensory information with internal states, such as attention or motivation. The brain has an
astonishing ability to flexibly link sensation and action. The same visual object may trigger different actions
depending on external context or the animal’s internal needs, preferences or state of attention. My lab uses
electrophysiological techniques to study the brain computations between sensory input and motor output. We
have focused on three important aspects of this processing chain: 1) how visual information is transformed
into a behaviorally useful form, 2) how appropriate movements are initiated at precise times, and 3) how the
value of objects or goals in the environment is assigned to guide behavior. For many of these studies, my lab
has focused on the parietal cortex, a part of the brain that acts as a bridge between sensation and action. We
have also examined the role of the basal ganglia in movement control, an issue that is relevant for
understanding movement disorders such as Parkinson’s disease, and we have studied the orbitofrontal
cortex in the context of how the brain represents value.

PiN thesis students:

Allison Hamilos; Lingfeng Hou; Julia Nguyen; Eden Sayed; Jamie Fitzgerald (‘05—’11); Todd Herrington
(‘02—’07); Gaby Maimon (‘98—’05)

PiN rotation
students:

Michael Gulledge; Allison Hamilos; Lingfeng Hou; Julia Nguyen; Jeffrey Rhoades; Eden Sayed; Cindy
Yuan; Amy Ashbacher; Dan Brady; Eun Young Choi; John Elfar; Jamie Fitzgerald; Johannes Haushofer; Todd
Herrington; Gaby Maimon; Amy Ni; Doug Ruff

PiN PEC
memberships:

Celia Beron; James Bohnslav; Yurika Doi; Cesar Echavarria; Michael Gulledge; Maya Jay; Lucy Lai;
John Mikhael; Alexandra Moore; Tomas Osorno; Shih-Yi Tseng; James Berg; Anna Chambers; Kevin
Cury; Laura Driscoll; Tim Dunn; Vivian Hemmelder; Nick Hunter; Camilo Libedinsky; Andrew Lutas; Shay
Neufeld; Amy Ni; Ian Oldenburg; Shawn Olsen; Rajesh Poddar; Carlos Ponce; Alexandra Smolyanskaya; Clara
Starkweather; Sohail Tavazoie; Stephen Thornquist; Sujith Vijayan; Zhanlei Ye

PiN DAC
memberships:

Celia Beron; James Bohnslav; Michael Bukwich; Cesar Echavarria; Michael Gulledge; John Mikhael;
Alexandra Moore; Tomas Osorno; Shih-Yi Tseng; Anna Chambers; Kevin Cury; Michael Do; Laura
Driscoll; Tim Dunn; Kee Wui Huang; Nick Hunter; Camilo Libedinsky; Gil Mandelbaum; Ari Morcos; Shay
Neufeld; Ian Oldenburg; Shawn Olsen; Rajesh Poddar; Carlos Ponce; Doug Ruff; Alexandra Smolyanskaya;
Clara Starkweather; Stephen Thornquist; Sohail Tavazoie; Alex Wiltschko

PiN defense
committees:

Solange Brown; Yeang Ch’ng; Thomas Chou; Saskia deVries; Jeremy Dittman; Laura Driscoll; Jesus Garcia;
Kee Wui Huang; Aaron Kerlin; Suk Joon Lee; Zhihao Luo; Gil Mandelbaum; Shay Neufeld; Stan Pashkovski;
Paola Patella; Carlos Ponce; Sasha Rayshubskiy; John Reppas; Clara Starkweather; Abraha Taddese; Sohail
Tavazoie; Stephen Thornquist; Ju Tian; Doris Tsao; Sujith Vijayan; Ying Zhang

Brian J. Bacskai, Ph.D.
Joined 2008

Professor in Neurology
Massachusetts General Hospital—East
Institute for Neurodegenerative Diseases
114 16th Street, CNY 114-2010
Charlestown
bbacskai@partners.org

Dr. Bacskai's laboratory uses sophisticated optical techniques to address fundamental questions in
Alzheimer's disease research. Using the imaging technique multiphoton microscopy, the senile plaques of
Alzheimer's disease can be detected in the brains of living transgenic mice, and characterized with chronic
imaging. By multiplexing with other structural and functional fluorescent probes, we can examine specific
cellular responses to disease progression in vivo as well. This detection platform was used to characterize a
therapeutic approach to clearing the senile plaques based on immunotherapy, as well as to characterize
novel amyloid-targeting ligands in preclinical development for PET imaging in humans. Current research is
aimed at optimizing therapeutic approaches, and imaging the anatomy and physiology of specific cell types
in the brain before and after treatment. Advances in viral delivery techniques allow targeting specific cell
types and organelles in the living brain for both structural and functional imaging. We are currently exploring
the roles of the vasculature, neurons, neural circuits, astrocytes, endothelium, smooth muscle cells, and the
blood-brain barrier. Development of novel optical techniques is ongoing, and includes methods to measure
protein-protein interactions using fluorescence lifetime imaging microscopy (FLIM), and non-invasive
approaches to amyloid imaging in intact animals based on NIR fluorescence diffuse optical tomography.

PiN thesis students:

[none]

PiN rotation students:

[none]

PiN PEC
memberships:

[none]

PiN DAC
memberships:

[none]

PiN defense
committees:

[none]

Justin T. Baker, M.D./Ph.D.
Joined 2018

Assistant Professor in Psychiatry
McLean Hospital
115 Mill Street
Belmont
jtbaker@partners.org

The Baker Lab at McLean Hospital uses both large-scale studies and “deep-phenotyping" approaches to
understand the nature and underlying biology of mental illnesses, particularly lifelong conditions like
schizophrenia and bipolar disorder in humans. Deep phenotyping describes the intensive, longitudinal
assessment of individuals (i.e., humans and other animals), using continuous, objective measures of
behavior and brain structure/function to reveal multivariate trajectories that can inform brain-behavior
relationships. We develop and apply unobtrusive methods for data acquisition in naturalistic settings,
employing computational methods such as computer vision and machine learning, to make sense of those
signals and gain a predictive foothold into behavioral pathology at the level of single individuals. The goal of
this work is to develop more effective strategies to both monitor and treat severe mental illness, as well as
advance basic understanding of disease pathophysiology.

PiN thesis students:

Michaela Ennis

PiN rotation students:

Michaela Ennis

PiN PEC
memberships:

[none]

PiN DAC
memberships:

[none]

PiN defense
committees:

[none]

Bruce Bean, Ph.D.
Joined 1985

Professor of Neurobiology
Harvard Medical School
Goldenson Building, Room 301
220 Longwood Avenue
Boston
bruce_bean@hms.harvard.edu

Research in the Bean lab focuses on the neurophysiology of mammalian
neurons, with a goal of understanding how firing patterns of different kinds of
neurons are controlled by expression of particular types of ion channels. A major goal in the laboratory is to
use what we learn about control of firing in normally-functioning neurons to understand pathophysiology in
disease states, including epilepsy, neuropathic pain, amyotrophic lateral sclerosis, and Parkinson’s Disease.
Work in the laboratory is based on electrophysiological recording from central neurons, both in brain slice and
after acute dissociation. The laboratory also works on ion channel pharmacology, both to understand the
mechanism of action of known agents like anti-seizure drugs and cannabinoids and to develop new therapeutic
compounds. Our work on ion channel pharmacology includes a long-standing collaboration with Clifford
Woolf’s laboratory to develop new treatments for pain.

PiN thesis
students

Nat Blair (‘99-’04); Brett Carter (‘06-’11); Michael Do (‘98-’03); Alexander Jackson (‘00-’06); Tilly Kimm (‘09—’15);
Laura Regan (‘84-’90); Deborah Sodickson (‘91-’97); Kenton Swartz (‘89-’93); Abraha Taddese (‘96-’00); Jason
Yamada-Hanff (‘09—’15)

PiN rotation
students:

James Berg; Nathaniel Blair; Greg Bryman; Adam Carter; Brett Carter; Kevin Cury; Jeremy Dittman; Michael Do;
Tim Dunn; Monica Feliu-Mojer; Mehmet Fisek; Nathan Gouwens; Alex Jackson; Mounir Koussa; Thomas Luo;
Gaby Maimon; Lisa Nelson; Hye-Yeon Park; Simina Popa; Carolyn Rodriguez; Patrick Senatus; Gilberto SolerLlavina; Kenton Swartz; Abraha Taddese; Geoffrey Tanner; Josef Turecek; Jason Yamada-Hanff; Dayao Zhao

PiN PEC
memberships:

Chong Guo; Herriet Hsieh; Mehak Khan; Andrew Landau; Krissy Lyon; Alexandra Moore; Tomas Osorno;
Lijun Qi; Genelle Rankin; Keiko Weir; Nivanthika Wimalasena; John Assad; Marc Awobuluyi; Ben Barres;
James Berg; David Cardozo; Adam Carter; Allison Baker Chang; Chinfei Chen; Yun-Beom Choi; Thomas Chou;
Michelle Day; John Dekker; Ryan Dosumu-Johnson; Elizabeth Finch; Mehmet Fisek; Kelly Foster; Jesus Garcia;
Andrew Giessel; Nathan Gouwens; Anna Greka; Jessica Hauser; Lise Heginbotham; Yessenia Ibarra; Paul
Jackson; Mark Johnson; Stefan Kaczmarek; Raul Krauss; Anatol Kreitzer; Chung-Chin Kuo; Suk Joon Lee; Emily
Liman; Wendy Liu; Andrew Lutas; Dan Millman; Elliott Milner; Mike Myoga; Nicole Neubarth; Ian Oldenburg;
Christov Roberson; Patrick Senatus; Gordon Shepherd; David Simon; Lawrence Sincich; Gilberto Soler-Llavina;
Geoffrey Tanner; Monica Thanawala; Sarah Webster

PiN DAC
memberships:

Chong Guo; Rich Hakim; Herriet Hsieh; Mehak Khan; Andrew Landau; Krissy Lyon; Alexandra Moore;
Tomas Osorno; Genelle Rankin; Keiko Weir; Nivanthika Wimalasena; John Assad; James Berg; Greg
Bryman; David Cardozo; Adam Carter; Chinfei Chen; Yun-Beom Choi; Michelle Day; John Dekker; Jeremy
Dittman; Ryan Dosumu-Johnson; Eleanore Edson; Elizabeth Finch; Mehmet Fisek; Kelly Foster; Jesus Garcia;
Andrew Giessel; Nathan Gouwens; Donnella Green; Anna Greka; Jessica Hauser; Lise Heginbothem; Richard
Held; Yessenia Ibarra; Paul Jackson; Mark Johnson; Stefan Kaczmarek; Anatol Kreitzer; Chung-Chin Kuo; Suk
Joon Lee; Emily Liman; Andrew Lutas; Wendy Liu; Elliott Milner; James Morrill; Mike Myoga; Julie Nardone;
Christov Roberson; Patrick Senatus; Gordon Shepherd; David Simon; Lawrence Sincich; Paula Smith; Gilberto
Soler-Llavina; Geoffrey Tanner; Monica Thanawala; Margaret Thompson; Willie Tobin; Josef Turecek; Chris
Tzeng; Vasanth Vedantham; Sarah Webster; Mary Womack

PiN defense
committees:

John Assad; Pradeep Atluri; Ben Barres; Brenda Bloodgood; Gregory Bryman; Adam Carter; Chinfei Chen; YunBeom Choi; Adam Christensen; Saumya Das; Michelle Day; John Dekker; Shelby Dietz; Jeremy Dittman; Ryan
Dosumu-Johnson; Eleanore Edson; Elizabeth Finch; Kelly Foster; Jesus Garcia; Donnella Green; Lise
Heginbotham; Helen Xun Hou; Yessenia Ibarra; Mark Johnson; Stefan Kaczmarek; Anatol Kreitzer; Chung-Chin
Kuo; Peri Kurshan; Emily Liman; Wendy Liu; Shan Lou; Andrew Lutas; Jacob Marcus; Elliott Milner; James
Morrill; Eric Mulhall; Julie Nardone; Shay Neufeld; Christov Roberson; Bernardo Sabatini; Patrick Safo; Lawrence
Sincich; Paula Smith; Gilberto Soler-Llavina; Geoffrey Tanner; Monica Thanawala; Willie Tobin; Chris Tzeng;
Sarah Webster; Mary Womack; Joey Zhou

Nicholas Bellono, Ph.D.
Joined in 2018

Assistant Professor of Molecular and Cellular Biology
Harvard University
Biological Laboratories 2021
16 Divinity Avenue
Cambridge
nbellono@harvard.edu

Our lab is interested in how organisms adapt to detect and respond to salient environmental
signals based on their ecological or behavioral context. We emphasize a curiosity-based approach
in which specialized, unconventional systems are exploited to reveal fundamental concepts of
signal transduction and amplification, ion channel biophysics, and evolution. We then aim to
understand how these molecular mechanisms impact organismal physiology and behavior.

PiN thesis students:

Keiko Weir

PiN rotation students:

Alex Chen; Lily He; Keiko Weir ; Wenyi Zhang

PiN PEC memberships: Alex Chen

PiN DAC memberships: Alex Chen

PiN defense
committees:

Gregory Bryman; He Yang

Larry I. Benowitz, Ph.D.
Joined in 1979

Professor of Surgery
Boston Children’s Hospital
F.M. Kirby Neurobiology Center
Center for Life Science, Room 13-071
3 Blackfan Circle
Boston
larry.benowitz@childrens.harvard.edu

CNS injury, including spinal cord damage, stroke, and certain neurodegenerative diseases, can lead to
permanent and devastating functional losses. Our primary objectives are to understand the mechanisms that
underlie cell death and regenerative failure after CNS injury, and to develop methods to preserve damaged
neurons and promote the rewiring of neural circuitry. One major interest has been regeneration of the optic
nerve. Retinal ganglion cells (RGCs), the projection neurons of the eye, normally cannot regrow injured axons
and soon begin to die after traumatic nerve injury or in degenerative diseases such as glaucoma. We
discovered that regenerative failure can be partially reversed by inducing a controlled inflammatory reaction in
the eye, causing neutrophils and macrophages to secrete a previously unknown growth factor, oncomodulin
(Ocm). Ocm combined with cAMP elevation and pten gene deletion enables some RGCs to regenerate axons
from the eye to the appropriate central target areas, where they form synapses and restore some simple
visual responses. More recently, working with Paul Rosenberg and Eric Li, we found that optic nerve injury
leads to a rapid elevation of mobile zinc (Zn2+) in the terminals of retinal interneurons (amacrine cells) which
then accumulates in RGCs. Chelation of Zn2+ results in the persistent survival of many RGCs and
considerable axon regeneration. Current research is investigating the intercellular signaling network
underlying this phenomenon, myelination of regenerating axons, synaptic changes in the retina, transcriptional
cascades that underlie regeneration, and the use of gene therapy to restore vision in a clinically relevant
manner. Other recent interests include the role of microglia in RGC death in animal models of glaucoma, and
the role of inosine, a naturally occurring purine nucleoside, in activating the protein kinase Mst3b and
promoting anatomical rewiring and functional recovery in animal models of stroke and spinal cord injury.

PiN thesis students:

Steven Chao (‘93—’99); Paul Jackson (‘90—’95)

PiN rotation students:

Aniqa Tasnim; Allison Bialas; Steven Chao; Matthew Hemming; Yessenia Ibarra; Paul Jackson;
Shan Lou; Eric Luth; Mary Morris Sabatini; Allison Nishitani; Allison Paradise; Heather Rieff; Cameron
Sadegh; Ivan Santiago; Kim Seth; Rebecca Swimmer; Anne Sydor; Zeev Waks; Yue Yang

PiN PEC memberships: Allison Rosen Bialas; Laurie Burlingame; Marina Chicurel; Raj Gopal; Matthew Hass; Matthew Hemming;
Albert Hung; Alice Lu; Sanjay Magavi; Heather Mason; Brad Molyneaux; Philip Nadeau; Volney Sheen;
Karin Sorra; Rudolph Tanzi; Mary Wertz
PiN DAC memberships: Allison Rosen Bialas; Ken Colodner; Raj Gopal; Matthew Hemming; Albert Hung; Alice Lu; Sanjay Magavi;
Amy Malick; Philip Nadeau; Volney Sheen; Karin Sorra; Paul Tolentino; Mary Wertz
PiN defense
committees:

Carmela Abraham; Marc Awobuluyi; Joshua Berke; Lisa Catapano; Raj Gopal; Albert Hung; Emily
Lehrman; Sanjay Magavi; Philip Nadeau; Brooke Patten; Christopher Reid; Karin Sorra; Christian Titlow;
Paul Tolentino; Yuwen Wu

Sabina Berretta, M.D.
Joined 2012

Associate Professor of Psychiatry
McLean Hospital
115 Mill Street
Belmont
s.berretta@mclean.harvard.edu

Current investigations in our laboratory are aimed at understanding the molecular and cellular pathology
affecting brain circuits involved in psychiatric disorders, and in particular in emotion dysregulation. The
involvement of the amygdala in these disorders has been a long-standing point of focus in our work. Over
the past 20 years, we have shown the specific involvement of distinct amygdala nuclei and subregions in
the pathophysiology of schizophrenia and bipolar disorder. One of our most recent studies demonstrates
that the expression of somatostatin, a peptide known to be involved in the regulation of anxiety, varies in
the healthy human amygdala according to circadian rhythms and that this pattern is altered in people with
bipolar disorder. A long-standing interest in our laboratory is the role of the interactions between neurons,
glia and extracellular matrix in the pathology of psychiatric disorders. Our group was the first to provide
evidence for the involvement of extracellular matrix in the pathophysiology of major psychoses. In a series
of studies, we showed that several distinct types of perineuronal nets (PNNs), and glial cells synthesizing
key PNN components, are robustly altered in multiple brain regions in bipolar disorder and schizophrenia.
We also showed that a novel extracellular matrix structure, i.e. CS-6 clusters, is also significantly impacted
in the amygdala of donors with bipolar disorder and schizophrenia. Recent studies showed dramatic
decreases of PNNs in the thalamic reticular nucleus in schizophrenia and bipolar disorder. Together, these
studies have brought extracellular matrix abnormalities in major psychoses to the forefront of the field of
psychiatry. These abnormalities may contribute to neural circuit anomalies during development and
synaptic destabilization during adulthood, particularly affecting glutamatergic synapses on inhibitory
interneurons.

PiN thesis students:

[none]

PiN rotation students:

[none]

PiN PEC memberships:

[none]

PiN DAC memberships:

[none]

PiN defense committees:

[none]

Vadim Bolshakov, Ph.D.
Joined 2002

Professor of Psychiatry
McLean Hospital
115 Mill Street
Belmont
vadimb@mclean.harvard.edu

We study cellular and molecular mechanisms of learned and innate behaviors, specifically focusing on
understanding the mechanisms of fear-related behavioral responses at the neural network level. In our
experiments, we combine electrophysiological, cell biological, and optogenetic techniques in order to relate
long-term synaptic modifications in fear circuits induced by fear conditioning to memories of this averse
experience. Our results illuminated how the information that is contained in the specific afferent input activity
could be encoded and preserved during fear learning. We identified several mechanisms of pathway
specificity of lasting synaptic modifications in fear conditioning pathways helping to maintain functional
independence of the convergent inputs. These mechanisms contribute to directionality of the information
flow in fear conditioning circuits, providing a mechanism for the conditioned stimulus discrimination during
fear memory retrieval. Our laboratory demonstrated also that both synaptic modifications in afferent inputs to
the amygdala associated with fear conditioning and the ability to acquire and retain fear memory can be
regulated by the neural circuitry-specific gene expression, providing genetic evidence that plasticity in the
conditioned stimulus pathways serves as a cellular mechanism of fear memory formation. More recently,
combining optogenetics, viral tracing, electrophysiology and behavioral testing, we explored how anxietyrelated behaviors are mediated at the level of interactions between anxiety-controlling brain regions
(amygdala and BNST, specifically). We discovered the network-level mechanisms which control
anxiogenesis by decreasing the functional output of the BNST neurons to downstream brain regions, thus
triggering physiological manifestations of anxiety.

PiN thesis students:

[none]

PiN rotation students:

Rachel Donahue; Jason Neal

PiN PEC memberships: [none]
PiN DAC memberships: Ashlee Van’t Veer
PiN defense
committees:

[none]

Richard Born, M.D.
Joined 1995 * Director of Program in Neuroscience 2008—2014
Member, Student Advisory Committee

Professor of Neurobiology
Harvard Medical School
Warren Alpert Building Room 215A
200 Longwood Avenue
Boston
richard_born@hms.harvard.edu

Goal: We seek to understand the circuitry of the mammalian cerebral cortex
and how it endows us with the ability to see.
Approach: We study the visual cortex of both monkeys and rodents. With monkeys, we take advantage of their
ability to perform difficult perceptual tasks that provide insight into specific aspects of their visual experience. This
allows us to define the neural correlates of particular visual behaviors and then begin to study their underlying
mechanisms, first at a coarse level, by activating or inactivating higher order visual areas. In rodents, we exploit the
ability to continuously monitor neural populations while animals experience “binocular rivalry” and other interesting
perceptual states. We then use optogenetics to manipulate specific cell types, in order to test hypotheses generated by
the behavioral experiments in both species.
Techniques: In monkeys, our primary tools are extracellular electrophysiology—with multi-electrode arrays and
laminar probes—and psychophysics. They are complemented by techniques that allow us to perturb visual areas,
including inactivation with cortical cooling and activation with microstimulation. In rodents we use behavior, 2-photon
Ca++ imaging and optogenetics.
Current Projects:
Cortico-cortical feedback. Most of the projects in the lab are aimed at deciphering this ubiquitous, but poorly
understood, aspect of cortical connectivity. We have previously shown that feedback from V2 and V3 has a relatively
selective effect on the non-classical surrounds of V1 receptive fields (Nassi et al. 2013; Nassi et al. 2014). These
surrounds are critical for vision, because they allow local, feature-selective responses to be modulated by the context in
which they occur. This modulation is surprisingly sophisticated, and appears well suited to reduce redundancy and
create sparse representations in visual cortex via input-gain control (Trott & Born 2015). In addition, feedback exerts a
surprisingly large influence on the local field potential and associated rhythms, such as gamma oscillations, which, in
turn can affect the variability of neuronal spiking (Gómez-Laberge et al. 2016). Taken together, our findings have led us
to focus our rodent studies on top-down inputs to the layer 1 apical dendrites of pyramidal cells and to interactions with
somatostatin-containing interneurons.
1) Feedback and learning. While animals learn to discriminate the orientation of noisy oriented textures, we record in
V1 with multi-electrode arrays to test the predictions of a hierarchical Bayesian model of perceptual inference. (Ariana
Sherdil, Postdoctoral Fellow; Camille Gómez-Laberge, Postdoctoral Fellow; collaboration with Dr. Ralf Haefner, Univ.
of Rochester).
2) Feedback mechanisms. We have developed a rodent preparation that lets us simultaneously monitor the activity of
both neuronal cell bodies in V1 and the synapses projecting back to them from higher visual areas. We do this using
genetically encoded Ca++ indicators of different colors that are conjugated to proteins that traffic them to different parts
of the neuron. This allows us to measure and, ultimately, manipulate the different sources of information to test circuitlevel hypotheses about how top-down influences affect sensory inputs. (Abhinav Grama, Postdoctoral Fellow; Susanne
Haridi, Master’s Student; Peter Kim, Harvard undergraduate)
3) Layer 1 connectome. This project, motivated by our recent studies of the effects of V2 inactivation on the response
properties of V1 neurons in awake, behaving monkeys, is still in the planning stages. Stay tuned! (collaboration with
Kathy Rockland, Boston University; HMS labs of Gord Fishell, David Ginty and Wei-Chung Allen Lee)
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PiN thesis students:

Nick Hunter (‘02-’09); Carlos Ponce (‘03-’08); Doug Ruff (‘07-’11); Alexandra Smolyanskaya (‘06-’12); Alex
Trott (‘10—’16)

PiN rotation students:

Asa Barth-Maron; Mike Bukwich; Michael Marquis; Florin Albeanu; Pradeep Atluri; Anna Chambers;
Saskia deVries; Neir Eshel; Nick Hunter; Jocelyn LeBlanc; Ari Morcos; Carlos Ponce; Doug Ruff; Nesibe
Temiz; Alex Trott; Alice Wang

PiN PEC
memberships:

Peter Angeli; Michael Bukwich; Allison Hamilos; Michael Marquis; Kelly McGuire; Jasmine Reggiani;
Eden Sayed; Haozhe Shan; Amy Ashbacher; Alo Basu; Joe Bell; Davi Bock; Eun Young Choi; Senan
Ebrahim; John Elfar; Mehmet Fisek; Stephanie Gaus; Greg Guitchounts; Johannes Haushofer; Todd
Herrington; Camilo Libedinsky; Thomas Luo; Gaby Maimon; Amy Ni; Hye-Yeon Park; Rohan Ramesh;
Sasha Rayshubskiy; Dan Smith; Clara Starkweather; Tari Tan

PiN DAC
memberships:

Peter Angeli; Mike Bukwich; Michael Marquis; Kelly McGuire; Noah Pettit; Jasmine Reggiani; Eden
Sayed; Haozhe Shan; Amy Ashbacher; Allison Baker; Alo Basu; Joe Bell; Davi Bock; Greg Bryman;
Yeang Ch’ng; Eun Young Choi; Mehmet Fisek; Jamie Fitzgerald; Stephanie Gaus; Greg Guitchounts;
Johannes Haushofer; Todd Herrington; Aaron Kerlin; Camilo Libedinsky; Thomas Luo; Gaby Maimon; Amy
Ni; Rohan Ramesh; Sasha Rayshubskiy; Dan Smith; David Stoppel; Tari Tan; Willie Tobin; Sujith Vijayan

PiN defense
committees:

Selmaan Chettih; Eun Young Choi; Bevil Conway; Michael Deans; Mehmet Fisek; Stephanie Gaus; Greg
Guitchounts; Johannes Haushofer; Camilo Libedinsky; Zhihao Luo; Gaby Maimon; Dan Millman; Lia Min;
Shawn Olsen; Katie Quast; David Roberson; David Stoppel; Taralyn Tan; Sohail Tavazoie; Dorois Tsao;
Sumith Vijayan; Alice Wang; Ying Zhang

Xandra Breakefield, Ph.D.
Joined 1984

Professor of Neurology
Massachusetts General Hospital
Neurogenetics Unit
149 13th Street
Charlestown
breakefield@hms.harvard.edu

Our laboratory focuses on understanding genetic mechanisms underlying diseases of the nervous
system and developing therapies and biomarkers for these diseases. Longstanding work has focused on
genes causing movement disorders, including early onset torsion dystonia (DYT1) and X-linked dystonia
parkinsonism (XDP).
A major emphasis has also been on brain tumors, especially glioma/glioblastoma, as well as on tumor
suppressor syndromes – neurofibromatosis type 1 & 2 and tuberous sclerosis type 1 & 2. We have
developed preclinical mouse models for these tumors and used a number of viral vectors for gene
therapy.
Our recent work has also focused on characterization of extracellular vesicles (exosomes and
microvesicles) released by brain tumor cells, including their use as biomarkers, their ability to modify
cells in their microenvironment in favor of tumor growth, and their potential as therapeutic delivery
vehicles in the nervous system.

PiN thesis students:

Manish Aghi (‘93-’98); Christian Titlow (‘85—’92)

PiN rotation students:

Manish Aghi; Alfred Roca; Christian Titlow; Kevin Welch

PiN PEC memberships:

Yeang Ch’ng; Richard Chung; Steven McIntire; Rudolph Tanzie; Kevin Welch; Stacie Weninger

PiN DAC memberships:

Richard Chung; David Turner; Stacie Weninger

PiN defense committees:

Steven Chao; Steven McIntire; David Turner

Emery N. Brown, M.D./Ph.D.
Joined 1993

Warren M. Zapol Professor of Anaesthesia
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
77 Massachusetts Avenue, 46-6079
Cambridge
enb@neurostat.mit.edu

General anesthesia is a neurophysiological state in which a patient is rendered unconscious, insensitive
to pain, amnestic, and immobile, while being maintained physiologically stable. General anesthesia has
been administered in the US for more than 165 years and currently more than 100,000 people receive
general anesthesia daily in this country for surgery alone. Still, the mechanism by which an anesthetic
drug induces general anesthesia remains a medical mystery. We use a systems neuroscience approach
to study how the state of general anesthesia is induced and maintained. To do so, we are using fMRI,
EEG, neurophysiological recordings, microdialysis methods and mathematical modeling in
interdisciplinary collaborations with investigators in HST, the Department of Brain and Cognitive
Sciences at MIT, Massachusetts General Hospital, and Boston University. The long-term goal of this
research is to establish a neurophysiological definition of anesthesia, safer, site-specific anesthetic drugs
and to develop better neurophysiologically-based methods for measuring depth of anesthesia.

PiN thesis students:

Sujith Vijayan (‘00—’07)

PiN rotation students:

Allison Hamilos

PiN PEC memberships: [none]
PiN DAC memberships: Amy Ashbacher; Nick Hunter

PiN defense
committees:

Rebecca Reh

Joshua Buckholtz, Ph.D.
Joined 2012

Associate Professor of Psychology
Harvard University
Northwest Building, Room 295.01
52 Oxford Street
Cambridge
joshua_buckholtz@harvard.edu

People vary widely in their capacity to deliberate on the potential adverse consequences of their choices
before they act. Impulsivity (the inability to exert self-control) is a core symptom that contributes to
dysfunction and impairment across the entire spectrum of mental illness. It is a cardinal feature of antisocial
behavior, psychopathy and substance abuse, which together account for more than $1 Trillion annually in
costs related to treatment, incarceration, and lost productivity. Unfortunately, impulsive symptoms are
notoriously difficult to treat and there exist few effective therapeutic options. One major roadblock to
treatment development is our limited understanding of the neurobiology of impulsive decisionmaking. Work
in our lab is focused on identifying specific brain circuit mechanisms that underlie a range of self-control
related cognitive functions.

We are especially interested in clarifying how variability in the function of these circuits leads to individual
differences in self-control related symptoms. To that end we leverage multiple approaches - behavioral,
computational, functional brain imaging (fMRI), neuroreceptor imaging (PET), and brain stimulation. For
example, we use non-invasive brain stimulation techniques such as transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS)
and transcranial direct current stimulation (tDCS) to manipulate nodes within distributed brain circuits for self
-control. The effects of these interventions on behavior are identified using computationally-derived
parameters that map onto granular cognitive representations, and their impact on large-scale brain circuitry
is "read out" using PET and fMRI. Our lab has contributed to a deeper understanding of the neurobiological
mechanisms underlying disorders of impulse control (e.g. substance use disorders, personality disorders,
antisocial behavior, and suicide).

PiN thesis students:

[none]

PiN rotation students:

[none]

PiN PEC memberships:

Neir Eshel

PiN DAC memberships:

Neir Eshel

PiN defense committees:

Eun Young Choi; Momchil Tomov

Randy Buckner, Ph.D.
Joined 2006

Professor of Psychology
Harvard University
Northwest Building—East Wing
Room 210-05, 52 Oxford Street
Cambridge
randy_buckner@harvard.edu

Weighing about three pounds, the human brain contains billion of neurons that are wired together in complex
but highly structured networks. Our laboratory explores the organization and function of large-scale human
brain networks that contribute to high-level cognition. Using multiple behavioral, neuroimaging and
computational approaches we characterize brain networks and how genetic variation gives rise to differences
in network organization and behavior, including dysfunction in neuropsychiatric illness. For example, in a
series of recent studies we comprehensively characterized the organization of the cortex, striatum, and
cerebellum with a particular focus on brain association networks important to memory and cognitive control.
Using the understanding of normal organization as a foundation, we also explore disturbances in network
organization in a range of neuropsychiatric and neurodegenerative illnesses. Current projects seek to
determine whether dysfunction can be detected prior to clinical symptoms in individuals at genetic risk for
illness. Recently our work has turned to exploring the detailed organization of individual brains and how that
organization differs across people and changes over time. This push toward the individual brain is critical for
clinical translation.

PiN thesis students:

Peter Angeli; Eun Young Choi (‘06—’13)

PiN rotation students:

Peter Angeli; Neir Eshel; Eun Young Choi; Ting Ren

PiN PEC memberships:

Michaela Ennis; Rohan Ramesh

PiN DAC memberships:

Michaela Ennis; Rohan Ramesh

PiN defense committees:

[none]

Joan Camprodon, M.D./Ph.D.
Joined 2020

Assistant Professor of Psychiatry
Massachusetts General Hospital
149 13th Street, 2nd Floor
Boston
jcamprodon@mgh.harvard.edu

Methodologically, I use multimodal combinations of brain stimulation and neuroimaging/neurophysiology to
investigate neural circuitry and plasticity in a translational manner. I work with a wide range of noninvasive
and invasive neuromodulation techniques including transcranial current stimulation (tCS), transcranial
magnetic stimulation (TMS), electroconvulsive therapy (ECT) and deep brain stimulation (DBS). I also use
functional and structural MRI, EEG and innovative simultaneous combinations of TMS and tDCS with
neuroimaging.

The scope of my research includes basic, translational and clinical projects focused on human circuit
neuroscience. Our questions address the anatomy and physiology of disease-relevant networks, the
investigation of pathophysiological mechanisms at the circuit level (with an emphasis on transdiagnostic
processes and the role of plasticity) and the translational development of tools to support clinical care and
decision-making (e.g. biomarkers, predictors of response, treatment development). Critical efforts are geared
towards applying the paradigms and methods of human systems neuroscience to discover treatment targets
that support the development of new individualized precision therapeutics, with a focus on image-guided
device-based neuromodulation.

PiN thesis students:

[None]

PiN rotation students:

[None]

PiN PEC memberships:

[None]

PiN DAC memberships:

[None]

PiN defense committees:

[none]

William Carlezon, Ph.D.
Joined 2000

Professor of Psychiatry
McLean Hospital
Behavioral Genetics Lab
115 Mill Street
Belmont
carlezon@mclean.harvard.edu

The Carlezon lab is primarily interested in the biological basis and treatment of
psychiatric illness, specifically nature/nurture issues as they relate to the brain and
the basic processes by which the brain develops and is modified in response to experience. His Behavioral
Genetics Laboratory, founded in 1998, aims to better understand how the environment affects behavior and
the biology of the brain. “Environment” can mean many things, including exposure to stress, drugs, trauma,
toxins, or illness. This work is relevant to many types of neuropsychiatric disorders, including depression,
anxiety, PTSD, addiction, and autism.
Rather than trying to model neuropsychiatric conditions directly, Dr. Carlezon’s lab uses multiple behavioral
tests that capture their key signs, which in people are often overlapping (co-occurring). Ideally, the tests are
sensitive to the same signs in animals that psychiatrists use to make diagnoses in people. We focus on the
same types of endpoints in animals that can be collected and stored by smartphones, smartwatches, and
activity trackers.
The work is performed in rats and mice using various strategies. For example, Dr. Carlezon and his staff
might study how exposure to a particular type of stress affects motivated behavior, which is dysregulated in
many types of neuropsychiatric disorders. They would then examine brain regions known to regulate
motivation for the molecular changes that accompany observed behavioral changes.
To establish cause-effect relationships, genetic engineering techniques are used—for example, viral vectors
and mutant mice—to reproduce individual molecular changes to see if they can cause the behavioral
changes. Finally, this new information is used to design new medications that can block, reverse, or prevent
the behavioral changes.
This strategy has been successful. Dr. Carlezon and his group were the first to report that a class of drugs
called kappa-opioid receptor (KOR) antagonists has antidepressant, anti-anxiety, and anti-stress effects in
their behavioral tests. These discoveries have led to considerable interest in KOR antagonists, which are
now in advanced clinical trials for treatment-resistant depression. The lab works with other scientists at
McLean and the Broad Institute to develop novel kappa antagonists, using techniques such as highthroughput screening and medicinal chemistry.
PiN thesis students:

Rachel Donahue (‘09—’16); Allison Knoll (‘03—’09); Ashlee Van’t Veer (‘06—’13)

PiN rotation students:

Eun Young Choi; Rachel Donahue; Michaela Ennis; Allison Knoll; Ashlee Van’t Veer; Jessica Yano

PiN PEC memberships:

Paul Ardayfio; Kathleen Quast; Caroline Wee

PiN DAC memberships:

Paul Ardayfio; Eun Young Choi; Kathleen Quast; Caroline Wee; Zhanlei Ye

PiN defense committees: David Stoppel; Oulu Wang; Zhanlei Ye

Constance L. Cepko, Ph.D.
Joined 1985

Bullard Professor of Genetics and Neuroscience
Harvard Medical School
New Research Building Room 360
77 Avenue Louis Pasteur
Boston
cepko@genetics.med.harvard.edu

The Cepko lab investigates the mechanisms that direct development of the central nervous system (CNS) of
vertebrates, with a focus on the retina, and is developing gene therapy vectors to prolong vision in those
individuals who inherit a disease gene leading to blindness. They also develop new tools for genetic
perturbations using nanobodies and are developing VSV as a transsynaptic virus for mapping synaptic
connections among neurons. The lab uses genomic approaches to examine gene expression over time and
identifies candidate genes for regulating cell cycle exit and cell fate choices. These studies have revealed that
the retina has distinct types of progenitor cells that are biased, or committed, to produce distinct types of
daughter cells in terminal divisions. The gene regulatory networks that underlie these cell fate choices are
being studied by analysis of both gene function and cis-regulatory networks. Cell fate determination events
are also being studied in the context of patterning in the chick retina, which exhibits a high acuity area, similar
to the fovea in humans. The events that localize this zone to the center of the retina, and that direct the
formation of specific cell types within this area, are under study.
To augment existing techniques that allow the analysis of gene function in specific cell types, they have
derivatized nanobodies, which are small high affinity binding reagents derived from camelid antibodies. By
making fusions of such nanobodies with transcription factors or recombinases, and by making the activity of
these fusions dependent upon the nanobody's epitope, they have created reagents that allow functional
perturbations or labeling only of cells that express the epitope. As some of these reagents are based upon
GFP nanobodies, they have greatly expanded the utility of the many transgenic strains of animals that
express GFP in specific patterns.

PiN thesis students:

Michael Belliveau (‘92-’98); Sanjiv Harpavat (‘99-’04); Sheila Nirenberg (‘85-92); David Turner (‘83-’89);
Wenjia You (‘08—’15)

PiN rotation students:

Michael Belliveau; Vijay Ganesh; Elizabeth Glater; Jorge Gonzalez; Sanjiv Harpavat; Kenishi Hartman; Jerri
Martin; Heather Mason; Robert Moy; Martin Niethammer; Karin Sorra; Priya Srikanth; Susan St. Pierre;
Wenjia You

PiN PEC
memberships:

Wendy Fung; Christopher Reid; Eiman Abdel-Azim; Ben Andreone; Masha Bloom; Ashley Bruce; Belinda
Chang; Irina De la Huerta; Michael Deans; Nick DeStefino; Adriana Eisner; Mel Feany; Carl Fulwiler; Masha
Gelfand; Jorge Gonzalez; Robert Griffin; Albert Hung; Jinyue Liu; Nicholas Marsh-Armstrong; Jerri Martin;
Heather Mason; Claire McKellar; Ian McLachlan; Tony Monaco; Cameron Sadegh; Andrea Yung; Lisa
Zakhary

PiN DAC
memberships:

Isle Bastille; Wendy Fung; Christopher Reid; Nivanthika Wimalasena; Eiman Abdel-Azim; Nick
Armstrong; Masha Bloom; Belinda Chang; Irina De la Huerta; Luis De la Torre-Ubieta; Michael Deans;
Adriana Eisner; Masha Gelfand; Robert Griffin; Albert Hung; Leonard Levin; Jinyue Liu; Nicholas MarshArmstrong; Heather Mason; Claire McKellar; Ian McLachlan; Bradford Navia; Heather Rieff; Cameron
Sadegh; Ivan Santiago; Claire Sauvageot; Hugo Vega-Ramirez; Junying Yuan; Lisa Zakhary

PiN defense
committees:

Masha Bloom; Luis de la Torre-Ubieta; Adriana Eisner; Robert Griffin; Jinyue Liu; Susan McConnell; Claire
McKellar; Bradley Molyneaux; Aurel Nagy; Bradford Navia; Claire Sauvageot

Elena Chartoff, Ph.D.
Joined 2011

Assistant Professor of Psychiatry
McLean Hospital
Mailman Research Center, Room 218
115 Mill Street
Belmont
echartoff@mclean.harvard.edu

Our overall research question is to understand how chronic exposure to drugs of abuse and stress changes
the brain on a molecular level to produce pathological states such as depression and anxiety. Alleviation
of negative affective states is thought to be a primary motivation for drug taking and relapse. To
address our question, we employ molecular-genetic techniques such as quantitative RT-PCR, Western
blotting, and immunohistochemistry to examine the effects of chronic drug exposure and withdrawal on
molecular pathways within the mesolimbic dopamine system. One hypothesis we are pursuing is that
increased activation of AMPA glutamate receptors in the nucleus accumbens, a critical substrate for
reward function, underlies drug withdrawal-induced negative affective states. To test this, we are
infusing AMPA receptor antagonists directly into the nucleus accumbens of rats prior to precipitating
morphine withdrawal and measuring the effects on withdrawal-induced conditioned place aversions. In
addition we are using protein fractionation to measure the effects of morphine withdrawal on
intracellular trafficking of AMPA glutamate receptor subunits in the brain. A second hypothesis is that
kappa opioid receptors contribute to drug withdrawal-induced depressive-like states through activation
of extracellular signal regulated kinase (ERK) activity. To accomplish this, we are measuring the effects
of kappa opioid receptor ligands on cocaine-induced changes in intracranial self-stimulation. We are
also using viral vectors to manipulate ERK function in the nucleus accumbens and measuring the effects
on reward function. Together, these studies may lead to an increased understanding of the mechanisms
underlying addiction.

PiN thesis students:

Michael Gulledge

PiN rotation students:

Michael Gulledge

PiN PEC memberships:

[none]

PiN DAC memberships:

[none]

PiN defense committees:

[none]

Chinfei Chen, M.D./Ph.D.
Joined 2001 * Alumna of the Program in Neuroscience
Member, Student Advisory Committee

Professor of Neurology
Boston Children’s Hospital
F.M. Kirby Neurobiology Center
Center for Life Science, 12th Floor
3 Blackfan Circle
Boston
chinfei.chen@childrens.harvard.edu

The goal of our laboratory is to understand the mechanisms that underlie
synaptic plasticity in the developing and mature mammalian central
nervous system. We use a combination of tools, including electrophysiological, in vitro and in vivo optical
imaging methods, along with genetically altered mouse strains, optogenetics and pharmacogenetics to
examine the regulation of synaptic circuits in the visual system.
One area of our research focuses on the establishment and refinement of synaptic circuits during
development. We have characterized, using electrophysiological techniques, the convergence of the
retinogeniculate synapse during development as multiple inputs are eliminated and remaining synaptic
inputs strengthened. In addition, we have uncovered an experience-dependent critical period at this
synapse during which connections can be re-wired late in development. Our studies show that
developmental refinement results in an exquisite logic in the arrangement of retinal ganglion cell boutons
tuned to different features of the visual space converging onto the same thalamic neuron. We are
interested in identifying the cellular and molecular mechanisms that underlie this developmental process.
We are taking advantage of mouse mutants and viral-mediated circuit manipulations to elucidate the
roles of specific molecular cues and plasticity mechanisms.
In a related line of research, we are studying how thalamic relay neurons integrate different lines of
visual information and identifying the synaptic mechanisms by which this information is transformed into
the output of the thalamocortical neurons. We are addressing several questions: (1) what are the rules
that decode convergent retinal information into thalamocortical output, (2) how do ascending
neurotransmitter systems from the brainstem regulate the strength of the retinogeniculate synapses and
sensory processing, (4) how do feedback circuits from the cortex and thalamic reticular nucleus influence
the convergence of different lines of visual information, (3) how sensory experience can alter the
transformation of convergent retinal information to thalamocortical output.
The results of these studies will help advance our understanding of how disruption of proper synaptic
circuit development can lead to neurodevelopmental disorders such as autism spectrum disorders,
intellectual disabilities and epilepsy.

PiN thesis students:

Eleanore Edson (‘99—’05); Jessica Hauser (‘09—’14); Elizabeth Litvina (‘11 - ‘17)

PiN rotation students:

Lily He; Olubusola Olukoya; Jasmine Reggiani; Dawei Zhang; Qiyu Zhang; Davi Bock; Luke Bogart;
Brett Carter; Eleanor Edson; David Ferrero; Jamie Fitzgerald; Jonathan Garst Orozco; Jessica Hauser; Kate
Hong; Bryan Hooks; Minsuk Hyun; Aaron Kerlin; Elizabeth Litvina; Shan Lou; Alan Mardinly; Katie Quast;
David Simon; Fitz Sturgill; Monica Thanawala

PiN PEC
memberships:

Kelsey Clausing; Erica Huey; Mehak Khan; Siva Nagappan Chettiar; Genelle Rankin; Joe Bell; Allison
Rosen Bialas; Eunju Chung; David Ferrero; Jonathan Garst Orozco; Dana Harrar; Minsuk Hyun; Benyam
Kinde; Misao Higashi Kovtun; Betty Hong; Rhonda Hyde; Eirene Kontopoulos; Jinyue Liu; Andrew Lutas;
Alan Mardinly; Lia Min; Kathleen Quast; Josef Turecek; Christopher Tzeng; Christina Welsh; Zhanlei Ye

PiN DAC
memberships:

Kelsey Clausing; Elaine Fisher; Daniel Gilliam; Mehak Khan; Siva Nagappan Chettiar; Genelle
Rankin; Joe Bell; Allison Rosen Bialas; Alex Carter; Jonathan Garst Orozco; Betty Hong; Kate Hong;
Minsuk Hyun; Martin Kurtev; Jinyue Liu; Andrew Lutas; Elliott Milner; Lia Min; Katie Quast; Mike Soskis;
David Stoppel; Josef Turecek; Chris Tzeng; Christina Welsh

PiN defense
committees:

Alo Basu; Matthew Baum; James Berg; Allison Rosen Bialas; Nathaniel Blair; Brenda Bloodgood; YunXiang
Chu; Monica Feliu-Mojer; Jonathan Garst Orozco; Andrew Giessel; Anna Greka; Richard Held; Minsuk
Hyun; Alan Mardinly; Mike Myoga; Kathleen Quast; Rebecca Reh; Gilberto Soler-Llavina; Geoffrey Tanner;
Monica Thanawala; Zhanlei Ye

Dong Feng Chen, M.D./Ph.D.
Joined 2000

Associate Professor of Opthalmology
The Schepens Eye Research Institute
20 Staniford Street
Boston
dongfeng_chen@meei.harvard.edu

Dr. Chen is a neurobiologist focused on the studying of underlying causes of neurodegeneration and the
development of neural enhancement and regenerative therapies for treating degenerative diseases of the
eye and brain and reversing blindness. Using mouse genetic tools, Dr. Chen's laboratory was the first to
show the full-length regeneration of the optic nerve from the eye into the brain in early postnatal mice. Their
continued endeavors to the development of a neuroregenerative approach led to another discovery showing
that neural stem cells with the capacity to give rise to neurons and glia are widely distributed in the adult
brain and retina but are kept quiescent by inhibitory niche signals. Absence of the negative regulators of stem
cell growth awakens adult neural stem cells from a dormant state and allows their reentry into the cell cycle
and generation of new neurons. These findings identify novel pathways that regulate neuroregeneration and
repair in the adult brain and retina and suggest the exciting possibility of restoring function and reversing
blindness by reactivating endogenous regenerative potential of the CNS.
Recent studies in Dr. Chen's laboratory has reported an unexpected link among neuron loss, commensal
microflura and innate and adaptive immune responses in glaucoma, a leading cause of irreversible blindness
worldwide. They have pioneered the basic research and application of immunotherapy for the treatment of
neurodegenerative diseases in the eye.

PiN thesis students:

[none]

PiN rotation students:

Neal, Jason

PiN PEC memberships:

[none]

PiN DAC memberships:

[none]

PiN defense committees: [none]

Zheng-Yi Chen, D.Phil.
Joined 2005

Associate Professor of Neurology
Massachusetts Eye and Ear Infirmary
Eaton-Peabody Laboratory
243 Charles Street
Boston
zheng-yi_chen@meei.harvard.edu

Hearing loss is the most common sensory deficits affeting humans without medical treatment.
The research of my laboratory can be divided into following parts: a) understanding the causes of hearing
loss; b) development of genome editing as treatment for hearing loss; c) development of gene therapy to treat
hearing loss; d) inner ear regeneration.
We use animal models and RNAseq to uncover the pathways involved in different forms of hearing loss due
to noise exposure, drug toxicity and aging. The genes and pathways identified serve as potential targets for
intervention to treat hearing loss.
We have successfully developed in vivo genome editing to treat dominant genetic hearing loss by RNP
(ribonucleoproteins) delivery in mouse models with substantially reduces off-target effect. We have created
pig models for human genetic hearing loss and have created iPS cell lines from patients with genetic hearing
loss. We are building a platform to carry out genome editing in pig models to restore hearing and in human
patient samples before moving our work to clinic. We are expanding genome editing toolbox including novel
delivery vehicles and endonucleases to treat diverse forms of genetic hearing loss.
We are developing AAV-based therapy to treat noise-induced and age-related hearing loss. We have shown
that both types of hearing loss can be protected by overexpression of ISL1 gene in inner ear hair cells, the
sensory cells that detect sounds. We will uncover the pathways elicited ISL1 overexpression and develop a
treatment paradigm for both types of hearing loss. We are developing AAV approach to treat human genetic
hearing loss.
Hearing loss and balance disorders are permanent because human inner ear does not have the capacity to
regenerate. We have shown by reprogramming that adult mammalian inner ear cells can be induced to enter
cell cycle. Further reprogrammed supporting cells respond to hair cell induction signals and transdifferentiate
to hair cell efficiently. We have developed an in vitro explant culture system for adult mouse cochlea to test
regeneration efficiently. We are using reprogramming regenerate hair cells and other inner ear cell types to
treat hearing loss as the result of inner ear degeneration.

PiN thesis students:

[none]

PiN rotation students:

[none]

PiN PEC memberships:

[none]

PiN DAC memberships:

[none]

PiN defense committees:

[none]

Isaac Chiu, Ph.D.
Joined 2014

Assistant Professor of Microbiology and Immunobiology
Harvard Medical School
NRB 830
77 Avenue Louis Pasteur
Boston
isaac_chiu@hms.harvard.edu

Our goal is to understand the role of neuro-immune interactions in host defense and inflammation. The
peripheral nervous system densely innervates barrier tissues including the skin, the gastrointestinal tract, and
respiratory tract. Pain and stress affect the immune response against pathogens, but the underlying molecular
and cellular mechanisms are not well understood. We have found that peripheral sensory neurons sense
microbes to produce pain, and regulate the immune response during inflammation.
Neural-immune interactions in host defense and immunity
It is increasingly clear that the nervous system plays a powerful role in regulating the immune system during
inflammation. We recently found that sensory neurons play a key role in regulating bacterial host defense.
Sensory neurons release neuropeptides (e.g. CGRP, SP, or VIP) which act on their cognate receptors on
immune cells to modulate immune function. Sympathetic neurons release norepinephrine which acts on
adrenergic receptors expressed by immune cells. We are now investigating the role of these neuro-immune
interactions in the skin, gut, and respiratory tract. We aim to use targeted genetic and pharmacological tools
to ascertain the role of these neuro-immune interactions in host defense against pathogens and in tissue
inflammation. We are also investigating if neurons play a role in driving inflammatory diseases at barrier
tissues such as the GI tract, respiratory tract, and skin.
Neuronal sensing of bacteria in infection and pain.
Pain is a component of many infectious diseases, including bacterial and viral infection. We have found that
nociceptor sensory neurons are directly activated by bacterial pathogens and their secreted factors produce
pain. We have found that different types of gut-commensal microbes are able to directly induce calcium influx
in DRG sensory neurons. The gut-brain-axis could be involved in regulating pain. We are identifying the key
molecular mechanisms by which different types of microbes and pathogens induce neuronal activation.
Isolation of microbe-derived neuromodulatory factors could lead to new treatments for chronic pain and
infectious diseases.
Neural-immune cross-talk in pain and itch.
Nociceptors and pruriceptors are the specific subsets of sensory neurons that produce pain and itch,
respectively. However, the mechanisms leading to chronic pain or itch are not well understood. Atopic
dermatitis is a skin disease characterized by chronic itch. Chronic neuropathic pain is a widespread condition
where there are few effective treatments. Sensory neurons express receptors for specific immune derived
factors, including interleukins and lipid mediators. We are investigating how specific immune signaling
mechanisms may drive chronic itch or chronic pain.

PiN thesis students:

[none]

PiN rotation students:

Wendy Fung; Trevor Krolak; Jenny Lai; Karina Lezgiyeva; Michael Marquis

PiN PEC memberships: Herriet Hsieh; Narendra Joshi; Lijun Qi
PiN DAC memberships: Herriet Hsieh; Narendra Joshi
PiN defense
committees:

[none]

Adam E. Cohen, Ph.D.
Joined 2017

Professor of Chemistry and Chemical Biology and Physics
Howard Hughes Medical Institute Investigator
Harvard University
Mallinckrodt M115
12 Oxford Street
Cambridge
cohen@chemistry.harvard.edu

Brain function emerges from the coordinated activity of large numbers of neurons. Traditional
measurement approaches either probe individual neurons with high resolution (e.g. via patch clamp
recordings), or ensembles of neurons with low resolution (e.g. via calcium imaging). We have developed
tools for high-resolution genetically targeted voltage imaging of neural populations in awake, behaving
animals. We combine high-resolution voltage imaging with targeted optogenetic perturbations to reveal
the basic mechanisms by which neural circuits transform inputs to outputs. Current research is focused
on control of attention in cortical Layer 1 and on mechanisms of plasticity in the hippocampus.

The lab also works on developing new tools for probing the brain. We are developing techniques to
dramatically increase the number of neurons that can be recorded simultaneously; to create all-optical
tools for neural circuit mapping in vivo; and to map the spatial structures of memories.

Lab members come from backgrounds in neuroscience, physics, chemistry and molecular and cellular
biology.

PiN thesis students:

[none]

PiN rotation students:

Peter Kalugin; Sasha Rayshubskiy

PiN PEC memberships:

Keiko Weir; Michael Bianchetta; Adam Christensen

PiN DAC memberships:

[none]

PiN defense
committees:

[none]

Jonathan B. Cohen, Ph.D.
Joined 1986 * Director of Program in Neuroscience 1990—2002

Professor of Neurobiology
Harvard Medical School
Warren Alpert Room 314
200 Longwood Avenue
Boston
jonathan_cohen@hms.harvard.edu

Dr. Cohen is no longer accepting students

Our current research focuses on molecular studies of receptors for GABA, the major inhibitory neurotransmitter in the
brain, and acetylcholine, an excitatory neurotransmitter in many brain regions and at nerve-muscle contacts. GABAA
receptors (GABAAR) are the targets for many important drugs, including agents active as antieptileptics, sedatives, and
general anesthetics. Nicotinic acetylcholine receptors (nAChR), which are the site of binding of nicotine and are related in
structure to GABAARs, modulate the release of neurotransmitters including glutamate and dopamine and are involved in
the regulation of sleep, attention, learning, and memory. Dysfunctions of nAChRs are implicated in several
pathophysiological conditions including Alzheimer’s and Parkinson’s diseases, and drugs that target nAChRs have
potential uses in the treatment of these conditions as well as nicotine addiction. nAChRs on skeletal muscle mediate
neural control of muscle contraction, and they are the receptors that are destroyed in an autoimmune disease, myasthenia
gravis.
One research area concerns the mode of action of drugs that produce general anesthesia by binding to GABAARs.
Anesthetics vary in structure from small volatiles to barbiturates and complex steroids. Studies are underway to determine
the number and locations of anesthetic binding sites in GABAARs. Do anesthetics of different chemical classes bind to the
same or distinct sites? Why do some barbiturates potentiate the action of GABA and act as anesthetics while others
inhibit GABA responses and act as convulsants? An understanding of the diversity of general anesthetic binding sites in
GABAARs will provide a basis for the development of anesthetics with fewer undesirable side effects. A second research
area concerns the mechanisms of action of drugs that act as potentiators (positive allosteric modulators) of brain or
muscle nAChRs. We are developing novel photoreactive general anesthetics and nAChR modulators and use protein
chemistry and computational techniques to identify their binding sites in GABAARs and nAChRs, and we use
electrophysiological techniques to characterize the functional properties of wild-type and mutant receptors.

PiN thesis students:

Michael Bianchetta (‘93—’04); Megan Pratt (‘93—’99); Maurice Shola (‘93—’96); Jonathan Trinidad (‘96—
’02)

PiN rotation students:

Adam Christensen; Tom Jordan; Tilly Kimm; Luis Mejia; Megan Pratt; Jonathan Trinidad; Duo Wang

PiN PEC memberships:

Lauren Kershberg; Sanjay Aggarwal; Bruce Altevogt; Pradeep Atluri; Adam Christensen; Katrin
Chua; Holly Engelman; David Ferrero; Jane Ko; Genevieve Konopka; GaYoung Lee; Ju Lu; Laura
Magnotti; Philip Nadeau; Martin Niethammer; Bernardo Sabatini; Maurice Sholas; Sarah Webster; Kristina
Wietasch

PiN DAC memberships:

Lauren Kershberg; Sanjay Aggarwal; Bruce Altevogt; Pradeep Atluri; Dennis Chang; Steven Chao;
Adam Christensen; Katrin Chua; Elizabeth Finch; Raul Krauss; GaYoung Lee; Ju Lu; Laura Magnotti;
Heather Mason; Mary Morris; Eric Mulhall; Philip Nadeau; Martin Niethammer; Christov Roberson; Alfred
Roca; Bernardo Sabatini; Philip Schwartz; Kim Seth; Maurice Sholas; Sarah Webster; Stacie Weninger;
Kristina Wietasch

PiN defense
committees:

Sanjay Aggarwal; Andrew Ahn; Brett Carter; Steven Chao; Brian Chow; Eleanore Edson; Elizabeth Finch;
Lise Heginbotham; Thomas Jordan; Stefan Kaczmarek; Mounir Koussa; Raul Krauss; GaYoung Lee; Ju
Lu; Laura Magnotti; Heather Mason; Tim Mosca; Scott Naisbitt; Martin Niethammer; Mary Morris Sabatini;
Phillip Schwartz; Gilberto Soler-Llavina; Vasanth Vedantham; Stacie Weninger; Kristina Wietasch

Kathryn Commons, Ph.D.
Joined 2014

Associate Professor of Anaesthesia
Boston Children’s Hospital
Enders Building 307
300 Longwood Avenue
Boston
kathryn.commons@childrens.harvard.edu

I am interested in understanding how serotonin neurons in the brain work to modify behavior and how they go
-wrong to contribute to psychopathology.
One goal of my research is to get a better handle on how serotonin neurons are organized in the brain.
Subsets of serotonin neurons may be dedicated to subsets of functions, and as a consequence have
particular importance for certain disorders but not others. Since the organization of serotonin neurons is
particularly complex, functionally relevant modules within the system have yet to be defined. The current
limited understanding of how serotonin neurons are organized may be an important factor that drives
contradictory findings in the field.
Serotonin pharmacotherapy is used for many conditions. Are serotonin neurons particularly vulnerable and
therefore commonly contribute to psychopathology? Using genetic models of disease, we would like to
understand how serotonin neurons malfunction and define their vulnerabilities. Feedback mechanisms,
common in the serotonin system, are of particular interest for two reasons. First, feedback mechanisms are
control mechanisms, and in disease states serotonin neurotransmission appears to be out of control. Second,
feedback mechanisms can generate certain types of instability, and this could have consequences on
behavior. In addition, we are interested in the network of axons that control serotonin neuron activity,
particularly those that arise from the cortex, as a potential site of vulnerability.
New techniques and old ones, applied in new ways, are brought to bear on these problems. A strength of my
lab is in using imaging and neuroanatomical techniques to provide new insight into how serotonin neurons
work. These are combined with behavioral pharmacology, genetic tools and other complimentary approaches.

PiN thesis students:

[none]

PiN rotation students:

[none]

PiN PEC memberships:

[none]

PiN DAC memberships:

[none]

PiN defense committees:

[none]

David Corey, Ph.D.
Joined 1984

Bertarelli Professor of Translational Medical Science
Harvard Medical School
Goldenson Building Room 444
220 Longwood Avenue
Boston
dcorey@hms.harvard.edu

We are interested in the gating of mechanically sensitive ion channels, which open in response to force on the channel proteins.
We study these channels primarily in vertebrate hair cells—the receptor cells of the inner ear, which are sensitive to sounds or
accelerations. Hair cells are epithelial cells, with a bundle of stereocilia rising from their apical surfaces. Mechanical deflections of
the bundles of just nanometers change the tension in fine "tip links" that stretch between the stereocilia; these filaments are
thought to pull directly on the mechanically gated transduction channels to regulate their opening.
In recent years, many protein components of the transduction channel complex have been identified, mostly by positional cloning
of genes mutated in hereditary deafness. These include the tip link proteins (CDH23 and PCDH15), three small accessory
proteins (TMIE, LHFPL5 and CIB2), and two membrane proteins thought to form the transduction channels through which ions flow
(TMC1 and TMC2). But we have no idea how the proteins are arranged in a complex, how they bind to each other, where the ion
conduction pathway is within the channels, how force causes a conformational change to open channels, or where Ca2+ binds to
the proteins to mediate a fast adaption process. Human genetics has handed us, in a sense, a box of watch parts, and it is our job
to fit them together to understand the detailed mechanism of a timepiece. We are doing this with a combination of
electrophysiology, electron microscopy, cell biology, protein chemistry, structural biology, and single-molecule biophysics:
Candidate components of the transduction complex are localized with immunogold electron microscopy, using transmission EM,
scanning EM with backscatter detection, or—for 3D reconstructions—focused ion beam scanning electron microscopy.
For the tip-link proteins, we have determined the X-ray crystal structure of the N-termini of PCDH15 bound to CDH23, and have
used steered molecular dynamics to determine the elastic properties and unbinding force of the cadherins. The crystal structures
and molecular dynamics together have helped explain how deafness-producing mutations in the tip link disrupt its structure
(Sotomayor et al., 2010; 2012). We are now using single-molecule force spectroscopy to pull directly on single pairs of PCDH15
and CDH23 N-termini, to measure the force needed for unbinding. This has implications for understanding noise-induced hearing
loss. For the ion channel, we use cryo-electron microscopy to determine the atomic structures of TMC proteins. We study binding
between proteins with microscale thermophoresis, multi-angle light scattering, and biolayer interferometry.
Models developed through these methods are tested with site-directed mutagenesis of the different proteins. The
mechanotransduction complex cannot be reconstituted in heterologous cells—there are two many known proteins, there are
probably others still unknown, and there is no easy way to pull on them in any case—so we express mutated proteins in the inner
ears of mice lacking wild-type genes. We have developed a variety of methods to express exogenous proteins in hair cells,
ranging from electroporation in vitro to viral delivery in vivo. The function of modified transduction complexes is tested with dyeaccumulation assays and with single-cell electrophysiology.
We have translational interests as well: The viral vectors developed to study protein function are efficient at gene delivery to hair
cells, and we have used them to rescue hearing and balance deficits in mice lacking LHFPL5. We are working to bring these
vectors and others to the clinic for treating hereditary deafness.

PiN thesis students:

John Assad (‘85—’91); Ben Barres (‘85—’90); Adam Christensen (‘03—’09); Jesse Garcia (‘95—’00);
Mounir Koussa (‘11—’15); Eric Mulhall (‘14—’20); Gordon Shepherd (‘87—9’3)

PiN rotation students:

Allison Hamilos; Tomas Osorno; Qiyu Zhang; Alo Basu; Masha Bloom; Adam Christensen; Ershela
Durresi; Jesus Garcia; Betty Hong; Stefan Kaczmarek; Tilly Kimm; Mounir Koussa; Ju Lu; James Morrill;
Eric Mulhall; Bernardo Sabatini; Abraha Taddese; Sujith Vijayan; Robert Whorf; Zhanlei Ye

PiN PEC memberships: Stephen Holtz; Narendra Joshi; Dan Bear; Dan Brady; Greg Bryman; Allison Baker Chang; Cindy
Chen; Nathan Gouwens; Anna Greka; Robert Griffin; Brendan Lehnert; Paola Patella; Bruce Peters; David
Roberson; Bernardo Sabatini; Patrick Safo; Paula Smith; Phillip Starr; Geoff Tanner; Vasanth Vedantham,
E. Houston Warren
PiN DAC memberships: Stephen Holtz; Narendra Joshi; Dan Bear; Dan Brady; Allison Baker Chang; Michael Deans; Michael
Gillette; Nathan Gouwens; Anna Greka; Robert Griffin; Brendan Lehnert; Wendy Liu; Paola Patella; Bruce
Peters; David Roberson; Bernardo Sabatini; Patrick Safo; Paula Smith; Phillip Starr; Vasanth Vedantham;
Houston Warren
PiN defense
committees:

Adam Carter; John Dekker; Michael Do; Kelly Foster; Nathan Gouwens; Richard Held; Yessenia Ibarra;
Paul Jackson; Anatol Kreitzer; Brendan Lehnert; Emily Liman; David Roberson; Bernardo Sabatini;
Geoffrey Tanner; Sarah Webster

Michael Crickmore, Ph.D.
Joined 2014

Assistant Professor Neurology
Boston Children’s Hospital
F.M. Kirby Neurobiology Center
Center for Life Science, 12th Floor
3 Blackfan Circle
Boston
michael.crickmore@childrens.harvard.edu

Motivational states are the brain’s way of matching our behaviors to our needs and capacities: we eat when
we’re hungry and sleep when we’re sleepy—but we forgo food and sleep when other things seem more
important. Our motivations are central to who we are, but too often they spiral out of control causing
addictions and other behavior and mood disorders.
We study motivation in Drosophila melanogaster, an organism with remarkable behavioral flexibility despite
its small brain. We focus on sexually dimorphic behaviors because they are controlled by neurons that we can
locate using sex-specific markers. We have identified circuit elements that:
i)
ii)
iii)
iv)
v)
vi)
vii)
viii)
ix)
x)
xi)
xii)
xiii)
xiv)

increase motivation with abstinence,
reduce motivation with goal achievement,
hold a motivational signal for days,
sustain satiety for days,
interpret a motivational signal to adjust behavioral initiation and persistence,
track time over minutes,
integrate inputs from competing motivations,
switch behaviors,
induce fictive behaviors,
store memories of previous behavioral outcomes,
accumulate evidence,
report the outcome of network computations,
generate motor patterns, and
modulate motor patterns.

We put these elements together to form circuit diagrams and study the molecular- and circuit-level properties
that give each element its specific functions. Correlates to mammalian circuit features are often very clear.
Our goal is to inspire researchers in other systems to adapt our hypotheses for behavioral control, as has
previously been done with early studies of molecular genetics, developmental biology, and circadian rhythms
in the fly.

PiN thesis students:

Stephen Thornquist (‘13—’19)

PiN rotation students:

Narendra Joshi; Nesibe Temiz; Stephen Thornquist

PiN PEC memberships: [none]
PiN DAC memberships: [none]
PiN defense
committees:

Nick Jikomes; Mary Wertz

Charles Czeisler, M.D./Ph.D.
Joined 1995

Frank Baldino, Jr., Ph.D. Professor of Sleep Medicine
Brigham and Women’s Hospital
Division of Sleep and Circadian Disorders, room 438A
221 Longwood Avenue
Boston
charles_czeisler@hms.harvard.edu

Dr. Czeisler has more than 40 years’ experience in the field of basic and applied research on the physiology
of the human circadian timing system and its relationship to the sleep-wake cycle. He is interested in the
physiology of the hypothalamic circadian pacemaker in humans, photic and non-photic synchronizers of the
human circadian pacemaker, temporal dynamics in neuroendocrine systems, homeostatic and circadian
factors in the regulation of sleep and alertness, the impact of sleep and circadian disturbances and disorders
on health, safety and development, and the application of sleep and circadian physiology to occupational
medicine/health policy, particularly as it relates to the extended duration work shifts and long work weeks.

PiN thesis students:

Jamie Zeitzer (‘93—’99)

PiN rotation students:

Stephanie Gaus; Joshua Gooley; Rebecca Reh; Jamie Zeitzer

PiN PEC memberships:

Alfred Roca; Nina Vujovic

PiN DAC memberships:

Thomas Chou; Joshua Gooley; Nina Vujovic

PiN defense committees: Thomas Chou; Joshua Gooley; Alfred Roca

Sandeep Robert Datta, M.D./Ph.D.
Joined 2009

Associate Professor of Neurobiology
Harvard Medical School
Warren Alpert Room 336
200 Longwood Avenue
Boston
sandeep_datta@hms.harvard.edu

The goal of the Datta laboratory is to address how is the brain extracts
information from the environment and converts that information into action.
Animals in the real world have to adapt to changes in sensory cues on
timescales of 1s-10s of milliseconds with behavioral responses organized at
timescales of 10s-100s of milliseconds. Every time the animal changes its pose
or moves its body, its sensory world is reset and has to be sampled anew. From these complex and inter-dependent
sensorimotor dynamics arise adaptive patterns of moment-to-moment action that enable animals to interact with the
environment in a meaningful manner. Revealing how the brain addresses this challenge requires understanding how neural
codes for sensation and action are built, how they interact, and how they are decoded to facilitate the generation of
organized and goal-oriented behaviors that evolve coherently over time.
The main hypothesis of the laboratory is that we can gain leverage on this physiological problem by studying neural
circuits that underlie stimulus-driven innate behaviors. Given that olfaction is the primary sense used by most animals to
communicate with their environment, we focus on characterizing those circuits that enable animals to detect and respond
to olfactory cues. Sensory information propagating through this system can drive complex solitary and social behaviors,
alter neuroendocrine states and act as unconditioned stimuli to facilitate learning. To understand how information about
these sensory cues is translated into action, we study corticostriatal circuits responsible for expressing behavioral
components and sequences, and we ask how sensory information modulates the function of these circuits. The motor
behaviors elicited by odors both in the real world and in the laboratory are rich in dynamics, and offer a powerful window
into how the brain creates adaptive patterns of action.
Although our perspective has been deeply shaped by ethology, we work in the lab and not the field. Therefore, much of
our work is about bringing the field to the lab — studying mice in as naturalistic a context as we possibly can — in the belief
that understanding the brain requires exploring those purposes for which the brain evolved. We use the entire
armamentarium of modern neuroscience techniques, ranging from molecular genetics to machine learning, from largescale electrophysiology to 3D behavioral imaging. Our work has identified new molecular receptors for ethologicallyrelevant odors, novel circuits that couple together innate and learned behaviors, organizational principles that govern the
organization of sensory information in brain networks, and an underlying syntactical structure to action that is organized on
the millisecond timescale, and is explicitly represented by corticostriatial circuits. Current work in the lab focuses on
developing closed-loop systems that allow us to manipulate neural activity in response to freely-expressed behaviors,
decoding — prying open the circuits that choose which action an animal expresses at any given moment in time, and
asking how sensory information percolates into those circuits to influence the global statistics of behavior — and on better
understanding how action influences sensation. By using ethology as a lever, we hope to address the fundamental problem
of how the brain enables animals to interact with the world.

PiN thesis students:

David Brann; Winthrop Gillis; Maya Jay; Slater Sharp; Dan Bear (‘10—’16); Masha Bloom (‘11—’19);
Stan Pashkovski (‘09—’17); Taralyn Tan (’10—’16); Alex Wiltschko (‘10—’16)

PiN rotation students:

Diego Aldarondo; Peter Angeli; Melanie Basnak; David Brann; Winthrop Gillis; Maya Jay; Adam
Lowet; Julia Nguyen; Nghia Nguyen; Slater Sharp; Dan Bear; Rachel Donahue; Greg Guitchounts;
Eric Mulhall; Nicole Neubarth; Stan Pashkovski; Hannah Somhegyi; Taralyn Tan; Christina Welsh; Alex
Wiltschko

PiN PEC memberships: Celia Beron; James Bohnslav; Michaela Ennis; Lingfeng Hou; Michael Marquis; Eden Sayed; Alex
Zhang; Ben Andreone; Joe Bell; Tim Dunn; Sara Fenstermacher; Kee Wui Huang; Nick Jikomes;
Jessleen Kanwal; Caleigh Mandel-Brehm; David Roberson; Arpiar Saunders; Hannah Somhegyi; Willie
Tobin
PiN DAC memberships: Celia Beron; James Bohnslav; Michaela Ennis; Lingfeng Hou; Michael Marquis; Eden Sayed; Alex
Zhang; Joe Bell; Tim Dunn; Mehmet Fisek; Kee Wui Huang; Nick Jikomes; Jessleen Kanwal; Caleigh
Mandel-Brehm; David Roberson; Arpiar Saunders; Willie Tobin; Joey Zhou
PiN defense
committees:

Joseph Bell; Jessleen Kanwal; Allison Provost; Arpiar Saunders

Benjamin de Bivort, Ph.D.
Joined 2013

Associate Professor of Organismic & Evolutionary Biology
Harvard University
Center for Brain Science
52 Oxford Street, Room 235.30
Cambridge
debivort@oeb.harvard.edu

The goal of our lab is to understand the neurobiological mechanisms of ecologically and evolutionarily relevant
behaviors using techniques drawn from circuit neuroscience, comparative genomics and ethology, as they are
manifested in fruit flies from the genus Drosophila.
Here are some of the questions we are working on:
What underlies the behavioral differences between genetically identical individuals? Individual flies display
idiosyncratic behavioral tendencies in every paradigm we've examined. These idiosyncratic behaviors persist
for the animals' lifetimes and thus constitute a form of fly personality. We have identified genes and neural
circuits that regulate the extent of inter-individual variability, implying that this behavioral variability is under
active control. We are currently pursuing deeper understanding of the molecular and ecological underpinnings
of behavioral idiosyncrasy.
What genetic changes underly the evolved differences in behavior between related strains and species? After
individual-to-individual variability in behavior, species-to-species variation is the next largest source of variance
in behavior. It is a long-term goal of the lab to determine how small genetic differences between species alter
the physiology and information processing of neural circuits to determine the behavioral differences between
them.
Is there a basic behavioral vocabulary? Careful characterization of both individual and species-level behavioral
differences requires high-throughput quantitative characterizations of behavior. We have developed a number
of instruments and methodologies to do this, including an imaging rig that allows us to automatically record the
position of a single fly's legs as it runs on a floating ball. From this data we can automatically characterize its
behavior using both supervised and unsupervised classification algorithms. The latter approach gives us the
list of motor primitives being implemented by the animal, and a target list or identifying the central pattern
generators responsible for behavior at the lowest level.

PiN thesis students:
PiN rotation students:

Michelle Frank; Rebecca Senft; Jessleen Kanwal

PiN PEC memberships:

Jenny Lu; Michael Marquis; Alexandra Batchelor; Robert Johnson; Sasha Rayshubskiy

PiN DAC memberships:

Jenny Lu; Jasper Maniates-Selvin; Michael Marquis; Alexandra Batchelor; Robert Johnson; Sasha
Rayshubskiy

PiN defense committees: Alexandra Batchelor; Joseph Bell; Robert Johnson; Willie Tobin

Ulf Dettmer, Ph.D.
Joined 2018

Assistant Professor of Neurology
Brigham and Women’s Hospital
Ann Romney Center for Neurologic Diseases
Building for Transformative Medicine, Room 10002-M
60 Fenwood Road
Boston
udettmer@partners.org

My lab explores new strategies for the treatment of Parkinson’s disease (PD) and related
synucleinopathies such as Dementia with Lewy bodies (DLB), Multi-System Atrophy (MSA) and, to some
extent, also Alzheimer’s disease (AD). These diseases are characterized by the intracellular aggregation
of the protein α-synuclein (αS), an abundant nerve cell component in the brain with a poorly defined
function in synaptic vesicle maintenance. With no disease-modifying drugs available, there is a great need
for robust models that recapitulate how early changes in the normal maintenance of α-synuclein can lead
to these aggregates. We have published evidence that αS normally exists in a delicate equilibrium of
membrane-associated vs. soluble and monomeric vs. multimeric species. Disturbance of this fine balance
by genetic or environmental factors, we hypothesize, is an early key event in synucleinopathy
pathogenesis. Protein engineering, where we introduce strategic point mutations into the normal αS
sequence, has enabled us to model such disturbances and convert αS into an acutely toxic protein.
Combining cell biology, biochemistry, protein engineering, microscopy, high-content imaging and
screening approaches, we want to continue in the lab to:


better understand normal αS cell biology,



define abnormal αS states,



transform abnormal αS states into screenable phenotypes,



use the correction of abnormal states as a readout for drug discovery in medium- and high-throughput
screens.

Factors that we identify as promising to correct aberrant αS homeostasis will be tested in a novel DLB/PD
mouse model that we designed and that is being characterized in depth in a collaboration.

PiN thesis students:

[none]

PiN rotation students:

[none]

PiN PEC memberships:

[none]

PiN DAC memberships:

[none]

PiN defense committees:

[none]

Michael Do, Ph.D.
Joined 2010 * Alumnus of the Program in Neuroscience

Assistant Professor of Neurology
Boston Children’s Hospital
F.M. Kirby Neurobiology Center
CLS Building 12061
3 Blackfan Circle
Boston
michael.do@childrens.harvard.edu

Our lab asks how light drives functions that are as diverse as visual perception, sleep regulation, hormonal
control, and setting of the internal body clock. We pose this question for species that occupy distinct ecological
niches to learn how mechanisms are tailored to different behavioral needs. Our research spans organizational
levels and time scales, from molecules to circuits and from milliseconds to hours. It centers on
electrophysiological and optical techniques that are applied in vitro and in vivo.

Perception can be elicited by a handful of photons, yet continues when the light level has intensified by many
orders of magnitude. How is this dynamic range established? In cases of severe blindness where visual
awareness is lost, light can still keep the body clock and hormone levels in register with the solar cycle. What
are the origins of this robustness? Questions of dynamic range, robustness, and other parameters of system
operation recur throughout the biological sciences. We pose them in a system where the input (light) can be
precisely controlled and its effects can be quantified at levels ranging from the conformational changes of
molecules to alterations in behavior. We seek connections between these levels.

We focus on two aspects of the visual system. The first is the fovea, a retinal specialization that initiates most
visual perception in humans and other primates but is found in no other mammal. We seek to understand how
the fovea supports the exceptional spatial acuity of primate vision, which is 10-fold higher than that of cats and
100-fold higher than that of mice. The second aspect involves unusual photoreceptors; these are not the
classical rods and cones, but a population of retinal output neurons that capture light with a molecule called
melanopsin. Signals from these intrinsically photosensitive retinal ganglion cells (ipRGCs) largely bypass
consciousness while exerting a broad influence on physiology. We study the mechanisms of signal generation
by ipRGCs and interpret them in the context of downstream circuits in the retina and brain.

PiN thesis students:

Greg Bryman (’12 - ‘19); Alan Emanuel (‘09—’16); Elliott Milner (‘11 - ‘17)

PiN rotation students:

Alex Chen; Tomas Osorno; Genelle Rankin; Greg Bryman; Alan Emanuel; Richard Held; Elliott
Milner; Nicole Neubarth

PiN PEC memberships:

Salvador Brito; Joon Lee; Elizabeth Litvina; David Roberson; Bryan Song; Willie Tobin

PiN DAC memberships:

Salvador Brito; Michelle Frank; Dimitar Kostadinov; Suk Joon Lee; Elizabeth Litvina; Andrew
Lutas; Rebecca Reh; David Roberson; Bryan Song

PiN defense committees:

Tilly Kimm; Nicole Neubarth; Taralyn Tan; Jason Yamada-Hanff; Xingjie Stephen Zhang

Min Dong, Ph.D.
Joined 2015

Associate Professor of Urology
Children’s Hospital Boston
Enders Building, Room 1070
300 Longwood Avenue
Boston
min.dong@childrens.harvard.edu

Our lab studies a fascinating family of bacterial toxins, botulinum neurotoxins (BoNTs). We also are interested
in basic questions of cell biology of neurons including synaptic vesicle exocytosis/trafficking and cytoskeleton
remodeling in neurons.
BoNTs are a diverse family of bacterial toxins that cause the disease botulism in humans and animals. They
are also utilized to treat a growing list of neurological conditions ranging from muscle spasms to chronic pain.
The goals of our research are to understand the molecular and cellular basis for BoNT actions, to improve and
expand the therapeutic application of these toxins, and to broaden our understanding of the fundamental
cellular processes targeted by these bacterial toxins. Our current studies focus on toxin-receptor interactions
and the cellular mechanism of BoNT-induced neurodegeneration.
We are also investigating basic questions in cell biology of neurons, particularly (1) synaptic vesicle exocytosis/
recycling, with a focus on the functional role of the major vesicle proteins SV2 and synaptotagmin; (2) actin
cytoskeleton remodeling in neurons, with a focus on the newly defined ROCO kinases in regulating
cytoskeleton, and their roles in neuronal development, axon regeneration, synaptic plasticity, and
neurodegenerative diseases.
To address these questions, we utilize a variety of cell lines and primary cultured rodent neurons as cell
models, and we employ a range of biochemical and cell biological approaches including protein engineering,
crystal structural studies, imaging, electrophysiology, and genetically modified mouse models.

PiN thesis students:

[none]

PiN rotation students:

[none]

PiN PEC memberships:

[none]

PiN DAC memberships:

[none]

PiN defense committees:

[none]

Jan Drugowitsch, Ph.D.
Joined 2016

Assistant Professor of Neurobiology
Harvard Medical School
Warren Alpert 215
200 Longwood Avenue
Boston
jan_drugowitsch@hms.harvard.edu

Every decision and behavior is haunted by uncertainty, introduced by the noisy and ambiguous nature of the
world that surrounds us. Despite this, we make such decisions with seeming ease. Our goal is to understand
the fundamental computations and their neurobiological implementations that allow the nervous system to
support such efficient behavior.
By using tools from machine learning and neuroscience, we approach this goal by developing theories about
how networks of neurons are able to infer, represent, and process the state of the world, and how this
processing leads to competent decisions. These theories are on one hand guided by statistical principles and
the approximations required to keep the resulting computations tractable. On the other hand, they are
constrained by and scrutinized in the light of our knowledge of the architecture of the nervous systems, and by
observed behavior and neural activity.
Current research focuses on decisions based on perceptual evidence. We have previously shown that, in this
context, decision-makers are able to trade off the time they contemplate such decisions with their accuracy in a
close-to-optimal manner. This was demonstrated in rather restricted situations, and the current aim is to extend
theories and collect behavioral evidence that pushes the boundary towards the realism of every-day decisions.
We are further asking how decision strategies change once these decisions are between options of different
intrinsic values, and what might be the computations involved to make up one’s mind about these values.
In the close future, we plan on extending our investigations not only to decisions that require statistical
computations of higher complexity, but also to address behavior of higher dimensions, such as spatial
navigation under uncertainty.

PiN thesis students:

Emma Krause

PiN rotation students:

Seul Ah Kim; Emma Krause; Lucy Lai; Jeff Rhoades; Haozhe Shan

PiN PEC memberships:

James Bohnslav; Lucy Lai; Adam Lowet; Jenny Lu; John Mikhael; Julia Nguyen; Haozhe Shan;
Shih-Yi Tseng; Momchil Tomov

PiN DAC memberships:

James Bohnslav; Jenny Lu; John Mikhael; Julia Nguyen; Haozhe Shan; Shih-Yi Tseng; Senan
Ebrahim; Momchil Tomov

PiN defense committees:

Senan Ebrahim; Dan Millman; Ari Morcos; Matthias Minderer; Sasha Rayshubskiy; Momchil Tomov

Catherine Dulac, Ph.D.
Joined 2000

Lee and Ezpeleta Professor of Arts and Sciences
Harvard University
16 Divinity Avenue
Cambridge
dulac@fas.harvard.edu

Social interactions are to essential animals to survive, reproduce, raise their young. Over the years, my
laboratory has attempted to decipher the unique characteristics of social recognition: what are the
unique cues that trigger distinct social behaviors, what is the nature and identity of social behavior
circuits? Using a vast range of experimental approaches including genetics, chemo-and optogenetics,
activity recording in behaving animals and single cell transcriptional profiling, we are exploring how the
function of these circuits are controlled and how they are modulated by the animal physiological status
and early life experience.

PiN thesis students:

Eric Vaughn; Ningjing Xia; Herbert Wu (‘06—’13); Lisa Zakhary (‘00—’05)

PiN rotation students:

Kelsey Clausing; Erica Huey; Eric Vaughn; Ningjing Xia; Cindy Chen; Kenishi Hartman;
Sebastian Kraves; Ju Lu; Lia Min; Ting Ren; Gisela Sandoval; Taralyn Tan; Herbert Wu; Lisa
Zakhary

PiN PEC memberships:

Kelsey Clausing; Florin Albeanu; Dan Brady; Shelby Dietz; Antoniu Fantana; Helen Hou

PiN DAC memberships:

Kelsey Clausing; Florin Albeanu; Shelby Dietz; Antoniu Fantana; Ashlee Van’t Veer; Stephen
Zhang

PiN defense committees:

Joshua Berke; Stephen Thornquist; Caroline Wee

Susan Dymecki, M.D./Ph.D.
Joined 1998 * Director, Biological & Biomedical Sciences Program

Professor of Genetics
Harvard Medical School
New Research Building, Room 358
77 Avenue Louis Pasteur
Boston
dymecki@genetics.med.harvard.edu

The Dymecki lab studies how functional modularity arises within the brain serotonergic neuronal system and
dynamically controls diverse processes ranging from respiration and thermal balance to emotional mood
state to coping behaviors.
Understanding how this fundamental system develops at the molecular, cellular, and functional levels will
help illuminate root causes of many brain disorders, paving the way for more targeted therapeutics and
effective approaches to clinical conditions such as sudden infant death, major depression, and post-traumatic
stress.
Using novel genetic tools for precision neural cell mapping in the mouse brain coupled with genomic,
transcriptional, electrophysiological, and behavioral analyses, we examine the developmental specialization
of subtypes of serotonin-producing neurons together with their network architecture, circuitry modulation, and
selective roles in behavior. We probe how such neuronal diversity is generated and maintained, exploring the
extent to which it is genetically programmed versus shaped by experience. Emerging is a neuronal structurefunction map of substantial heterogeneity that suggests new ways to conceptualize and design treatments for
serotonin-related disorders.

PiN thesis students:

Krissy Lyon; Rebecca Senft; Ryan Dosumu-Johnson (‘11—’16); Morgan Freret (‘13—’16); Carolyn
Rodriguez (‘98—’02)

PiN rotation students:

Krissy Lyon; Rebecca Senft; Ryan Dosumu-Johnson; Irina de la Huerta; Carolyn Rodriguez; Mary
Wertz; Jessica Yano

PiN PEC memberships:

Erica Huey; Teresa Chae; Sara Fenstermacher; Brian Hafler; James Harris; Kee Wui Huang; Ed
Koundakjian; Dean Lee; Hugo Vega-Ramirez; Erika Williams

PiN DAC memberships:

Michelle Frank; Erica Huey; Teresa Chae; Ershela Durresi; Sara Fenstsermacher; Masha Gelfand;
James Harris; Kee Wui Huang; Ed Koundakjian; Dean Lee; Jun Shen; Rochelle Witt

PiN defense committees:

Theresa Chae; James Harris; David Strochlic

Florian Engert, Ph.D.
Joined 2002

Professor of Molecular and Cellular Biology
Harvard University
16 Divinity Avenue
Cambridge
florian@mcb.harvard.edu

Neuroscientists have long been working to understand how biological structures can produce the complex behaviors
that are generated by the nervous system. However, even the basic operational principles governing a brain’s
interconnected network of cells have remained painfully elusive. My laboratory is working on a scientific strategy
focused on building a complete, multi-level picture of simple neural circuits that will advance our basic understanding of
brain function and offers a complete view into the neuronal activity underlying a series of relatively complex behaviors.
We are taking a first step towards this rather lofty goal via the comprehensive identification and examination of neural
circuits controlling behavior in the larval zebrafish. This small and translucent vertebrate exhibits a series of visually
induced behaviors which can be analyzed quantitatively down to the individual motor components. Using behavioral
assays in combination with various calcium indicators and twophoton microscopy we monitor neuronal activity
throughout the fish brain in an awake and intact preparation. An extended goal of our research is the study of how
changes or variations in the behavior are reflected in changes in the underlying neuronal activity. To that end, we have
developed several quantitative learning assays and tools for in vivo monitoring – and controlling – of neural activity in
freely swimming larvae.

PiN thesis students:

Alex Chen; Rob Johnson; Haozhe Shan; Tim Dunn (‘09—’15); David Hildebrand (‘09—’15); Kuo-Hua
Huang (‘06—’12); Pavan Ramdya (‘03—’09); Caroline Wee (‘09—’16)

PiN rotation students:

Alex Chen; Robert Johnson; Noah Pettit; Kevin Cury; Tim Dunn; David Hildebrand; Kuo-Hua Huang;
Ju Lu; Ian Oldenburg; Tim Otchy; Pavan Ramdya; Sasha Rayshubskiy; Arpiar Saunders; Caroline Wee

PiN PEC memberships:

Selmaan Chettih; Kenichi Hartman; Aaron Kerlin; Dimitar Kostadinov; Ju Lu; Matthias Minderer; Allison
Provost

PiN DAC memberships:

Kenichi Hartman; Dimitar Kostadinov; Ju Lu; Matthias Minderer

PiN defense committees: Dinu Albeanu; Davi Bock; Saskia de Vries; Dimitar Kostadinov; Bence Olveczky; Stephen Thornquist;
Herbert Wu

Elizabeth Engle, M.D.
Joined 2000

Professor of Neurology and Ophthalmology
Boston Children’s Hospital
Center for Life Sciences, Room 14075
3 Blackfan Circle
Boston
elizabeth.engle@childrens.harvard.edu

The human brain is a highly organized structure containing myriad axon tracts that follow precise
pathways and make predictable connections, yet only a handful of human disorders clearly resulting
from errors in axon growth and guidance have been identified. Our lab has found that human congenital
disorders of eye and face movement can result from disordered axon targeting of cranial musculature,
leading to the definition of the congenital cranial dysinnervation disorders (CCDDs). Cranial nerve
development is a beautifully precise and tractable model system in which to observe axon trajectories,
and the disease genes we have identified have led to our interest in the role of the cytoskeleton and the
interplay between microtubules and their associated proteins in these processes.
Current projects in the lab include (1) the use of genetic technologies to identify genes mutated in the
CCDDs and other peripheral and central nervous system developmental disorders, (2) functional
studies of these mutated genes and their normal and abnormal proteins using mouse and zebrafish
modeling and various in vitro approaches, and (3) studies to better define normal cranial nuclear and
nerve development.

PiN thesis students:

Alicia Nugent (‘’09—’15); Max Tischfield (‘03—’09)

PiN rotation students:

Ben Andreone; Sara Fenstermacher; Wen Fan Hu; Alex Murphy; Alicia Nugent; Max Tischfield; Ashlee
Van’t Veer; Candice Yip

PiN PEC memberships:

Stephanie Courchesne; Sophie Currier; Morgan Freret

PiN DAC memberships:

Stephanie Courchesne; Sophie Currier; Morgan Freret; Vijay Ganesh

PiN defense committees:

Sophie Currier; Morgan Freret; Wen Fan Hu

Michela Fagiolini, Ph.D.
Joined 2006

Associate Professor of Neurology
Boston Children’s Hospital
F.M. Kirby Neurobiology Center
Center for Life Science, Room 13-034
3 Blackfan Circle
Boston
michela.fagiolini@childrens.harvard.edu

Neurons acquire multiple functional properties through an experience-dependent development during a
limited time in early postnatal life (“critical periods”). Our research focuses on understanding the
mechanisms underlying this fundamental process by combining molecular techniques with
electrophysiological and behavioral analysis of systems level phenomena in vivo. At Children’s Hospital
Boston, we concentrate on elucidating the interaction between environment and epigenetic mechanisms in
the etiology of autism spectrum disorders (ASDs). Major insight was provided by the discovery that 80% of
classical Rett’s Syndrome, a leading cause of mental retardation with autistic features, is caused by
mutations that affect the methyl-CpG-binding protein, MeCP2, directly implicating an epigenetic pathway in
the complex behavioral phenotype of ASDs. Little, however, is known if and how sensory-experience
affects specific brain functions through epigenetic mechanisms. An ideal model to study experiencedependent plasticity is the visual system. During the past years, we achieved the first direct control over
critical period timing by manipulating a specific subset of local inhibitory circuits. One unexpected outcome
of our approach has been the discovery that experience-dependent development of different receptive field
properties may be mediated by distinct molecular mechanisms. Our goal is to reveal the reciprocal
relationship of chromatin status to excitatory/inhibitory circuit balance that underlies healthy brain
development and potential therapeutic strategies for reactivating plasticity in adulthood.

PiN thesis students:

Jocelyn LeBlanc (‘07—’13); Lia Min (‘07—’12); Alex Simon (‘11 – ‘16)

PiN rotation students:

Allison Rosen Bialas; James Harris; Jocelyn LeBlanc; Lia Min; Allison Provost; Katie Quast; Tara Raam;
Alex Simon; Alex Trott; Shan Shan Wang; Caroline Wee; Jessica Yano

PiN PEC memberships:

Rachel Donahue; James Harris; Alan Mardinly; Dan Smith; Yuwen Wu; Jessica Yano

PiN DAC memberships:

Rachel Donahue; Juliette Han; Dan Smith

PiN defense committees:

Allison Rosen Bialas; Anna Chambers; Michael Coulter; Rachel Donahue; Jonathan Garst Orozco; Wen
Fan Hu; Caleigh Mandel-Brehm; Allison Provost; Nina Vujovic

Mel Feany, M.D./Ph.D.
Joined 2000 * PiN alumna

Professor of Pathology
Brigham and Women’s Hospital
New Research Building, Room 630
77 Avenue Louis Pasteur
Boston
mel_feany@hms.harvard.edu

The molecular mechanisms underlying neurodegeneration in human disorders like Alzheimer’s disease
and Parkinson’s disease remain largely mysterious, in part because genetic analysis in patients and
vertebrate models is laborious. Disease models in simpler organisms, like Drosophila, harness the power
of genetics to define cellular pathways underlying the specific destruction of postmitotic neurons in
neurodegenerative disorders. In our laboratory we have created fruit fly models of several human
diseases, including Alzheimer’s disease and Parkinson’s disease. Mutations in the alpha-synuclein gene
cause familial Parkinson's disease, and alpha-synuclein protein accumulates in intraneuronal inclusion
bodies in both familial and non-familial Parkinson's disease. By expressing normal and mutant human
alpha-synuclein in flies, we have recreated key features of the human disorder: Dopaminergic
neurodegeneration, intracytoplasmic neuronal inclusion bodies containing a-synuclein, and progressive
locomotor dysfunction. We have taken similar approaches to modeling Alzheimer's disease, and other
less common disorders in Drosophila. Genetic screens have been performed in these models to define
the cellular pathways mediating neurodegeneration. These screens have revealed, and continue to
reveal, novel mechanisms of molecular pathogenesis, which we have confirmed as conserved by
analysis of patient tissue and vertebrate models of disease.

PiN thesis students:

Ken Colodner (’02—’08); Vikram Khruana (’01—’06); Eirene Kontopoulos (‘02—’07)

PiN rotation students:

Ken Colodner; Misao Higashi; Vikram Khruana; Eirene Kontopoulos; Peri Kurshan; Shan Lou; Heather
Rice; Bryan Song

PiN PEC memberships:

Delara Chizari; Rachel Bortnick; Kelly Dakin; Catherine Hartman; Matthew Hemming; Soyon Hong;
Irit Rappley

PiN DAC memberships:

Rachel Bortnick; Matthew Hemming; Soyon Hong; Irit Rappley

PiN defense committees:

Rachel Bortnick; Ryan Dosumu-Johnson; Mark Emerson; Matthew Hemming; Soyon Hong; Eric Luth; Irit
Rappley; Ganesh Shankar

Gord Fishell, Ph.D.
Joined 2017

Professor of Neurobiology
Harvard Medical School and Stanley Center at the Broad Institute
Armenise Building Room 201
210 Longwood Avenue
Boston
gordon_fishell@hms.harvard.edu

My laboratory is focused on three related questions: How is the enormous diversity of local
GABAergic inhibitory neurons within the cerebral cortex created? How do each of the unique interneuron subtypes become seamlessly
integrated into the brain during development? How does this diversity contribute to canonical excitatory/inhibitory circuits that ultimately
shape mammalian brain activity? A century ago Ramon y Cajal dubbed these inhibitory interneurons, “the butterflies of the soul.” With
characteristic insight, he inferred that these populations, which possess such enormous morphological diversity, would ultimately prove
to have an equally impressive breadth of functional attributes. Recent studies have borne out this prediction and shown that inhibitory
interneurons are much more than simple gatekeepers of excitation. Depending on which interneuron subtype is recruited, they are able
to refine or unite brain activity in a startling multitude of ways.
Understanding how this wealth of cellular diversity is generated during development remains one of the most daunting problems in
biology. In particular, we wish to understand not only how the vast variety of inhibitory interneuron subtypes are generated but how
they subsequently integrate into the bewildering array of neural circuits that are embedded in different brain structures. Our working
hypothesis is that this is achieved through a two-step process, which we refer to as “Cardinal” and “Definitive” specification.
(Research Topic 1 - The Embryonic Specification of Interneurons). The first step in the specification of interneurons involves
genetic programs that in accordance with their birthdate create a finite number of cardinal subtypes. The vast majority of forebrain
GABAergic interneuron populations arise during embryogenesis from one of three transient progenitor zones, the medial, lateral and
caudal ganglionic eminences (MGE, LGE, CGE, respectively). Recently, we have used high-throughput single cell RNA-seq methods to
determine the transcriptional trajectories that mark the emergence of this diversity from these proliferative zones. To our great surprise,
the characteristic clades that are so evident in the adult exhibit very similar transcriptomes until the first postnatal week. How can we
reconcile this late appearance of transcriptional diversity with the strong evidence from my laboratory and others that interneuron
subtypes relate to their anatomical origin and birthdate within the ganglionic eminences? At the single cell level, we have identified
relatively small cohorts of genes expressed within the ganglionic eminences that we believe initiate the process of GABAergic neuronal
diversification. These genes encode for a combination of transcription factors and epigenetic regulators that we believe “seed” the
cardinal identity of the interneuron subtypes that will subsequently appear later in development. A present goal of the laboratory is to
understand how these factors contribute to the specification of particular interneuron subtypes.
(Research Topic 2 - Interneuron Integration and Synapse Formation). Interneuron diversity appears to only become fully
determined after cells have migrated to their final settling positions within the brain. We have discovered strong evidence that local
activity-dependent signaling results in the regional and layer-specific specification of interneurons upon completing migration. We have
dubbed this second phase of interneuron development “Definitive specification”. We hypothesize that following the tiling of these newly
born cardinal subtypes across different brain structures, local cues act to create the definitive subtypes characteristic of each distinct
cortical and subcortical area. Recent work from our laboratory indicates that this process depends on excitatory to transcriptional
coupling, which is linked through calcium-dependent signaling pathways. In addition, we have discovered that this also involves activitydependent alternative splicing that occurs in a subtype specific manner. Understanding how different interneuronal subtypes initiate
specific transcriptional programs and generate unique mRNA splice variants in response to activity is a central aspect of our present
efforts.
(Research Topic 3 -Interneuron Function and Dysfunction). As we have explored the molecular mechanisms by which
interneurons becoming integrated into neural circuits, it has become clear that perturbation of this process can result in a variety of brain
dysfunctions including autism spectrum disorder (ASD), intellectual disability (ID) and schizophrenia. A new and growing interest in the
laboratory is therefore aimed at seeing if better understanding of these developmental events can lead to the development of new
treatments for these disorders. A critical aspect of this effort is to use genetic and viral techniques to investigate the synaptic assembly
and function of interneuron circuits. To this end we are developing methods in a variety of mammalian species ranging from mice to non
-human primates to query both the dynamics of circuit assembly and firing activity of specific interneuronal subtypes. Our hope is to both
understand the normal sequence of events leading to the formation of canonical brain circuits and to complement this with functional
studies where these circuits are perturbed. Recent success in our laboratory in creating AAVs whose expression is engineered to be
restricted to interneurons (Dimidschstein et al. 2016), has spurred us to initiate a broader effort to use similar methods to target particular
interneuron subtypes. With such tools, a systematic effort to examine the function of different interneuron populations in both genetically
and non-genetically tractable animal species can be attempted.
PiN thesis students:

Elaine Fisher; Shuhan Huang

PiN rotation students:

Ya’el Courtney; Shuhan Huang; Chris Reid; Tess Whitwam

PiN PEC

Shyam Akula; Kelsey Clausing; Christopher Reid; Eric Vaughn; Tess Whitwam; Anne West

PiN DAC
memberships:

Shyam Akula; Chris Reid; Rebecca Senft; Eric Vaughn

PiN defense
committees:

Elizabeth Lamkin Cebul; Alan Mardinly; Bradley Molyneaux; Marcus Ware; Andrea Yung

John Flanagan, Ph.D.
Joined 1994

Professor of Cell Biology
Harvard Medical School
Building C2, Room 523
240 Longwood Avenue
Boston
flanagan@hms.harvard.edu

Our broad interest is to understand how cell-cell signaling mechanisms contribute to the development,
degeneration and and regeneration of neuronal connections. We use a broad range of approaches
including biochemical, molecular, cellular, and in vivo studies.
The functioning of the nervous system depends on the precise and complex spatial order of its
connections. These connections are initially set up during development, when the motile growth cone at
the axon tip is directed toward the correct target by axon guidance cues. Later in life, when connections
in the adult central nervous system are lost due to injury or disease, regeneration is minimal, creating a
major clinical challenge. We identified some of the key developmental axon guidance molecules and we
are interested in the mechanisms and logic by which they set up the pattern of axonal connections
during development. We also identified some of the first known receptors for a major family of molecules
that block axon regeneration after injury, the CSPGs, opening up a new research area into therapeutic
approaches to promote axon regeneration following injury.
In addition to studying receptors and their ligands, we are interested in the mechanisms that convert
extracellular guidance information into an appropriate response within the cell. We have a particular
current interest in RNA-based mechanisms. Regulation of mRNA translation provides a way to target
protein synthesis to specific locations within the cell. Since the neuron is a highly polarized cell, it
provides a particularly good model to study subcellularly localized translation. We and others have
shown that protein synthesis can be regulated within the neuron in a precisely localized manner, and
that it plays unique functional roles in synapse plasticity and axon guidance.

PiN thesis students:

Perry Brittis (‘01—’04)

PiN rotation students:

Jessica Appler; Yeang Ch’ng; Shelby Dietz; Mark Emerson; James Harris

PiN PEC
memberships:

Rachel Bortnick; Teresa Chae; David Ferrero; Jorge Gonzalez; Jason Neal; Heather Rice; Rebecca
Swimmer; Candice Yip

PiN DAC
memberships:

Rachel Bortnick; David Ferrero; Jorge Gonzalez; Vuk Koprivica; Robert Moy; Jason Neal; Heather Rice;
Candice ip; Glenn Yiu; Wenjia You

PiN defense
committees:

Azad Bonni; Thomas Deuel; Xuecai Ge; Jorge Gonzalez; Anna Greka; Vuk Koprivica; Jason Neal; Alicia
Nugent; David Simon; Max Tischfield; Wenjia You

Nadine Gaab, Ph.D.
Joined 2011

Associate Professor of Pediatrics
Boston Children’s Hospital - Dept. of Medicine
Division of Developmental Medicine
1 Autumn Street, Mailbox #713
Boston, MA 02115
nadine.gaab@childrens.harvard.edu

The GaabLab at the Laboratories of Cognitive Neuroscience focuses on auditory and language processing in
the human brain and its applications for the development of typical and atypical language and literacy skills
from infancy to adolescence. The GaabLab primarily works on the early identification of children at- risk for
language-based learning disabilities such as developmental dyslexia, the neural correlates of reading
development, environmental and genetic factors that influence language and reading development as well as
the development and implementation of screening practices for young children. We are primarily using
longitudinal study designs with a strong focus on pediatric neuroimaging including MRI, fMRI and DTI
techniques. We work at the intersection of developmental cognitive neuroscience, clinical/educational
practice and public policy with a special focus on early identification and implementation of real-world
changes for struggling readers. The Gaablab works closely with numerous public and private schools within
the Greater New England area.

PiN thesis students:

[none]

PiN rotation students:

[none]

PiN PEC memberships:

[none]

PiN DAC memberships:

[none]

PiN defense committees:

[none]

Rachelle Gaudet, Ph.D.
Joined 2006

Professor of Molecular and Cellular Biology
Northwest Building Room 302
52 Oxford Street
Cambridge
gaudet@mcb.harvard.edu

My lab is broadly interested in the mechanisms of signaling and transport across cellular membranes. Our
research encompasses several protein families: Nramp transporters that use a proton gradient to facilitate
the entry of divalent ions (iron and manganese in particular) into cells; non-classical cadherins involved in
cellular adhesion and signaling; ABC transporters that use ATP to fuel substrate transport; and TRP
channels important to sensing temperature and painful stimuli. We use a variety of cell-based and in vitro
biochemical assays, x-ray crystallography, and computational techniques (molecular dynamics simulations
and bioinformatics analyses) to discover how these important proteins function in cells.

PiN thesis students:

[none]

PiN rotation students:

Andrew Giessel

PiN PEC memberships:

[none]

PiN DAC memberships:

Keiko Weir

PiN defense committees:

Yessenia Ibarra

Gwenaelle Geleoc, Ph.D.
Joined 2016

Assistant Professor of Otolaryngology
Boston Children’s Hospital—Kirby Neurobiology Center
Center for Life Sciences 12-252
3 Blackfan Circle
Boston
gwenaelle.geleoc@childrens.harvard.edu

Sensory hair cells of the inner ear transduce mechanical stimuli into electrical signals which are transmitted
to the brain. The primary goal of my research is to characterize the functional and molecular development of
these inner ear hair cells. In particular, I am interested in the developmental acquisition and maturation of
sensory transduction in hair cells. I am using this information to identify molecular correlates that underlie
hair cell mechanosensation. Using this strategy, our group recently identified two proteins, TMC1 and TMC2,
as components of the sensory transduction complex (Kawashima*, Géléoc* et al. JCI 2011; Pan, Géléoc et
al. Neuron, 2013). Tmc1 was identified over a decade ago through positional cloning of a gene underlying
both dominant and recessive nonsyndromic sensorineural hearing loss (Kurima et al., 2002) but its function
was unknown. A current focus in the lab is to understand how these proteins function in hair cells and how
they contribute to frequency tuning along the cochlea. In addition, we are now in a prime position to
investigate the function of several hair cell genes associated with hearing loss. We are applying our
knowledge and expertise to study gene mutations that cause Usher Syndrome, the most common form of
combined deafness and blindness. Using adeno- or adeno-associated virus, we are able to manipulate
genes or introduce exogenous sequences to rescue function in hair cells of mutant mouse models (Geleoc
and Holt, 2014). Our ultimate goal is to identify and develop of gene therapy treatment for Usher Syndrome.

PiN thesis students:

[none]

PiN rotation students:

[none]

PiN PEC memberships:

[none]

PiN DAC memberships:

[none]

PiN defense committees:

[none]

Samuel Gershman, Ph.D.
Joined 2015

Assistant Professor of Psychology
Northwest Building Room 295
52 Oxford Street
Cambridge
gershman@fas.harvard.edu

My research aims to understand how richly structured knowledge about the environment is acquired,
and how this knowledge aids adaptive behavior. I use a combination of behavioral, neuroimaging and
computational techniques to pursue these questions.
One prong of this research focuses on how humans and animals discover the hidden states underlying
their observations, and how they represent these states. In some cases, these states correspond to
complex data structures, like graphs, grammars or programs. These data structures strongly constrain
how agents infer which actions will lead to reward. A second prong of my research is teasing apart the
interactions between different learning systems. Evidence suggests the existence of at least two
systems: a "goal-directed" system that builds an explicit model of the environment, and a "habitual"
system that learns state-action response rules. These two systems are subserved by separate neural
pathways that compete for control of behavior, but the systems may also cooperate with one another.

PiN thesis students:

Lucy Lai; John Mikhael; Momchil Tomov (‘16—’19)

PiN rotation students:

Lucy Lai; John Mikhael; Jeffrey Rhoades; Vivian Hemmelder; Momchil Tomov

PiN PEC memberships:

Diego Aldarondo; Michaela Ennis; Emma Krause; Haozhe Shan

PiN DAC memberships:

Michaela Ennis; Emma Krause; Jae Eon Lee; Haozhe Shan

PiN defense committees:

Suk Joon Lee

Satrajit Ghosh, Ph.D.
Joined 2019

Assistant Professor of Otolaryngology
Massachusetts Institute of Ttecnology
46-4033F, 43 Vassar Street
Cambridge
satra@mit.edu

A fundamental problem in psychiatry is that there are no biological markers for diagnosing mental
illness or for indicating how best to treat it. Treatment decisions are based entirely on symptoms, and
doctors and their patients will typically try one treatment, then if it does not work, try another, and
perhaps another. Our group hopes to change this picture, and our research suggests that individual
brain scans and speaking patterns can hold valuable information for guiding psychiatrists and patients.
Current areas include depression, suicide, anxiety disorders, autism, Parkinson disease, and brain
tumors.

To support this broader goal, our group develops novel analytic platforms that use such information to
create robust, predictive models around human health. Our research interests span computer science
and neuroscience, specifically in the areas of applied machine learning, signal processing, and
translational medicine. Our current research portfolio comprises projects on spoken communication,
brain imaging, and informatics to address gaps in scientific knowledge in three areas: Tthe neural
basis and translational applications of speaking, precision psychiatry and medicine, and preserving
information for reproducible research.

PiN thesis students:

[none]

PiN rotation students:

[none]

PiN PEC memberships:

[none]

PiN DAC memberships:

[none]

PiN defense committees:

[none]

David Ginty, Ph.D.
Joined 2013 * Associate Director of the Program in Neuroscience 2015—present
Member, Student Advisory Committee

Professor of Neurobiology
Armenise Building Room 435
210 Longwood Avenue
Boston
david_ginty@hms.harvard.edu

Our laboratory uses mouse molecular genetics, in vitro signaling approaches, circuit mapping,
electrophysiological and behavioral analyses to gain understanding of the development,
organization, and function of neural circuits that underlie the sense of touch. Mouse molecular
genetic approaches are used to identify, visualize, and functionally manipulate each of the
physiologically defined classes of low-threshold mechanosensory neurons (LTMRs), the primary
cutaneous sensory neurons that mediate the sense of touch. We also strive to gain genetic access
to spinal cord interneurons and projection neurons to reveal the organizational logic and functions
of touch circuits in the spinal cord and brainstem. Our current goals are to discover: 1) the unique
functions and properties of LTMR subtypes; 2) the organization of synaptic connections between
LTMR subtypes, spinal cord dorsal horn interneurons and projection neurons, and dorsal column
nuclei neurons; 3) the neural circuits that underlie the perception of touch; 4) molecular and
developmental mechanisms by which primary somatosensory neurons and touch circuit
organization are established; and 5) mechanisms of touch circuit dysfunction in mouse models of
autism spectrum disorders and neuropathic pain.

PiN thesis students:

Erica Huey; Lijun Qi; Genelle Rankin; Aniqa Tasnim; Dawei Zhang; Qiyu Zhang; Nicole
Neubarth (‘11 - ‘17)

PiN rotation students:

Matthew Collie; Michaela Ennis; Rachel Essner; Erica Huey; Lijun Qi; Genelle Rankin; Aniqa
Tasnim; Keiko Weir; Alex Zhang; Dawei Zhang; Qiyu Zhang; Nicole Neubarth; Bryan Song

PiN PEC memberships:

Alex Chen; Yurika Doi; Rachel Essner; Elaine Fisher; Mona Han; Trevor Krolak; Jasper
Maniates-Selvin; Rebecca Senft; Senmiao Sun; Ken Tao; Tess Whitwam; Nivanthika
Wimalasena; Lynn Yap; Alex Zhang; Ben Andreone; Brian Chow; Nesibe Temiz; Andrea Yung

PiN DAC memberships:

Alex Chen; Elaine Fisher; Michelle Frank; Trevor Krolak; Rebecca Senft; Ken Tao; Nivanthika
Wimalasena; Lynn Yap; Alex Zhang; Ben Andreone; Alex Batchelor; Brian Chow; Nick
DeStefino; Hannah Somhegyi; Christina Welsh; Erika Williams; Andrea Yung

PiN defense committees:

Dan Bear; Chester Chia; Sara Fenstermacher; Dimitar Kostasdinov; Wendy Liu; Sarah Pease; Alex
Simon; Hannah Somhegyi; David Strochlic; Shan Shan Wang

Lisa Goodrich, Ph.D.

Joined in 2006
Member, Student Advisory Committee

Professor of Neurobiology
Harvard Medical School
Goldenson Building, Room 442
220 Longwood Avenue
Boston
lisa_goodrich@hms.harvard.edu

We study the cellular and molecular mechanisms that govern the assembly of neural
circuits, from the differentiation of neurons to the formation and maintenance of axonal
connections and ultimately the generation of behavior. Our overarching goal is to understand how essentially generic
developmental events are coordinated so that each type of neuron acquires the uniquely specialized properties that
underlie mature circuit function. Many of our studies focus on the auditory system, which is poorly understood relative
to the other sensory systems, despite the obvious impact of age-related and noise-induced hearing loss on our society.
Additional insights come from studies of the retina, where amacrine cells exhibit diverse shapes and patterns of
connections that influence how visual information is processed.
Auditory circuit assembly and function: We perceive sound using precisely wired circuits that originate in the
cochlea of the inner ear. The primary auditory neurons – the spiral ganglion neurons (SGNs) – exhibit several
distinctive features that ensure that sound information is faithfully communicated from the ear to the brain. For instance,
each SGN elaborates enormous and unusually rapid synapses that are critical for sound localization. To learn how
spiral ganglion neurons acquire these unique properties, we are dissecting the functions of SGN-specific molecules and
transcriptional networks and the contribution of peripheral glia and central input to auditory function. By combining nextgen sequencing technology, live imaging, and behavioral analyses with mouse genetics to visualize and access spiral
ganglion neurons, we can link cellular and molecular changes in auditory circuits to functional changes in auditory
perception.
Neuronal morphogenesis and wiring in the retina: Unlike the cochlea, the eye houses a complex array of
neurons that mediate our sense of vision. The varied morphologies and connectivity of amacrine cells in particular
modulate the flow of visual information from photoreceptors to ganglion cells via dendrites restricted to the inner
plexiform layer. Since this unipolar morphology is critical to amacrine cell function, we are interested in how this
morphology is acquired. We have shown that that reliable formation of this unipolar morphology depends on the
atypical cadherin Fat3. Ongoing studies will unravel the cellular and molecular events that are mediated by Fat3: what
are the activators and effectors of Fat3? What are the cellular events that ensure development of a single apical
dendrite? We address these questions using a combination of biochemistry, live imaging, and mouse genetics.
PiN thesis students:

Isle Bastille; Michelle Frank; Olubusola Olukoya; Victoria Abraira (’03—’09); Jessica Appler (’03—’10);
Chester Chia (‘13 - ‘19); Edmund Koundakjian (‘02—’08); Sasha Krol (‘08—’15); Allison Nishitani (‘08—’14);
Andrea Yung (‘12 - ‘18)

PiN rotation students:

Isle Bastille; Michelle Frank; Olubusola Olukoya; Chris Reid; Keiko Weir; Eiman Abdel-Azim; Vicky
Abraira; Jessica Appler; Chester Chia; Edmund Koundakjian; Sasha Krol; Elizabeth Litvina; Tim Mosca;
Allison Nishitani; David Stoppel; Max Tischfield; Shan Shan Wang; Andrea Yung

PiN PEC memberships: Shyam Akula; Wendy Fung; Daniel Gilliam; Krissy Lyon; Christopher Reid; Tess Whitwam; Eiman
Abdel-Azim; Elizabeth Lamkin Cebul; Michael Coulter; Juliette Han; Benyam Kinde; Ian McLachlan; Eric
Mulhall; Alex Murphy; Sarah Pease; Rebecca Swimmer; Max Tischfield; Shan Shan Wang
PiN DAC memberships: Shyam Akula; Wendy Fung; Daniel Gilliam; Krissy Lyon; Chris Reid; Qiyu Zhang; Eiman Abdel-Azim;
Elizabeth Lamkin Cebul; Michael Coulter; Dana Harrar; Benyam Kinde; Ian McLachlan; Sarah Pease; Max
Tischfield; Shan Shan Wang; Rochelle Witt
PiN defense
committees:

Masha Bloom; Josh Buchman; Elizabeth Lamkin Cebul; Yoojin Choi; Michael Coulter; Irina De la Huerta;
Kelly Girskis; James Harris; Heather Heerrssen; Benyam Kinde; Jinyue Liu; Eric Mulhall; Nicole Neubarth;
Sarah Pease; Ivan Santiago; Mike Soskis; Michael Susman; Chris Tzeng; Christina Welsh; Rochelle Witt;
Yuwen Wu; Lisa Zakhary

Michael E. Greenberg, Ph.D.
Joined 1994
Chairman of the Department of Neurobiology

Nathan Marsh Pusey Professor of Neurobiology
Harvard Medical School
Goldenson Building, Room 420
220 Longwood Avenue
Boston
meg@hms.harvard.edu

Our interactions with the outside world trigger changes at neuronal synapses that are critical for proper brain
development and higher cognitive function. Research in the Greenberg laboratory has focused on the
identification of a genetic program that is activated by neuronal activity, the mechanisms of signal
transduction that carry the neuronal activity-dependent signal from the membrane to the nucleus, and the
identification of regulators of this experience-dependent process that affect synapse development and
plasticity. We are particularly interested in those activity-dependent processes whose dysfunction can lead
to the development of diseases of cognitive function.
This work began in 1984 with the discovery that growth factors induce the rapid and transient expression of
a family of genes, Immediate Early Genes (IEGs) such as c-fos, whose functions are crucial for neuronal
differentiation, cell survival, and adaptive responses (Greenberg and Ziff, 1984). Our recent studies have
used more global screening techniques to identify genes whose activity is regulated by stimuli such as
membrane depolarization and calcium influx. For example, we recently employed genome-wide sequencing
methods to discover thousands of neuronal activity-regulated distal enhancer elements that function in
primary cortical cultures, providing new insights into the mechanism of stimulus-dependent enhancer
function. From these and other studies we have identified a number of activity-dependent genes that control
various processes such as 1) the complexity of the dendritic arbor, 2) the formation, maturation, and
maintenance of spines, the post-synaptic sites of excitatory synapses, 3) the composition of protein
complexes at the pre- and post-synaptic sites, and 4) the relative number of excitatory and inhibitory
synapses. Many disorders of human cognition, including various forms of mental retardation and autism, are
correlated with changes in the number of synapses or are believed to be caused by an imbalance between
neuronal excitation and inhibition in the nervous system. Thus, understanding how the neuronal activitydependent gene program functions may provide insight into the molecular mechanisms that govern synaptic
development and, ultimately, how the deregulation of this process leads to neurological diseases.
Current research involves the integrated use of mouse models, traditional cell biological and biochemical
methods and next generation sequencing technologies to analyze activity-dependent gene regulation and
function. Laboratory projects include characterization of the function of various activity-responsive
transcriptional regulators (e.g. Fos, Npas4, Creb) in diverse developmental contexts as well as the
investigation of the roles of specific components of this activity-dependent transcriptional program that have
been implicated in human disorders of cognitive function (e.g. Mecp2, Ube3a). These studies seek to both
elucidate the mechanisms by which neuronal activity shapes the development of the central nervous system
and provide new insight into the etiology of various human cognitive disorders.
Continued on following page

Michael E. Greenberg
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PiN thesis students:

Daniel Gilliam; Alexander Greben; Senmiao Sun; Tess Whitwam; Marty Yang; Lynn Yap; Jay
Bikoff (‘00—’07); Azad Bonni (‘90—’96); Ershela Durresi (‘12—’17); Steve Flavell (‘02—’08); Dana
Harrar (‘01—’07); Elizabeth Hong (‘02—’-08); Benyam Kinde (‘12—’16); Athar Malik (‘07—’13);
Caleigh Mandel-Brehm (’09—’15); (Alan Mardinly (‘06—’13); Mireya Nadal-Vicens (‘95—’01); Aurel
Nagy (’14 - ’18); (‘Elizabeth Nigh (‘95—’03); John Salogiannis (‘07—’13); Mike Soskis (‘06—’12);
Mike Susman (‘10—’15); Margaret Thompson (‘83—’93); Hien Tran (‘99—’03); Christopher Tzeng
(‘12 - ‘18)

PiN rotation students:

Salvador Brito; Daniel Gilliam; Alexander Greben; Senmiao Sun; Ian Vogel; Tess Whitwam;
Marty Yang; Lynn Yap; Jay Bikoff; Azad Bonni; Nick DeStefino; Ershela Durresi; Steve
Flavell; Dana Harrar; Betty Hong; Benyam Kinde; Martin Kurtev; Emily Lehrman; Athar Malik;
Caleigh Mandel-Brehm; Alan Mardinly; Mireya Nadal-Vicens; Elizabeth Nigh; John Salogiannis; Ben
Samuels; Mike Soskis; Mike Susman; Sohail Tavazoie; Hien Tran; Christopher Tzeng; Kevin Wang

PiN PEC memberships:

Elaine Fisher; Joshua Buchman; Nick DeStefino; Hung-Ming Chu; Richard Chung; Rebecca
Cole; Lisa Genova; Carson Goddard; Kenichi Hartman; Kate Hong; Soyon Hong; Linda Kobierski;
Dimitar Kostadinov; Jocelyn LeBlanc; Emily Lehrman; Claire McKellar; Tim Mosca; Ivan Santiago;
Ganesh Shankar; David Simon; Fitz Sturgill; Margaret Thompson; Paul Tolentino; Kevin Wang;
Yuwen Wu

PiN DAC memberships:

Elaine Fisher; Jessica Appler; Josh Buchman; Marina Chicurel; Hung-Ming Chu; Eunju Chung;
Richard Chung; Rebecca Cole; Nick DeStefino; Kelly Girskis; Kenichi Hartman; Kate Hong; Soyon
Hong; Linda Kobierski; Dimitar Kostadsinov; Jocelyn LeBlanc; Emily Lehrman; Claire McKellar; Tim
Mosca; Ivan Santiago; Claire Sauvageot; Ganesh Shankar; David Smon; Fitz Sturgill; Stephen
Thornquist; Paul Tolentino; Kevin Wang; Stacie Weninger; Yuwen Wu

PiN defense committees:

Hung-Ming Chu; Rebecca Cole; Nicholas DeStefino; Sebastian Kraves; Ganesh Shankar

Anna Greka, M.D./Ph.D.
Joined 2012 * Alumna of the Program in Neuroscience

Assistant Professor of Medicine
Brigham and Women’s Hospital
Harvard Institutes of Medicine
4 Blackfan Circle, 5th Floor
Boston
agreka@bwh.harvard.edu

Our laboratory is broadly interested in the biology of ion channels and calcium signaling in health and
disease.
Ion channels are critical to cellular physiology because they are uniquely adapted to rapidly transduce signals
across functional compartments separated by membranes. This is clear in the range and severity of diseases
caused by ion channel mutations (channelopathies) particularly in the central nervous system, the
cardiovascular system, kidney disease, diabetes and muscle disease, to name a few.
Traditionally channels have been studied using extremely high resolution but low throughput methods such as
patch clamp electrophysiology. Our recent efforts in the lab are aimed at leveraging systems and circuitbased investigative approaches to develop a platform that will allow us to gain deep and unbiased
understanding of the cellular mechanisms triggered by ion channels nominated by human genetics in relevant
cell types and models. Ultimately this work will lead to a comprehensive understanding of dysfunctional
pathways involving ion channels with implications for the development of targeted therapies.
We are using the tools of molecular biology, cell biology, advanced imaging techniques, patch clamp
electrophysiology and animal models to study the role of ion channels in health and disease.

PiN thesis students:

[none]

PiN rotation students:

[none]

PiN PEC memberships:

[none]

PiN DAC memberships:

[none]

PiN defense committees:

[none]

Chenghua Gu, D.V.M., Ph.D.
Joined 2006

Assistant Professor of Neurobiology
Harvard Medical School
Armenise Building, room 315
220 Longwood Avenue
Boston
chenghua_gu@hms.harvard.edu

The brain, which represents 2% of the body mass but consumes 20% of the body energy at rest, is therefore
highly dependent on oxygen and nutrients supply from the blood stream. Key to the functional interdependence
between neural and vascular systems is an extraordinarily tight physical association between neurons and
endothelial cells, with nearly every neuron in the human brain estimated to be supplied by its own capillary. In
addition, normal brain function requires a tightly controlled environment free of toxins and pathogens and with
proper chemical compositions for synaptic transmission. The general goal of our research is to understand the
mechanisms of how neural and vascular systems coordinately develop, communicate, and work in concert to
ensure proper brain function.
Neurovascular biology is a relatively young field and much is to be discovered. In order to elucidate the
functional aspects of neurovascular interactions, such as the mechanisms underlying the coupling between
neural activity and vascular patterning and dynamics, as well as the blood brain barrier formation and tightness,
we must first understand and characterize the anatomical aspects of the neurovascular interactions. These
basic characterizations and molecular identifications will provide important tools and premise for functional
studies. Therefore my lab’s past and current research can be divided into two general directions- the
mechanisms underlying the anatomical aspect of the neurovascular interactions, and the functional aspects of
these interactions. Using a combination of mouse genetics, cell biology, biochemistry, and various imaging
techniques, our research program explores 4 questions:
(1) What are the cellular and molecular mechanisms governing the formation, function, and regulation of the
blood brain barrier (BBB)?
(2) What are the mechanisms underlying the cross-talk between neural activity and vascular structure and
dynamics?
(3) How do common guidance cues and their receptors function in wiring neural and vascular networks?
(4) What are the molecular mechanisms underlying the establishment of neurovascular congruency?
Investigating interactions between the vascular and nervous systems is essential for better understanding of
both brain function and underlying causes of neurological disorders, which will lead to new therapeutic
strategies.

PiN thesis students:

Trevor Krolak; Hannah Zucker; Ben Andreone (‘12 - ‘17); Brian Chow (‘13 - ‘19); Masha Gelfand
(‘05—’12)

PiN rotation students:

Isle Bastille; Delara Chizari; Wendy Fung; Alexander Greben; Herriet Hsieh; Erica Huey;
Trevor Krolak; Alyssa Larios; Karina Lezgiyeva; Krissy Lyon; Hannah Zucker; Ben Andreone;
Brian Chow; Adriana Eisner; Masha Gelfand; Juliette Han; GaYoung Lee; Eric Luth; Allison
Nishitani; Sasrah Pease; David Stoppel; Christopher Tzeng; Andrea Yung

PiN PEC memberships:

Peter Kalugin; Ershela Durresi; Nadia Litterman; Aurel Nagy; Hye-Yeon Park; Mike Susman;
Wenjia You

PiN DAC memberships:

Vicky Abraira; Emily Lehrman; Mike Susman; Wenjia You

PiN defense committees:

Jay Bikoff; Rachel Bortnick; Eunju Chung; Juliette Han; Stefan Kaczmarek; Edmund Koundakjian;
GaYoung Lee; Emily Lehrman; Shan Lou; Laura Magnotti ; Caleigh Mandel-Brehm; Michael Susman

Penny Hallett, Ph.D.
Joined 2017

Assistant Professor of Psychiatry
McLean Hospital
Neuroregeneration Research Institute
115 Mill Street
Belmont
phallett@mclean.harvard.edu

Our research focuses on identifying how cell biological processes are disrupted in Parkinson's disease and
aging, with the overarching goal of our work to identify novel biomarkers and neuroprotective strategies for
Parkinson's disease, as well as other neurological disorders. In particular, we examine how lysosomal and
glycosphingolipid pathways are altered, as well as mitochondrial function and calcium homeostasis. We use
molecular, neurochemical, biochemical and behavioral techniques to understand early neuronal dysfunction in
transgenic, toxin and viral overexpression-based animal models of Parkinson's disease. We utilize patientderived human cells, including induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSCs) made from patients with different genetic
forms of Parkinson's disease, for in vitro modeling of disrupted cell organelle function in order to define shared
cellular processes and mechanisms underlying Parkinson's disease pathology. Gene delivery and
pharmacological tools are used to promote cell biological function, in order to slow or halt the degeneration of
neurons in Parkinson's disease.
Our research interests also extend to cell therapy, whereby iPSC- derived midbrain dopamine neurons are
used to replace the dopamine neurons that have degenerated in Parkinson's disease. This technique holds
great promise for providing long-term synaptic and functional repair. Our studies develop improved methods to
generate iPSC-dopamine neuron preparations, which are tested for functional efficacy following transplantation
into preclinical Parkinson's disease in vivo models.

PiN thesis students:

[none]

PiN rotation students:

[none]

PiN PEC memberships:

[none]

PiN DAC memberships:

[none]

PiN defense committees:

[none]

Christopher Harvey, D.V.M., Ph.D.
Joined 2012

Associate Professor of Neurobiology
Harvard Medical School
Armenise Building, Room 417
210 Longwood Avenue
Boston
christopher_harvey@hms.harvard.edu

Our goal is to understand fundamental principles for the function and organization of neuronal
circuits in the mammalian cortex. We investigate how circuits perform computations involved in
working memory and decision-making, especially in the context of spatial navigation.
Our approach is based on connecting properties of neuronal circuit function with behavior in the mouse. We utilize a variety of
experimental methods to study activity dynamics in circuits and the relationship between circuit dynamics and architecture.
Recently, we have initiated efforts to combine our experimental program with a program for computational and theoretical
modeling. Together our approach emphasizes the dynamics and the mechanisms by which circuits perform computations (how
does a circuit compute?) and, to a lesser extent, also aims to identify the computations performed in specific circuits (what does
a circuit compute?).
Current work in the lab focuses in large part on the posterior parietal cortex (PPC), which is thought to be a key interface
between sensory and motor information, including during working memory, decision-making, and navigation. Current projects
emphasize a variety of questions. First, we aim to identify the fundamental activity patterns in the PPC during complex behaviors
and the mechanisms by which these activity patterns are generated. We investigate PPC activity dynamics using measurements
of activity in large neuronal populations during behavior, controlled manipulations of PPC activity to reveal key features of
dynamics in PPC populations, and studies of how activity patterns develop during learning of new behavioral tasks. Second, we
aim to understand how dynamics in the PPC arise from the underlying microcircuit architecture. We are developing approaches
to map features of microcircuit architecture in neuronal populations that have been functionally characterized to aid
understanding of circuit-level structure-function relationships. Third, we are studying how the PPC interacts with other brain
areas in a larger network for complex computations. We utilize experiments to manipulate and monitor specific input and output
pathways of the PPC.
Experiments in the lab are centered around behavioral, optical, and electrophysiological approaches. We train mice to perform
perceptual decision-making and working memory tasks based on navigation through virtual reality environments. As mice
perform tasks, we measure neuronal activity using sub-cellular resolution two-photon calcium imaging, large scale extracellular
electrophysiology, and whole-cell patch-clamp recordings. We also probe circuit properties using simultaneous activity
manipulations and activity measurements. In addition, we have a long-standing interest in developing novel approaches to study
principles of neuronal circuit function and in establishing methods to expand the range of behaviors and computations that can
be studied in the mouse model system. Currently, the lab is pursuing ways to combine data collected through experiments with
the development of computational models, with the goal of establishing a tight experiment-theory loop.
The lab is composed of researchers with wide ranging and complementary skills and training. We aim to assemble a team that
through intra-lab collaborative efforts will utilize interdisciplinary approaches and thinking to establish new ideas on the function
of cortical circuits. Therefore, lab members with diverse backgrounds, including in experiment and computation, are highly
valued.
PiN thesis students:

Jim Bohnslav; Anna Jaffe; Noah Pettit; Shih-Yi Tseng; Selmaan Chettih (‘12 - ‘19); Laura Driscoll
(‘11—’17); Matthias Minderer (‘12 - ‘18); Ari Morcos (‘11—’16)

PiN rotation students:

Melanie Basnak; Celia Beron; Jim Bohnslav; Yurika Doi; Richard Hakim; Lingfeng Hou; Anna Jaffe;
Jae Lee; Nghia Nguyen; Noah Pettit; Shih-Yi Tseng; Elena Westeinde; Ningjing Xia; Siyan Zhou;
Selmaan Chettih; Laura Driscoll; Matthias Minderer; Ari Morcos; Paola Patella

PiN PEC memberships:

Diego Aldarondo; Asa Barth-Maron; Melanie Basnak; Celia Beron; David Brann; Mike Bukwich;
Chong Guo; Richard Hakim; Erica Huey; Maya Jay; Emma Krause; Andrew Landau; Adam Lowet;
Jenny Lu; Kelly McGuire; Nghia Nguyen; Genelle Rankin; Brian Chow; Minsuk Hyun; Nick Jikomes;
Gil Mandelbaum; Shay Neufeld; Paola Patella; Tara Raam; Rohan Ramesh; Sasha Rayshubskiy; Clara
Starkweather

PiN DAC memberships: Asa Barth-Maron; Celia Beron; Michael Bukwich; Chong Guo; Erica Huey; Emma Krause; Jenny Lu;
Kelly McGuire; Tim Dunn; Senan Ebrahim; Minsuk Hyun; Nicole Neubarth; Shay Neufeld; Stan
Pashkovski; Gil Mandelbaum; Paola Patella; Rohan Ramesh; Sasha Raybshubskiy; Clara Starkweather;
Alex Trott; Alex Wiltschko
PiN defense
committees:

Timothy Dunn; David Hildebrand; Robert Johnson; Elliott Milner; Nicole Neubarth; Stan Pashkovski; Paola
Patella; Rohan Ramesh; Sasha Rayshubskiy; Alex Wiltschko

Corey Harwell, Ph.D.
Joined 2013

Assistant Professor of Neurobiology
Harvard Medical School
Armenise Building, Room 331B
220 Longwood Avenue
Boston
corey_harwell@hms.harvard.edu

The goal of our research is to understand the cellular and molecular mechanisms that regulate the cellular
diversity of the cortex and the precision of it network connections.
The cortical network is composed of a diverse array of neuronal subtypes, which work together to regulate
many of our most complex behaviors and cognitive functions. One major focus in the lab is to understand how
this diversity is achieved and identify the key molecular programs that influence the fate decisions of progenitor
cells. Once cells have decided their fate, they must navigate a sea of potential synaptic partners to form
precise connections. We are also interested in understanding the cellular and molecular events that guide the
assembly of cortical circuitry. It has become clear that perturbations in either the production of diverse
neuronal cell types or the assembly of the circuit can lead to a variety of cognitive disorders including
intellectual disability, schizophrenia and autism spectrum disorder. Gaining a better understanding of the
important molecular pathways that guide cortical circuit development may one day lead to new therapies for
many of these disorders.
Current projects in the lab are focused on:
1. Understanding the cellular mechanisms underlying inhibitory interneuron diversity. Inhibitory
interneurons are amongst the most diverse neuronal cell types in the brain, in both form and function.
Using retroviral lineage tracing we found that multiple subtypes of interneurons are derived from the same
mother progenitor. We are currently using a combination of retroviral lineage tracing, and time-lapse
imaging to understand how the proliferative behavior of interneuron progenitors regulates the production of
diverse cell types
2. Understanding the role of Sonic Hedgehog signaling in cortical circuit development and function.
We have previously shown that cell type specific expression of Sonic Hedgehog (SHH) signaling
components regulates synapse formation between distinct subsets of neurons. Utilizing genetics anatomy
and electrophysiology we are currently focused on understanding the precise cellular interactions that are
regulated by SHH signaling which function guide synaptic specificity during circuit formation.
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Restoring lost function after spinal cord injury or other types of CNS injuries is a major challenge of
contemporary neuroscience. A key culprit of functional deficits is the disruption and/or dysfunction of
axonal connections connecting different parts of CNS. In order to develop novel neural repair strategies,
our research has been addressing the following questions:
First, why injured axons cannot regenerate in adult mammalian CNS? Our past studies identified key
molecular players, such as PTEN and SOCS3, in controlling the intrinsic regenerative ability of neurons
(Park et al., Science 2008, Sun et al., Nature 2011, Bei et al., Cell 2016, Norsworthy et al., Neuron 2017).
By using models of optic nerve injury and spinal cord injury, our current studies aim to maximize the extent
of neuronal survival and axon regeneration and enhance their functional integration.
Second, as many human spinal cord injuries are anatomically incomplete but exhibit complete paralysis,
we are interested in why such spared axons are functionally dormant. Following our recent studies
revealing injury-induced KCC2 dysfunction as a potentially key mechanism (Chen et al., Cell 2018), our
ongoing studies are designed to explore other cellular and molecular mechanisms that control and limit the
function of spinal circuitry after injury.
Third, in order to design tailored neural repair strategies after spinal cord injury, a new direction in the lab is
to crack the code of the control of the spinal cord function by the brain, by dissecting the role of different
spinal descending projections. While our recent efforts dissected the role of cortex-derived corticospinal
axons in skilled motor control (Wang et al., Cell 2017) and sensory processing (Liu et al., Nature 2018), we
are continuing to study the function of brainstem-derived reticulospinal and other descending projections.
Characterizing how these descending inputs control motor output and integrate sensory in determining the
functional outputs of the spinal cord will help design rational strategies of promoting functional recovery
after injury.
Together, we expect that answering these questions will establish important principles for exploiting
regenerative medicine to treat CNS injury and other neurological diseases.
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We use forward genetic screens and high-resolution imaging to learn how the nervous system puts itself
together. Remarkably, in C. elegans, a given neuron or glial cell arises from the same lineage, adopts the
same morphology, and makes the same cell-cell contacts in every individual. This stereotypy makes it a
powerful system for asking how fate, shape, and connectivity are determined in the nervous system.
1. Glial identity and sex differences
In mammals, the diversity of glial subtypes are just coming into view; in C. elegans, the situation is more clear
cut. We have transcriptional reporters that allow us to fluorescently label defined glial subtypes. Using these,
we identified mutants that alter glial fate – in one case, transforming one glial subtype to another. We have
also identified all-or-none sex differences in certain glia; interestingly, these sex-different glia associate with
neurons involved in mating, suggesting that glial sex differences might affect sex-specific behaviors.
2. Glia-neuron attachment
How does a neuron pair off with the right glial partner? We developed super-resolution imaging approaches
to visualize a remarkable class of dendrite-glia attachments that had only been seen previously by EM. We
used genetic screens to identify factors that act in the glial cell, or in a mystery cell, to promote this
attachment. One of the most remarkable aspects of this structure is that, although the dendrite has many glia
to choose from, it always pairs off with the same partner. We are trying to understand how this specificity is
achieved.
3. Morphogenesis of neurons and glia
Some sensory neurons are exposed to the environment and exhibit properties of epithelia, including apicalbasal polarity. We created synthetic minimal constructs that label apical and basolateral membranes, allowing
us to screen for mutants that affect apical-basal polarity separate from axon-dendrite polarity. These neurons
and glia develop as a polarized rosette, and we hypothesize that neurons that associate stably with the
rosette become sensory neurons while those that withdraw from the rosette lose their epithelial properties and
become interneurons.
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Sensory transduction converts stimulus information into electrical information and is at the interface between
the world around us and the brain. To understand how information is encoded and transmitted to the brain
we study the sensory cells and neurons of the inner ear.
Sensory transduction in the ear beings with nanometer scale movement of mechanosensitive organelles that
project from the apical surface of inner ear hair cells. In the auditory system this exquisite sensitivity can
initiate signals that encode faint pizzicato from a classical violin. Remarkably, hair cells can also detect
stimuli with amplitudes over a million times greater, and thus are able to signal the booming cannons of
Tchaikovsky's 1812 Overture as well. This extraordinary dynamic range is the result of a sensory
transduction process that utilizes several feedback mechanisms to precisely reposition and tune the
mechanosensitive apparatus within the optimal range, allowing detection of auditory stimuli that span the
breadth of amplitudes and frequencies humans encounter daily.
Current projects in the lab range from investigations of sensory transduction and adaptation in hair cells, to
development of inner ear function to development of gene therapy strategies for hearing restoration. To gain
insight into inner ear structure and function we use electrophysiological techniques to study hair cells and
neurons, molecular and genetic techniques to identify and manipulate inner ear genes and proteins, and
imaging techniques to study protein localization and function.
We have an active research group focused on the function and dysfunction of the inner ear. Our goal is to
understand how stimuli from the external world, such as sound, gravity and head movements are converted
into electrical signals, how the information is encoded and how it is transmitted to the brain. We want to
understand why genetic mutations cause hearing loss and vestibular dysfunction. We plan to use this
information to design novel therapeutic innervations for deafness and balance disorders. Now, more than
ever, there is remarkable opportunity for fundamental discovery in the basic neurobiology of the inner ear as
well as opportunity to translate recent discoveries into real world strategies for treating hearing and balance
disorders which affect ~250 million people worldwide.
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Inflammation is critical to protect us from dangers within (e.g. cancer) and without (e.g. microbes).
However, uncontrolled immune responses can also lead to pathological conditions, including autoimmune and
neurodevelopmental/neuropathological diseases. In this regard, immune cell modulation could be an
attractive strategy for treating various disease states.
The Huh lab is studying the dynamic interplay between the host immune system and gut-residing bacteria in
pregnant mothers and in adult mice with the goal of understanding how such interactions dictate neural
development of the developing fetus and shape animal behaviors. Furthermore, we are interested in
uncovering underappreciated roles of immune molecules in modulating neural function and, thus, animal
behaviors in both healthy and diseased conditions. Lastly, we are interested in identifying host- and bacteriaderived small molecules that modulate inflammatory responses by directly acting on specific receptors of
immune cells.
To address these questions, we utilize various immunological techniques, genetically engineered mouse
lines and various behavioral assays. These tools are used in conjunction with germ-free or gnotobiotic
mice colonized with defined gut bacteria.
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Dr. Hyman’s laboratory studies the anatomical and molecular basis of dementia in Alzheimer’s disease and
dementia with Lewy bodies. Approaches focus on transgenic mouse models and human neuropathological
samples, using advanced microscopy techniques for in vivo longitudinal imaging, direct imaging on
neuropathological processes including cell death, and functional imaging including in vivo assessment of
calcium reporters. Quantitative approaches have been developed to apply to clinical pathological and
genotype/phenotype analyses. Recent studies have developed the use of multiphoton microscopy for in vivo
anatomical and functional imaging in transgenic mouse models of Alzheimer's disease and the utilization of
gene transfer techniques to introduce potentially disease-modifying genes into specific cortical regions. We
have also developed fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET) approaches to allow observation of
protein-protein interactions with subcellular resolution, both in vitro and in vivo. These techniques are utilized
to examine the alterations that occur in Alzheimer's disease brain, and in mouse models expressing genetic
mutants that are linked to Alzheimer's disease.
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Our lab's research focuses on hair cells, which are the sensory cells of the inner ear. Hair cells detect subnanometer vibrations, induced by sounds or acceleration forces, with a bundle of precisely organized ‘hairs’,
called stereocilia. Often inherited deafness or vestibular impairment is caused by malfunction of a protein,
important for bundle’s function. This results in abnormalities of bundle morphology and function.
We study the role of proteins that form and maintain stereocilia to better understand their place in bundle’s
integrity and maintenance. Several such proteins, critical for stereocilia function, form the hair cell
mechanotransduction complex, which converts sound to an electrical signal our brain can understand.
Malfunction of many of these proteins causes Usher syndrome, a devastating disease that affects both
hearing and vision. We use state-of-the-art electrophysiology, optical microscopy, and electron microscopy
techniques to better understand the function of the individual proteins within the complex and to develop new
gene therapy methods to treat Usher syndrome in both the ear and eye.
Another closely tied direction in the lab is to identify and study proteins that form stereocilia surface
specializations. These are proteins that form transient and permanent stereociliary links which hold the
bundle together, connect stereocilia with the kinocilium, the tectorial membrane, and form the functionally
distinct stereociliary surface coat. We have identified a list of candidate proteins predicted to have at least
one transmembrane domain, and a large (over 1500 amino acids) extracellular domain. We have
successfully localized some of these candidates to the surface of stereocilia, and are actively investigating
their function within the stereocilia bundle.
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The goal of our laboratory is to prevent the causes of brain degeneration and loss of neuronal function. In
addition, we aim to repair brain function by restoration of new neurons and glia in the brain. We have three
major lines of research:
(1) Lipid storage and lysosomal enzyme deficiencies create massive risk for Parkinson’s disease. In our
laboratory we are testing disease-provoking genetic and age-related changes in enzymes and molecules that
control lipid levels inside neurons and glia. Specifically, the so-called GBA enzyme has been found to be
altered in both genetic and all forms of age-induced Parkinson’s disease in our studies. Our team and
collaborators have found several key components in pathways of lysosomal and lipid function to be defective
in Parkinson’s disease cells and tissues. New research in this laboratory aims to elucidate which molecules
can solve the lipid problem that causes Parkinson’s disease and some forms of dementia.
(2) Inflammation in the brain prevents function and leads to nerve cell degeneration. Our team provided early
scientific findings that showed how the development of inflammation around neurons and glia in the brain
results in cell death and loss of brain connection as in Parkinson’s disease, Alzheimer’s disease and other
dementias. This research has progressed to a stage where a refined understanding of the inflammatory
mechanisms that cause degeneration of the brain can be identified and potentially reversed by novel
treatments. We have recently begun new projects to prevent nerve cell and glial degeneration caused by
inflammatory disarray in the brain. These projects have potential to provide specific and novel therapies for
many patients at risk for Parkinson’s disease and dementias.
(3) Restoring function and reducing symptoms. Cell-based therapies to provide new nerve cells and glia to
the Parkinson’s disease patients and related disorders. By the time movement symptoms emerge, a
Parkinson patient has usually lost over 60% of dopamine neurons due to the disease process. Our lab has
developed cell-based restoration by transplantation in Parkinson’s disease, using the patient’s own cells
which are reprogrammed into new dopamine neurons. This approach can restore all dopaminergic function
lost by the disease. A potentially curative treatment for the well-established loss of dopamine neurons in the
midbrain of patients with Parkinson’s disease is underway in the lab and collaborative clinical institutions.
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Our goal is to understand molecular mechanisms that underlie functions and plasticity of release sites for
neurotransmitters and neuromodulators.
Neurons predominantly communicate through fast neurotransmission at synapses. Synaptic and neuronal
activity levels are tightly controlled, and adjusted to changes in demand. Prominent cellular events that
underlie these adaptations are synaptic plasticity and neuromodulation via release of non-classical
transmitters. My laboratory is interested in molecular mechanisms at presynaptic neurotransmitter release
sites that participate in controlling neuronal activity, and we pursue two missions.
(1) It is known that synaptic vesicles containing neurotransmitters fuse exclusively at hot spots for release in
presynaptic nerve terminals called active zones. Active zones are fascinating molecular machines that
consist of a complex network of multi-domain proteins, orchestrating the ultrafast membrane trafficking
process required for synaptic vesicle fusion. We are investigating the composition of active zones, how
they operate, how they change during plasticity and learning, and how these changes tune behaviors.
(2) Neuronal activity is regulated by an intriguing variety of non-classical neurotransmitters called
neuromodulators. Prominent neuromodulatory substances include a multitude of neuropeptides,
monoamines such as dopamine, and neurotrophins. The machinery that mediates their release, however, is
poorly understood. We are dissecting the molecular apparatus that controls release of dopamine, which will
reveal general mechanisms of neuromodulation. Understanding dopamine release will also provide a
molecular framework to investigate aspects of neuro-psychiatric disorders.
Studies in my laboratory are founded on molecular and biochemical methods to identify novel components
and protein interactions at neuronal release sites. We employ techniques ranging from conditional gene
targeting in mice to optogenetic control of synaptic activity to dissect their roles.
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Work in my lab is focused on understanding how signals in the brain lead to particular patterns of behavior. We
utilize a combination of behavioral, genetic, biochemical, imaging, and electrophysiological techniques to study
signaling in the brain of the worm C. elegans. Current projects include:
Analysis of synaptic defects caused by mutations linked to autism. The synaptic adhesion molecules Neurexin
and Neuroligin promote synapse formation and maturation and are linked to autism. We recently showed that
the worm Neurexin and Neuroligin mediate a retrograde synaptic signal that regulates the kinetics of
neurotransmitter release. We are now analyzing other autism-linked genes to determine if they have similar
effects on the kinetics of synaptic responses.
Regulation of SV exo- and endocytosis. We have done large scale RNAi screens to identify genes required for
synaptic function. We identified a neuropeptide that induces a presynaptic form of potentiation. We described a
novel biochemical mechanism for coupling SV exo- and endocytosis. And we showed that fast and slow
neurotransmitter release are mediated by distinct exocytosis pathways that operate in parallel.
Regulation of insulin and neuropeptide secretion. Insulin secretion, and its misregulation, plays a pivotal role in
aging, diabetes, and obesity. We have developed assays for insulin secretion in intact worms. Using these
assays, we are analyzing mechanisms regulating insulin secretion, and are pursuing genetic screens to identify
genes required for insulin secretion.
Neuropeptide regulation of a sleep-like state. During larval molts, worms undergo a period of profound
behavioral quiescence, termed lethargus. We have identified neuropeptides that induce quiescence and
arousal as part of this molting cycle. Current experiments aim to identify the circuit mechanisms leading to
arousal and quiescence.
Activity-induced synaptic refinement. We identified a transcription factor (HBL-1) that determines when during
development, and which neuronal cell types undergo synaptic refinement. We also showed that HBL-1
expression levels are activity-regulated, which confers activity-dependence on this process. This work provides
a simple genetic model for understanding critical period plasticity.
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Research in the Karmacharya laboratory uses approaches at the intersection of chemical biology and
stem cell biology in order to investigate cellular pathways relevant to neuropsychiatric disorders. A
major project in the lab involves the identification of disease signatures for schizophrenia and bipolar
disorder using patient-derived neurons generated from induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSCs). We
differentiatate iPSCs to cortical neurons and study differences in synaptic and dendritic spine biology in
specific cortical neuron subtypes, using super-resolution microscopy as well as high-resolution calcium
imaging studies. We undertake studies under basal conditions, as well as in the presence of
perturbations with sets of annotated small molecules, in order to uncover disease-related vulnerabilities
in specific cellular pathways. We couple these studies with phosphoproteomic, metabolomic and geneexpression studies to delineate the nature of cellular process that are aberrant in disease. We are
also interested in developing new small-molecule potentiators of neuronal activity-dependent induction
of Arc (Activity-regulated cytoskeleton-associated protein; Arg3.1) and investigate their effects on
synaptic biology in human cortical neurons, in order to develop small molecules with pro-cognitive
potential. Another project in the laboratory includes the role that non-histone acetylation of beta-catenin
and Akt plays in synaptogenesis. We use small molecule probes to dissect the mechanisms underlying
the effect of histone deacetylase 6 (HDAC6) on synaptic stabilization. Finally, we are interested in using
small-molecule gene expression databases in order to identify compounds that have potential
therapeutic potential. Along this line, we have identified a small molecule whose gene expression
profile is strongly anticorrelated to the gene expression profile for Parkinson's Disease and we are
undertaking studies in human iPSC-derived dopaminergic neurons to delineate the mechanistic
underpinnings of neuroprotection in dopaminergic neurons.
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Neurodegenerative diseases like Alzheimer’s and Parkinson’s disease are diseases caused when proteins
abnormally fold and aggregate in specific celltypes of the central nervous system. Cellular pathology results
from a complex interplay of the host (genome and cellular proteome) with a protein folded into a specific, toxic
conformation or “strain." The Khurana Lab (khuranalab.bwh.harvard.edu) utilizes unbiased genetic and
spatial mapping methods to systematically dissect this host-strain interaction. These approaches include
genome editing and genome-wide genetic screens, in conjunction with proteome and protein-protein
interaction mapping techniques. We predominantly use neurons and organoids derived from patient induced
pluripotent stem (iPS) cells as a model system. However, we frequently study proteinopathies in the
genetically tractable baker’s yeast system (Saccharomyces cerevisiae) to guide our hypotheses and
experimentation. The lab is particularly interested in the misfolding of alpha-synuclein, the protein that
underlies a group of degenerative brain diseases known as synucleinopathies, that includes Parkinson’s
disease, multiple system atrophy and dementia with Lewy bodies. In 2013, we succeeded in identifying and
reversing early, innate cellular pathologies in Parkinson patient-derived neurons harboring alpha-synuclein
mutations (Chung, Khurana et al., Science 2013; Tardiff et al. Science 2013). We have more recently
completed the first comprehensive genetic and spatial mapping of alphasynuclein proteinopathy in living cells
(Khurana, Chung, Peng et al., Cell Systems 2017; Chung, Khurana et al., Cell Systems 2017). In these
studies, we uncovered an unexpected connection between alpha-synuclein and perturbed mRNA
metabolism, as well as genetic interactions between alpha-synuclein and other proteins underlying distinct
neurodegenerative diseases. These relationships are now being actively investigated in the lab, and our
molecular networks are being harnessed to better understand the genetic architecture and host-strain
relationships of synucleinopathies in humans.
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My research focus has been the study of molecular genetic mechanisms
underlying the development and maintenance of midbrain dopamine neurons
in health and disease. These studies are leading to the identification of
potential drug target(s) to develop mechanism-based neuroprotective therapeutics for neurodegenerative
disorders. In addition, my laboratory is developing stem cell technology to foster a better understanding
and treatment of neurodegenerative disorders.
Firstly, we identified and characterized several fate-determining transcription factors playing key roles in
the development and survival of midbrain dopamine neurons, leading to implementing translational
research with potential preclinical and clinical applications. In particular, we focused our attention on the
orphan nuclear receptor Nurr1 as a potential drug target. Nurr1 is critical not only for the development and
long-term maintenance of midbrain dopamine neurons, but also for their protection from inflammationinduced cell death by suppressing pro-inflammatory gene expression. Furthermore, Nurr1 is emerging as
a promising target for other neurodegenerative disorders as well as autoimmune disorders. To accomplish
our goal we established efficient high throughput screening assays and identified both synthetic and native
agonists that can boost Nurr1’s transcriptional activity.
Secondly, we have keen interest in understanding the molecular mechanisms underlying the
reprogramming of cell fate and those underlying the accompanying metabolic changes, so called
metabolic reprogramming. We recently found that SIRT1 upregulation and SIRT2 downregulation is a
molecular signature of human pluripotency and that the miR200c-SIRT2 axis is critical for metabolic
reprogramming. Based on these mechanisms, we are developing clinical grade safe induced pluripotent
stem (iPS) cell technology and optimizing their in vitro differentiation to functional midbrain dopaminergic
cells. These iPS-derived dopamine cells represent an ideal cell source mitigating ethical and medical
issues. Thus, we are currently developing safe and efficient stem cell technology towards the
establishment of personalized cell therapy for Parkinson’s disease and other degenerative diseases.
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The main focus of research in my lab is on forebrain oscillations in rodent models of
psychiatric diseases. These represent dimensional constructs relevant to human
mental disorders. In particular, partial models of schizophrenia exhibit the animal
equivalents of schizophrenia-related neurocognitive deficits and show characteristic abnormalities in the
organization of cortical networks, reminiscent of those in schizophrenic patients. We use several
neurodevelopmental and pharmacological models to examine how pathologic alterations in the neuronal
circuitry lead to impaired oscillatory synchronization in the hippocampus and prefrontal cortex and how these,
in turn, contribute to neurocognitive deficits.
Rhythmic synchronization between hippocampus and prefrontal cortex is thought to mediate key cognitive
functions, such as working memory and goal-directed spatial navigation and disruption of this dynamic coupling
may contribute to pathophysiology of psychiatric diseases. Prior studies focused on coupling mediated by
hippocampal theta rhythm (the most prominent oscillatory signal in the rodent brain) but two-way coupling
between these structures also requires a synchronizing signal generated by the prefrontal cortex transmitted
down to hippocampal networks in specific situations (behaviors, tasks, drug effects). We recently demonstrated
that a 2-5 Hz rhythm of prefrontal origin conveyed through the nucleus reuniens of the thalamus may play such
role. Neural oscillations at different frequencies are organized in an evolutionarily well-preserved hierarchy.
Slow rhythms (most importantly cortical delta and hippocampal theta, but also including for example the
respiratory rhythm derived by the olfactory bulb from rhythmic nasal airflow) are transmitted with minor phase
delay and thus by modulating local oscillations might establish gamma synchrony between distant structures.
In our latest study, we are investigating the possible role of such mechanism in shaping the complex of
schizophrenia-like syndromes. We use advanced signal analysis techniques and are extensively collaborating
with neuroscientists experienced in mathematics and bioengineering to further explore the potential of these
methods.

PiN thesis students:

[none]

PiN rotation students:

[none]

PiN PEC memberships:

[none]
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[none]

PiN defense committees:

[none]

Talia Konkle, Ph.D.
Joined 2016

Assistant Professor of Psychology
Harvard University
William James Hall 784
33 Kirkland Street
Cambridge
tkonkle@fas.harvard.edu

The broad aim of the research in my lab is to characterize representational spaces of the mind and how they
are mapped onto the surface of the brain. We focus primarily on high-level visual representation: how do we
organize our knowledge of objects, actions, and scenes?
Our approach is to leverage the spatial structure in neural responses to gain insight into functional organization
of the mind and brain. The spatial topography and connectivity of neural regions are driven by powerful
biological organizing principles that broadly reflect the computational goals of the system. As such, we aim to
develop models of what regions do in the context of where they fall and why they come to be organized that
way.
The techniques we use include functional neuroimaging and behavioral methods in human participants. We
supplement these empirical techniques with formal computational methods to relate representational spaces
defined at a cognitive level with the spatial topography of neural responses.

PiN thesis students:

[none]

PiN rotation students:

[none]
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[none]
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PiN defense committees:

[none]

Gabriel Kreiman, Ph.D.
Joined 2009

Professor of Ophthalmology
Boston Children’s Hospital
F.M. Kirby Neurobiology Center
Enders Building 4
300 Longwood Avenue
gabriel.kreiman@childrens.harvard.edu

Our lab is interested in elucidating how neural circuits compute and building biologically-inspired
Artificial Intelligence. To this end, we combine behavioral measurements, invasive neurophysiological
recordings in the human brain and computational neuroscience models. The main topics of
investigation center around visual recognition, learning, and memory. Within visual recognition, current
projects include studying the mechanisms of pattern completion, visual search, context and task
dependence, spatiotemporal integration and building machines that can see and interpret the world the
way we do. Within learning and memory, current projects include studying real life memories,
understanding how medial temporal lobe circuits lead to memory consolidation, and building
biologically plausible models for episodic memory formation.

PiN thesis students:

David Mazumder

PiN rotation students:

Cesar Echavarria; Chong Guo; Emma Krause; Jasper Maniates-Selvin; Allison Baker Chang;
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Matthew Lavoie, Ph.D.
Joined 2011

Associate Professor of Neurology
Brigham and Women’s Hospital
Building for Transformative Medicine room 10016M
60 Fenwood Road
Boston
mlavoie@rics.bwh.harvard.edu

The LaVoie lab is interested in the earliest molecular events that ultimately culminate in the premature demise
of neurons in adult-onset neurodegenerative disease such as Parkinson's disease, Alzheimer's disease,
amyotrophic lateral sclerosis, and Huntington's disease. To uncover these pathogenic pathways at
mechanistic detail we use a variety of models including cell lines, iPSC-derived neurons and glia, and
knockin mouse models to examine genetic factors that unequivocally cause disease. We apply rigorous
biochemical, molecular, and imaging-based approaches to these models, and have incorporated CRISPR/
Cas9 gene editing to generate additional synthetic models of disease.
Autosomal dominant mutations in the gene encoding for LRRK2 represent the most common genetic cause of
Parkinson’s disease (PD). We are interested in uncovering how missense mutations in LRRK2 affect the
processing of aggregate-prone proteins by neurons and glia, and how LRRK2-PD might inform the pathways
involved in sporadic PD, and other neurologic diseases such as Frontotemporal Dementia (FTD).
The lab is also interested in how mitochondrial dysfunction may contribute to neurologic disease, and how
novel approaches to improve oxidative phosphorylation in neurons may be protective. This work involves a
focus on proteins including parkin, PINK1, and mitochondrial chaperones also linked to neurodegeneration.
Recent efforts are now leveraging new advances in mitochondrial biology towards therapeutic intervention in
models of Huntington’s disease and amyotrophic lateral sclerosis, as well as PD.

PiN thesis students:
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PiN rotation students:
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PiN PEC memberships:

Catherine Hartman
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PiN defense committees:
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Wei-Chung Lee, Ph.D.
Joined 2016

Assistant Professor of Neurology
F.M. Kirby Neurobiology Center, Boston Children’s Hospital
Harvard Medical School
Goldenson Building Room 122
220 Longwood Avenue
Boston
wei-chung_lee@hms.harvard.edu

Our goal is to understand the organizational principles that underlie information processing in neural circuits.
We apply and develop 'functional connectomics' as a platform to discover the relationship between circuit
structure and function in the Drosophila and rodent brain.
Our work is focused on a few key questions: What rules determine network connectivity? How are these rules
enforced during development? How do local networks process information and how does this relate to longrange processing? What network motifs are conserved and what differentiates brains and brain regions?
What are the fundamental constraints on network behavior?
We primarily use large-scale EM and in vivo multi-photon calcium imaging to examine the structure and
function of neurons and networks. Serial section EM provides us with detailed anatomical information about
neurons and their connections. We can identify excitatory and inhibitory neurons and synapses, discover
connectivity motifs, and analyze the organization of synaptic connections. The other key component of our
approach is physiology – either optical imaging of activity sensors or electrophysiology. Ideally, the same cells
are subjected to in vivo physiological recording and connectivity analysis. In this way we can infer how
patterns of connectivity shape neuronal computations.
Additionally, we use genetic tools for labeling and manipulation; and modeling to explore the implications of
our data and generate testable theories. Finally, we are devising approaches that will allow us to use behavior
to bridge our understanding of circuit structure and network computation. By working across these modes of
inquiry we aim to uncover the fundamental building blocks of functional networks.

PiN thesis students:

Jasper Maniates-Selvin; Hannah Somhegyi (‘12 - ‘18)

PiN rotation students:

Seul Ah Kim; Jasper Maniates-Selvin; Cindy Yuan
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Maria Lehtinen, Ph.D.
Joined 2011 * Alumna of the Program in Neuroscience

Associate Professor in Pathology
Children’s Hospital
Enders Building, 11th Floor
320 Longwood Avenue
Boston
maria.lehtinen@childrens.harvard.edu

Our ultimate goal is to understand how the cerebrospinal fluid provides an adaptive and instructive signaling
niche for the developing, adult, and aging brain. The neural precursor cells that build the developing brain are
remarkably synchronized, yet no central command coordinating this process has been identified. Neural
precursors divide immediately adjacent to cerebrospinal fluid (CSF)-filled ventricles and extend primary cilia
into the CSF, suggesting that the cerebrospinal fluid may play an important role in instructing brain
development. Our research recently revealed that the CSF proteome is both elaborate and dynamic, and that
in addition to its passive role as a fluid cushion for the brain, the CSF actively provides a rich and adaptive
library of secreted factors that help coordinate neurogenesis.
We found that during embryonic brain development, secreted factors in the CSF bind to receptors located
along the apical, ventricular surface of progenitor cells, thus providing instructive cues that activate signaling
pathways in these cells. Many signals in the CSF demonstrate age-dependence. For example, the
expression of Igf2 in CSF peaks during embryonic brain development, during which it binds to its receptors
located on the surface of neural precursor cells and instructs neural precursors to divide. Much of the
proliferative effect of CSF is attributable to Igf2, but the CSF is a rich source other signaling activities as well.
The ability of choroid plexus-secreted factors in the CSF to stimulate signaling in precursors relies on
appropriately positioned signaling machinery at the ventricular surface. Our findings raise many exciting
questions about the basic biology of the choroid plexus brain barrier and the brain-CSF interface during
development. We are also committed to investigaitng how missteps in the regulation of the choroid plexusCSF system contributes to neurodevelopmental conditions including hydrocephalus, neurodevelopmental
diseases (e.g. autism, schizophrenia), and brain cancer. We employ diverse experimental approaches that
draw on molecular and developmental neuroscience, biochemistry, genetics, and imaging.

PiN thesis students:

Peter Kalugin; Hye-Yeon Park (A.M.. 2014)

PiN rotation students:

Ya’el Courtney; Peter Kalugin; Hannah Zucker; Chester Chia; Hye-Yeon Park
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Edward Stronge; Hannah Zucker; Kelly Girskis; Rachel Rodin
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Edward Stronge; Hannah Zucker; Kelly Girskis; Rachel Rodin

PiN defense committees:

Nicholas DeStefino; Morgan Freret; Kelly Girskis; Rachel Rodin; Zhaoying Xu

Steve Liberles, Ph.D.
Joined in 2007

Professor in Cell Biology
HHMI Investigator
Harvard Medical School
LHRRB 601A
240 Longwoo dAvenue
Boston
stephen_liberles@hms.harvard.edu

Molecular and genetic analysis of the vagus nerve
Autonomic physiology is precisely controlled by the nervous system. Vital functions such as breathing, heart rate,
and metabolism are under dynamic regulation by sensory inputs that signal the physiological status of internal
organs. The vagus nerve is a key component of the communication axis between body and brain, and
manipulating vagus nerve activity may impact disorders of the respiratory, cardiovascular, and digestive systems.
Yet, vagus nerve sensory biology remains poorly charted at a molecular and cellular level. Receptors that detect
meal-induced stomach distension, arterial blood pressure, heart volume, nausea-inducing toxins, and coughevoking irritants have not been identified. My lab has used molecular and genetic approaches to study the vagus
nerve; we (1) identified vagal receptors, (2) classified and genetically accessed sensory neuron subpopulations,
and (3) adapted genetic approaches for anatomical mapping, in vivo imaging, targeted cell ablation, and remote
control of vagal afferents. With this foundation, we identified neuron types that innervate the lung and control
breathing (Cell, 2015), and other neuron types that monitor and control the digestive system (Cell, 2016). We also
identified a key role for the mechanoreceptor Piezo2 in sensing airway stretch during tidal breathing (Nature,
2017). We are uniquely positioned to probe internal sensory systems- from the molecular logic of stimulus
detection in the periphery to the neural basis of orchestrating behavioral and physiological responses. A major
goal of our research program is to identify receptors important for internal organ sensation by the vagus nerve.
Identifying vagal sensory receptors will advance the field of neurophysiology, and may provide new ways to treat
autonomic disease.

PiN thesis students:

Narendra Joshi; Ken Tao; David Ferrero (‘07—’12); David Strochlic (‘08—’15); Erika Williams (‘11—’16)

PiN rotation students:
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Jeremy R. Knowles Professor of Molecular and Cellular Biology
Santiago Ramon y Cajal Professor of Arts and Sciences
Harvard University
Northwest Building, Room 347.20
52 Oxford Street
Cambridge
lichtman@mcb.harvard.edu

Lichtman’s research focuses on the study of neural connectivity and how it changes as animals develop and
age. With his colleagues he has developed a number of tools that permit synaptic level analysis of neural
connections. These include activity dependent uptake of fluorescent dyes, transgenic approaches to label
individual nerve cells, and “combinatoric” methods (e.g., DiOlistics, Brainbow, and NPS) to label many nerve
cells in the same tissue. In addition, he has helped develop automated electron microscopy approaches for
large scale neural circuit reconstruction. These connectomic methods seek to make it routine to acquire
neural circuit data in any nervous system. The central focus of his work is to describe the ways in which
developing nervous systems change to accommodate information that is acquired by experience. (total
words: 276)

PiN thesis students:

Mona Han; Ju Lu (‘02—’08)

PiN rotation students:

Mona Han; Lingfeng Hou; Anna Chambers; Wendy Liu; Ju Lu; Alex Murphy

PiN PEC memberships:

Ken Tao; Dravida Bock; Luke Bogart; Aaron Kerlin; Lia Min; Pavan Ramdya; Mike Soskis;
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PiN DAC memberships:
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Pavan Ramdya
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Kate Hong; Claire McKellar; Lia Min; Pavan Ramdya

Jonathan Lipton, M.D./Ph.D.
Joined 2017

Assistant Professor of Neurology
Boston Children’s Hospital
F.M. Kirby Neurobiology Center
CLS 14-072
3 Blackfan Circle
Boston
jonathan.lipton@childrens.harvard.edu

The rotation of the Earth subjects terrestrial organisms to daily light/dark cycles. To keep in sync with these
geophysical oscillations, we have evolved a biological timing system that segregates our behavior,
physiology, and metabolism with circadian – or nearly 24 hour (from circa diem, ‘about a day’) – rhythmicity.
The circadian timekeeping system is a prediction mechanism that synchronizes internal organismal state with
the external environment. While the central clock resides in the brain, all our cells have circadian clocks.
Disruption of circadian rhythms is extraordinarily common in modern society and has been linked with
neurological disease, metabolic disease, cancer, and aging.
Our research seeks to understand the fundamental relationships between the circadian clock and diseases
of the developing brain. We have identified the core circadian clock protein BMAL1 as a regulator of protein
synthesis (i.e. translation) (Cell, 2015). BMAL1 promotes circadian rhythms in protein synthesis as a
substrate of the mechanistic target of rapamycin (mTOR) pathway, a critical gauge of nutritive status and
stress. We have characterized a novel, potentially modifiable link between the circadian timing system and
cellular signaling.
One of our major goals is the identification of the mechanisms of circadian-regulated protein synthesis in
neural and non-neural cells. How are rhythms of protein synthesis generated? How does protein synthesis
coordinate circadian timekeeping? What is the signaling logic that dictates which proteins are made at which
time of day? How do circadian rhythms affect protein synthesis in neurons and synapses? How do circadian
clocks in the brain impact neural function and behavior? How are these mechanisms disrupted in
neurological disease models?
We utilize and develop animal models, cell-based reporter assays, live cell imaging, behavioral assays, and
biochemistry to address fundamental questions of circadian timing, translation, and neurological function with
our gaze focused on diseases of the nervous system.
PiN thesis students:

[none]

PiN rotation students:

[none]

PiN PEC memberships:
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PiN DAC memberships:
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PiN defense committees:
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Marge Livingstone, Ph.D.
Joined 1988 * Alumna of the Program in Neuroscience

Professor of Neurobiology
Harvard Medical School
Warren Alpert Building, Room 232
220 Longwood Avenue
Boston
margaret_livingstone@hms.harvard.edu

We are interested in how cells in the visual system process information and in the functional organization of
the visual system. We use complementary techniques going from psychophysics, functional MRI, to single
unit recording.
We have long been interested in how tuning properties of individual neurons can be clustered at a gross level
in the brain. We began by looking at the parallel processing of different kinds of visual information, going back
and forth between human psychophysics, anatomical interconnectivity of modules in the primate brain, and
single unit receptive-field properties. We discovered an interdigitating and highly specific connectivity between
functionally distinct regions in V1 and V2 differentially concerned with processing form, color, motion and
depth (Livingstone and Hubel, 1984, 1987).
Doris Tsao and Winrich Freiwald used functional MRI to localize face processing regions in the primate brain,
and then used functional MRI to target single-unit recording to these functional modules. We found an
astonishingly high proportion of cells in these fMRI-identified regions to highly face selective (Tsao et al,
2006).
Targeting an fMRI-identified face patch with a single-unit electrode. (top left) A semi-sagittal section through
the right hemisphere of monkey M1 showing three face-selective patches along the STS. The three white
arrows point to the lesion left by the recording guide tube. (bottom left) Two coronal slices showing the middle
face patch in two monkeys with arrows pointing to the specific region targeted for electrophysiology. (right)
Face selectivity of single units in the middle face patch 96 images of faces, bodies, fruits, gadgets, hands, and
scrambled patterns (16 images/category. Each row represents one cell and each column one image. The
rows have been sorted by the Face Selectivity Index and the columns by image category.
We then went on to characterize the tuning properties of this functional module, finding that face cells tend to
be tuned to extremes of face parameters, such as intereye distance, eye size, etc Freiwald et al 2009). This
finding suggests why caricatures are so effective in evoking identity.
Tuning of face cells to a cartoon face space. (a) Three example dimensions of a 19-dimensional cartoon
space. Each row shows example values for one parameter, with all other parameters fixed at their mean. (b)
Tuning curves of two example cells to each of the 19 feature dimensions. Maximal, minimal, and mean values
from shift predictor are shown in gray. Stars mark significant modulation.

Currently we are again combining functional MRI and single unit recording to explore the effects of early
intensive training on symbol recognition.
A side interest in the lab is to use what we know about vision to understand some of the discoveries artists
have made about how we see. The separate processing of color and form information has a parallel in artists'
idea that color and luminance play very different roles in art (Livingstone, Vision and Art, Abrams Press,
2002). The elusive quality of the Mona Lisa's smile can be explained by the fact that her smile is almost
entirely in low spatial frequencies, and so is seen best by your peripheral vision (Science, 290, 1299). These
three images show her face filtered to show selectively lowest (left) low (middle) and high (right) spatial
frequencies.
So when you look at her eyes or the background, you see a smile like the one on the left, or in the middle, and
you think she is smiling. But when you look directly at her mouth, it looks more like the panel on the right, and
her smile seems to vanish. The fact that the degree of her smile varies so much with gaze angle makes her
expression dynamic, and the fact that her smile vanishes when you look directly at it, makes it seem elusive.
We have been looking at depth perception in artists, because poor depth perception might be an asset in a
profession where the goal is to flatten a 3-D scene onto a canvas. We found evidence that a surprisingly large
number of talented artists, including Rembrandt, might be stereoblind (Livingstone and Conway, 2004). In the
etching below you can see that Rembrandt portrayed himself as strabismic (with misaligned eyes). If this
were the case in only one or two of his self portraits, or if he also showed other subjects with misaligned eyes,
we wouldn’t think anything of it, but Rembrandt most of the time portrays himself, but not other subjects, as
wall-eyed, and the outward deviating eye is reversed in his paintings compared with his etchings (think about
it!)
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Mary Loeken, Ph.D.
Joined 2005

Associate Professor of Medicine (Physiology)
Joslin Diabetes Center
One Josplin Place
Boston
mary.loeken@joslin.harvard.edu

The neural tube forms the scaffolding upon which the central nervous system forms. Therefore, proper
formation of the neural tube is essential for successful development of the entire CNS. The Loeken lab seeks
to understand the molecular regulation of early neural tube formation, and to understand the mechanisms by
which neural tube defects occur in the offspring of diabetic mothers. Using a mouse model, we have
demonstrated that neural tube defects (NTDs) result from impaired expression of genes in the embryo that
control developmental programs. We have focused on Pax3, a gene that is essential for neural tube closure,
how glucose metabolism regulates expression of Pax3, and in how deficient expression of Pax3 leads to
NTDs. Using a variety of molecular and genetic approaches, we have shown that Pax3 inhibits p53dependent apoptosis, apparently by destabilizing p53 protein, during neural tube development, and that
neural tube defects in Pax-3-deficient embryos results from derepression of p53-dependent apoptosis.

The current research in my laboratory is focused on understanding how Pax3 is regulated by normal and
abnormal metabolism, and how Pax3 regulates aerobic and glycolytic metabolism via p53 function. We are
also investigating how glucose metabolism regulates the transition from pluripotency to neural lineage
development. Many of these studies are performed using mouse embryonic stem cells during neuronal
precursor differentiation.

PiN thesis students:
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PiN rotation students:
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[none]
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Brad Lowell, M.D., Ph.D.
Joined 2006

Professor of Medicine
Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center
Center for Life Science 703
3 Blackfan Circle
Boston
blowell@bidmc.harvard.edu

What is hunger, and how does it guide behavior?
To answer this, and other related questions, at the level of both neurobiological mechanisms and
psychological constructs, we are utilizing neuron-specific recombinase driver mice in conjunction with
recombinase-dependent AAVs expressing various genetically encoded “tools” to selectively (in a neuron cell
type-specific fashion): a) map connectivity between neurons to establish their “wiring diagrams”, b)
manipulate neuron firing rates in vivo to determine their roles in regulating behavior and physiology, and c)
measure neuron activity in vivo to establish their responses to discrete behavioral and physiologic
perturbations. Specific approaches utilized include, electrophysiology, optogenetics, chemogenetics, rabies
mapping, ChR2-assisted circuit mapping, in vivo assessments of neuronal activity, and single neuron
transcriptomics. Such efforts are discovering the neural circuits that control hunger and the mechanisms by
which “hunger” guides behavior, and also the ways in which the brain controls other related homeostatic
drives, the autonomic nervous system and the neuroendocrine system. For more information, see the
following review: Lowell BB, New Neuroscience of Homeostasis and Drives for Food, Water, and Salt. N
Engl J Med 380: 459-471, 2019.
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Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center
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Boston
klu@bidmc.harvard.edu

My laboratory has pioneered in elucidating the role of protein conformational regulation after proline-directed
phosphorylation in cell signaling in health and disease, and also identified promising novel targeted therapies
for treating cancer, autoimmune disorders, traumatic brain injury and Alzheimer’s disease.
Protein phosphorylation regulates diverse cellular processes in health and disease. Our lab has discovered a
unique enzyme called Pin1 that introduces a pivotal new twist in phosphorylation signaling by converting
phosphorylated proteins between two functionally distinct conformations, cis and trans. Deregulation of this
novel signaling mechanism leads to accumulation of proteins in the pathogenic conformations, thereby
having profound impact on the development of many diseases, especially those related to aging or stress
such as Alzheimer’s disease, traumatic brain injury, cancer and autoimmune disorders. More significantly,
our lab has recently developed innovative antibody technology that can specifically detect and eliminate
these pathogenic conformations, such as cis tau protein for early diagnosis and treatment of brain injury and
Alzheimer’s disease. By developing high-throughput drug screens, we have also identified Pin1 small
molecular inhibitors that potently block multiple disease-driving pathways in cancer, asthma and lupus.
These discoveries have suggested a promising new paradigm for the development of diagnostics and
therapeutics that specifically target the pathogenic protein conformations in a wide range of diseases.
The current projects focus on translating our new discoveries into clinical products for improving human
health, notably Pin1 inhibitors to stop multiple cancer-driving pathways and conformation-specific antibody
for early diagnosis and treatment of Alzheimer’s disease and traumatic brain injury.
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Peter Angeli
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Qiufu Ma, Ph.D.
Joined 1999

Professor of Neurobiology
Dana Farber Cancer Institute
Smith Building, Room 1022
44 Binney Street
Boston
qiufu_ma@dfci.harvard.edu

We are interested in studying pain circuitry development. Specifically, we want to understand how primary
and relay nociceptors are specified and assembled into circuits that control pain perception. There are two
lines of ongoing research activities.
First, we are studying the mechanisms underlying the generation of nociceptor diversity. The primary
nociceptors are located in the dorsal root ganglia and trigeminal ganglia, and they express a range of ion
channels and receptors that respond to specific noxious painful stimuli. We have recently found that the Runt
domain transcription factor Runx1 controls the assembly of specific sensory pathways that are critical for heat
and cold sensation. We are characterizing other intrinsic transcription factors or target-derived extrinsic
signals that control nociceptor subtype specification.
Second, we are studying relay sensory neurons in the dorsal spinal cord. So far, very little is known about
how nociceptive sensory information is processed in the dorsal spinal cord. We want to achieve two goals.
Firstly, we want to identify transcription factors that control the formation of specific class of dorsal horn
neurons. Secondly, we will use information gained from developmental studies to design genetic tools that
allow us to mark or ablate specific classes of dorsal horn neurons, followed by performing behavioral analyses
to determine the functions of these neurons in pain information processing.
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Jeffrey Macklis, M.D.
Joined 1990

Professor of Stem Cell and Regenerative Biology
Harvard University
Bauer Laboratories 103
7 Divinity Avenue
Cambridge, MA 02138
jeffrey_macklis@harvard.edu

Our laboratory is directed toward both 1) understanding molecular controls and mechanisms over
neuron subtype development, diversity, axon guidance-circuit formation, and degeneration-disease
in the cerebral cortex [e.g. corticospinal motor neurons (CSMN) in motor neuron disease (ALS,
HSPs, PLS), and associative circuitry in autism (ASD) and intellectual disability], and 2) applying
developmental controls toward both brain and spinal cord regeneration [e.g. CSMN circuitry that
degenerates in ALS-MND, and whose injury is central to loss of motor function in spinal cord injury]
and directed differentiation for in vitro therapeutic and mechanistic screening.
The lab focuses on neocortical projection neuron development and subtype specification; new
approaches to subtype-specific axonal growth cone biology; neural progenitor / “stem cell” biology;
induction of adult neurogenesis (the birth of new neurons); and directed neuronal subtype
differentiation via molecular manipulation of endogenous neural progenitors and pluripotent cells
(ES/iPS). The same biology informs understanding of neuronal specificity of vulnerability in human
neurodegenerative and developmental diseases. Relationships and application of cortical
development to evolution, disease, and regeneration are frequent themes.
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Zhaoying Xu; Glenn Yiu; Mark Zylka

PiN PEC
memberships:

Jessica Appler; Paul Borghesani; Ashley Bruce; Wen Fan Hu; Divya Jayaraman; Annette Jenner; Shan Lou;
Karin Sorra; Marcus Ware; Brian Whalen

PiN DAC
memberships:

Jessica Appler; Wen Fan Hu; Divya Jayaraman; Annette Jenner; Shan Lou; Heather Rieff; Karin Sorra;
Marcus Ware; Brian Whalen

PiN defense
committees:

Jessica Appler; Brian Hafler; Divya Jayaraman; Heather Mason; Jason Neal; Christopher Reid; Heather Rieff;
Marcus Ware; Brian Whalen; Zhanlei Ye

Evan Macosko, M.D./Ph.D.
Joined 2016

Assistant Professor of Psychiatry
The Broad Institute of Harvard and MIT
9th Floor
43 Ames Street
Cambridge, MA 02142
emacosko@broadinstitute.org

The cellular diversity of the mammalian brain is unparalleled by any other tissue: hundreds, if not thousands of
different cell types act in concert to execute complex behavioral and physiological functions. In
neuropsychiatric disease, some of these functions go awry, but the pathogenic mechanisms remain poorly
understood. Characterizing how specific cell populations differ in disease-relevant contexts offers an
opportunity to more clearly localize pathogenic processes, leading to better disease models and new potential
treatments.
The first step is to develop reliable assays that comprehensively characterize brain cell diversity. Genomewide expression is an information-rich means of characterizing the functional states of cells. We recently
developed a technology, Drop-seq, which enables tens of thousands of individual cells to be transcriptionally
profiled in straightforward, inexpensive experiments. We are using this technology to build comprehensive celltype atlases of the major tissues of the mouse brain, and to examine how cell types transcriptionally vary
across both genetic and environmental contexts. These contexts include: 1) natural variation in mouse strains
and (where experimentally tractable) human tissue, to understand when in development, and in what cell
types in the brain, evolution is most active; 2) pharmacological manipulations connected to psychiatric disease
pathogenesis and treatment. The work involves an exciting intersection of techniques in molecular and cellular
neuroscience, genomics, and computational biology.
In addition, we develop new technology to more deeply explore cellular variation in complex brain tissues.
Currently, our lab is working on a high-throughput transcriptional profiling technique that retains spatial
information about the individual cells of a tissue, and can be used on post-mortem brain bank samples. We
hope this technique will further help elucidate the cellular mechanisms underlying brain diseases whose
pathogeneses remain mysterious.

PiN thesis students:

[None}

PiN rotation students:

Delara Chizari; Michaela Ennis

PiN PEC
memberships:

[None]

PiN DAC
memberships:

[None]

PiN defense
committees:

Kee Wui Huang

Joseph Majzoub, M.D.
Joined 1990

Thomas Morgan Rotch Professor of Pediatrics
Boston Children’s Hospital
CLS 16028
3 Blackfan Circle
Boston
joseph.majzoub@childrens.harvard.edu

Our lab's research focuses on how normal physiological responses to various common stressors including
psychological stress (Nature, 1995; Mol Psychiatry, 2017) enhance health, and on how these same
systems cause disease when dysregulated. We have found corticotropin releasing hormone (CRH)
released from the same hypothalamic neurons may control both the endocrine and behavioral responses
to stress, acting both as a neuroendocrine releasing factor and a neurotransmitter. We have discovered
(Science, 2013) a new gene that regulates the melanocortin pathway by interacting with the melanocortin 4
receptor (Mc4r), and whose deficiency in mice and humans leads to obesity, possibly by affecting the
efficiency of energy extraction from food via changes in the gut microbiota.

PiN thesis students:

Stacie Barnes-Weninger (’94—’99); David Frim (’85—’88); Camilo Martinez (’89—’94); Kim Seth
(’96—’02); Lulu Wang (‘06—’12)

PiN rotation students:

Taylor Kimberly; Camilo Martinez; Kim Seth; David Strochlic; Stacie Weninger

PiN PEC memberships:

Paul Ardayfio; Angela Kim; Sebastian Kraves; David Strochlic; Kelly Van Koughnet; Ashlee Van’t
Veer; Nina Vujovic; David Welsh

PiN DAC memberships:

Paul Ardayfio; Angela Kim; Sebastian Kraves; David Strochlic; Kelly Van Koughnet; Ashlee Van’t
Veer; Nina Vujovic; David Welsh

PiN defense committees:

Rebecca Cole; Rachel Donahue; Stephanie Gaus; Shing-Chuan Hooi; Allison Knoll; Philip Nadeau;
Alfred Roca; Amanda Sadacca; David Strochlic; Kelly Van Koughnet; Nina Vujovic; Mark Zylka

Steven A. McCarroll Ph.D.
Joined 2014

Professor of Genetics
Harvard Medical School
New Research Building, Room 0260
77 Avenue Louis Pasteur
Boston
mccarroll@genetics.med.harvard.edu

We are interested in understanding how human genome variation influences the molecular biology of
neurons, microglia, and other cell populations in the brain, on its way to shaping brain phenotypes such as
schizophrenia and bipolar disorder. In human populations, rare and common genetic variations affect the cell
-type-specific expression patterns and precise protein sequences of almost all human genes. This reservoir
of natural genetic variation offers a powerful tool for discovering genetic influences on the molecular biology
of neurons and other cells, and for learning about the pathogenesis of neuropsychiatric illness and other
human diseases. We are using human genetics and genomics to begin to ascertain molecular influences on
these neuropsychiatric disorders, then developing experimental systems to understand how these genetic
perturbations affect the molecular biology of neurons and other cells. Our approaches include the following.
Human genetics. Scientists in the lab have developed many molecular tools and statistical approaches for
better ascertaining human genome variation and relating it to genetically complex phenotypes. We use
human genetics to find genes and alleles that shape people's risk for schizophrenia and bipolar disorder. We
analyze genomic DNA from large cohorts of patients with schizophrenia and bipolar disorder, to discover
rare and common genetic variation that shapes risk of disease in human populations. Such studies are
providing early insight into the molecular components of these disorders, strongly implicating synaptic
dysfunction in their etiology.
Single-cell expression. We have been developing technology with which we can simultaneously analyze the
transcriptomes (global RNA expression patterns) of thousands of individual cells. We are beginning to use
this approach to study brain regions at the levels of (i) all of the cell types that are present; and (ii) the
biological states that those cells assume under a variety of conditions. Our goals include to develop
systematic, inductive ways – informed by genomescale data – to classify all of the cells that are present in
brain regions and neuronal circuits; and to better understand human pathological samples and mouse
models of human disease. We hope in this way to more deeply learn from the genetic perturbations that our
genetic studies have implicated in schizophrenia and bipolar disorder: in what cell populations do these
genetic perturbations act, and how do they alter the biological states of these cells?
Genomic study of the interactions between neurons and microglia. We study the ways in which neurons and
microglia interact with one another, using coculture systems that we perturb and analyze at genetic,
genomic, and other levels.
Our goal is to identify the key molecular events in the development of schizophrenia and bipolar disorder,
and the relationship of these events to normal brain function and development.

PiN thesis students:

[none]

PiN rotation students:

[none]

PiN PEC memberships:

[none]

PiN DAC memberships:

[none]

PiN defense committees:

[none]

Sean Megason Ph.D.
Joined 2014

Associate Professor of Systems Biology
Harvard Medical School
Warren Alpert 536
200 Longwood Avenue, Boston
megason@hms.harvard.edu

The Megason Lab uses imaging-based systems biology to elucidate the systems level principles of animal
development. We are particularly interested in long standing problems in embryology whose understanding
has defied molecular reduction namely patterning, morphogenesis, and size control with a focus on the
nervous system. We pursue these questions in the inner ear and spinal cord of zebrafish using a variety of
techniques including genetics, microscopy, and modeling.
Biological form is generated during development as the seemingly simple egg elaborates into the
morphologically complex embryo. I believe that the mechanistic principles that turn an egg into an embryo
span many levels from molecules to cells to whole tissues. Developmental biologists have been quite
successful in recent decades in determining molecular level mechanisms, such as the genes governing cell
fate decisions, but have made comparatively little progress in other long standing questions in development
such as patterning, morphogenesis, and size control. There are two reasons for this failure. One is that these
questions cannot be answered using the reductionist logic of one gene, one function. Understanding these
phenomena will require a more systems biological approach. The other reason progress has been slow is
because the key mechanisms regulating these phenomena do not only occur at the molecular level but also
occur at higher levels such as cell dynamics and tissue mechanics.
We have developed a technological approach called in toto imaging which is capable of capturing biological
information across all these scales—molecular, cellular, tissue, and whole embryo—in a dynamic fashion.
For in toto imaging, we use transgenic zebrafish embryos that are labeled with multiple colors of fluorescent
proteins; high-resolution, timelapse confocal/2-photon microscopy is performed to generate image sets
containing 100,000 images; and custom developed software called GoFigure is used to track all the cells and
quantify molecular, cellular, and tissue level data. We are using in toto imaging in combination with
mathematical and computational modeling to elucidate the multiscale principles controlling patterning,
morphogenesis, and size control in the zebrafish inner ear and spinal cord.

PiN thesis students:

[none]

PiN rotation students:

[none]

PiN PEC memberships:

Olubusola Olukoya; Wenjia You

PiN DAC memberships:

Wenjia You

PiN defense committees:

[none]

Venkatesh Murthy, Ph.D.
Joined 1999

Professor of Molecular and Cellular Biology
Harvard University
Biological Laboratories
16 Divinity Avenue
Cambridge
vnmurthy@fas.harvard.edu

We are interested in understanding the neural and algorithmic basis of odor-guided behaviors in terrestrial
animals. To this end, we have developed behavioral tasks in mice using stimuli and situations that
approximate natural settings, while allowing electrophysiological recordings, high-resolution optical imaging
and optogenetic manipulation. We record neural activity in behaving mice using electro- or optophysiological methods and relate them to behavioral features, and attempt to discern the computational
algorithms underlying these behaviors. Where possible, we also examine the neural circuits to understand
how their architecture gives rise to the neural activity observed in behaving animals. Finally, we are also
interested in understanding how neural circuits in the olfactory system are modified by behavioral state,
experience and in disease.

PiN thesis students:

Dinu Albeanu (’01—’08); Shelby Dietz (’99—’05); Kenichi Hartman (‘00—’06); Dan Millman (‘09—’16);
Allison Provost (‘08—’15)

PiN rotation students:

Dinu Albeanu; Shelby Dietz; Laura Driscoll; Kenichi Hartman; Kate Hong; Helen Hou; Michael Hughes;
Brendan Lehnert; Dan Millman; Shay Neufeld; Stan Pashkovski; Paola Patella; Rajesh Poddar; Allison
Provost; Alex Wiltschko; Rochelle Witt; Jason Yamada-Hanff

PiN PEC memberships:

Mike Bukwich; Rob Johnson; Masha Bloom; Luke Bogart; Cindy Chen; Ryan Dosumu-Johnson;
Jonathan Garst Orozco; Katie Quast; Pavan Ramdya; Rebecca Reh; Ting Ren; Alex Simon; Herbert Wu;
Zhanlei Ye

PiN DAC memberships:

Rob Johnson; Masha Bloom; Luke Bogart; Cindy Chen; Ryan Dosumu-Johnson; Jonathan Garst
Orozco; Misao Higashi Kovtun; Katie Quast; Pavan Ramdya; Rebecca Reh; Herbert Wu; Zhanlei Ye

PiN defense
committees:

Luke Bogart; Dan Brady; YunXiang Chu; Senan Ebrahim; Antoniu Fantana; Elizabeth Hong; Kuo-Hua
Huang; Dimitar Kostadinov; Ari Morcos; Rajesh Poddar; Rohan Ramesh; Taralyn Tan; Herbert Wu;
Zhanlei Ye

Victor M. Navarro, Ph.D.
Joined 2018

Assistant Professor of Medicine
Brigham and Women’s Hospital
Endocrine Division
221 Longwood Avenue, room 219
Boston
vnavarro@bwh.harvard.edu

We focus on the study of the neuronal mechanisms that control reproductive
function and metabolism, from the events that participate in the differentiation of the brain into masculine or
feminine during perinatal periods to puberty onset and reproductive success in adulthood with special
interest on how these events are controlled by metabolic cues.
Reproduction is coordinated by neuroendocrine communication between the brain and gonads. The
hypothalamus is the nodal point for the action of central and peripheral factors that control the secretion of
neurons that produce gonadotropin-releasing hormone (GnRH). GnRH stimulates the pituitary to secrete LH
and FSH, which act on the gonads to induce gametogenesis and sex steroids, which in turn feedback to the
hypothalamus to control GnRH release. Although we understand the basic principles that govern
reproduction, we know far less about the cellular and molecular mechanisms that control GnRH secretion.
Thus, the focus of the Navarro Lab is to understand how hormones and neurotransmitters initiate the onset
of puberty, regulate reproductive cycles, and integrate metabolism and reproduction with special attention to
the Kiss1 system. Kisspeptins, encoded by the Kiss1 gene, bind to a G protein-coupled receptor, Kiss1r
(formerly called GPR54). The importance of this signaling pathway became evident in 2003, when
inactivating mutations in the Kiss1r gene were linked to hypogonadotropic hypogonadism in humans and
mice. GnRH neurons are direct targets for the action of kisspeptin, which is a potent secretagogue for GnRH.
The Navarro Lab continues the line of research that initially demonstrated that the expression of Kiss1 and
Kiss1r in the hypothalamus is induced in association with the onset of puberty and that the administration of
kisspeptin to prepubertal animals can initiate precocious puberty, suggesting that the kisspeptin activation of
GnRH neurons plays a key role in gating pubertal maturation. We are also interested in elucidating the
hypothalamic pathways that regulate the action of the Kiss1 system. Specifically, the action of dynorphin
(encoded by Pdyn) and tachykinins (Substance P, neurokinin A and neurokinin B, encoded by Tac1 and
Tac2) upon Kiss1 neurons. Many of these neurotransmitters are co-expressed in the same neurons of the
hypothalamic arcuate nucleus and suggested to participate in the shaping of kisspeptin pulses, which, in
turn, control GnRH pulsatility.
PiN thesis students:

[none]

PiN rotation students:

[none]

PiN PEC memberships:

[none]

PiN DAC memberships:

[none]

PiN defense committees:

[none]

Charles A. Nelson, Ph.D.
Joined 2005

Professor of Pediatrics
Boston Children’s Hospital
Director of Research, Developmental Medicine
1 Autumn Street, 6th Floor
Boston
charles.nelson@childrens.harvard.edu

I have more than 25 years of experience working in the field of developmental cognitive neuroscience. My
laboratory employs a variety of behavioral and neuroimaging tools, including eye-tracking, EEG, ERP, fNIRS,
sMRI, and fMRI. There are three lines of research currently active in my laboratory. One concerns the
development and neural bases of processing social information (e.g., facial emotion); a second focuses on
trajectories to autism, with a particular focus on populations at high risk for developing autism (e.g., infants
with an older sibling with autism; children with various single gene mutations that appear to confer risk for
developing autism); a third focuses on the effects of early adversity on brain and behavioral development.

PiN thesis students:

[none]

PiN rotation students:

[none]

PiN PEC memberships:

[none]

PiN DAC memberships:

[none]

PiN defense committees:

[none]

Bence Ölveczky, Ph.D.
Joined in 2007 * Alumnus of the Program in Neuroscience

Professor of Organismic and Evolutionary Biology
Harvard University
Biolabs 2102D
6 Divinity Avenue
Cambridge
olveczky@fas.harvard.edu

We are interested in how motor skills are learned and generated by the brain. We study this in rodents,
generalist motor learners with the capacity to master a variety of different motor tasks. We have developed a
unique experimental infrastructure to address these questions, including a fully automated high-throughput
training system for rodents that can be combined with continuous long-term neural and behavioral
recordings. We use this together with sophisticated circuit dissection tools (optogenetics, pharmacogenetics
etc), as well as functional imaging of targeted neuronal populations, to arrive at a mechanistic description of
how the mammalian brain learns and executes motor skills.

PiN thesis students:

Diego Aldarondo; Jonathan Garst Orozco (‘07—’14); Tim Otchy (‘11—’16); Rajesh Poddar (‘08—
’15)

PiN rotation students:

Diego Aldarondo; David Brann; Yurika Doi; Narendra Joshi; Lucy Lai; Jeffrey Rhoades;
Alexandra Batchelor; Lauren Carvalho; Selmaan Chettih; Helen Hou; Rajesh Poddar

PiN PEC memberships:

Lucy Lai; Greg Guitchounts; Helen Hou; Kuo-Hua Huang; Ari Morcos; Ju Tian; Momchil Tomov;
Alex Wiltschko

PiN DAC memberships:

Greg Guitchounts; Helen Hou; Kuo-Hua Huang; Robert Johnson; Allison Provost; Ju Tian;
Momchil Tomov

PiN defense committees:

YunXiang Chu; Kuo-Hua Huang; Sasha Rayshubskiy

Lauren L. Orefice, Ph.D.
Joined in 2018

Assistant Professor of Genetics
Massachusetts General Hospital
Simches Research Center, Room 6.808
185 Cambridge Street
Boston
orefice@molbio.mgh.harvard.edu

Our lab studies the somatosensory circuits that mediate our sense of touch and sensations from the
gastrointestinal system. We are interested in how sensory experience, beginning with peripheral sensory
neurons, influences the development of circuits in the spinal cord and brain. A central tenet of our work is that
variations in sensory sensitivity and experience between individuals, in particular due to genetic differences,
contribute to the heterogeneity of individuals’ cognitive and social behaviors.
We found that genetic mutations or alterations in peripheral sensory neuron function contribute to multiple
symptoms observed in autism spectrum disorders (ASD). Our research program combines genetics,
anatomy, in vivo and in vitro electrophysiology, imaging, and behavior in mice as well as studies of humanderived neurons.
A major research direction is to study the basic biology of peripheral sensory neurons that innervate the skin.
Furthermore, we have a large interest in understanding the development and function of sensory neurons
that innervate internal organs, including the gastrointestinal (GI) tract. We seek to understand how tactile
input, beginning with peripheral sensory neurons, regulates brain development and influences perception as
well as complex cognitive and social behaviors.
We also study the dysfunction of somatosensory circuits, and how this may contribute to different diseases
and disorders. We are pursuing directions to selectively target the peripheral nervous system to alleviate
ASD-related phenotypes. We are also interested in whether GI dysfunction in ASD may be causally linked to
abnormalities in peripheral sensory neurons, to ascertain mechanisms and potential treatments for these
symptoms.
Lastly, we aim build better bridges between pre-clinical models and patient physiology using patient-derived
iPSC studies. We iterate between mouse models and patient-derived cells to identify cellular mechanisms for
peripheral sensory neuron dysfunction in ASD. Through collaboration, we are developing therapeutic tests in
patients and identifying new biomarkers for tactile hypersensitivity.
PiN thesis students:

Kelsey Clausing; Herriet Hsieh

PiN rotation students:

Kelsey Clausing; Ya’el Courtney; Herriet Hsieh

PiN PEC memberships:

[none]

PiN DAC memberships:

[none]

PiN defense committees:

Minsuk Hyun

Cengiz Pehlevan, Ph.D.
Joined in 2019

Assistant Professor of Applied Mathematics
Harvard University
John A. Paulson School of Engineering and Applied Sciences
Pierce Hall, room 315
29 Oxford Street
Cambridge
cpehlevan@seas.harvard.edu

Our research areas are theoretical neuroscience and neuroscience-guided machine learning. We seek to
uncover the algorithms of the brain and their implementation at the network and cellular levels. But, how can
we infer what the brain computes from the large datasets of modern neuroscience? For that, we need a new
“algorithmic” theory that bridges computation and its biological realization.
We have been working on an algorithmic theory for learning in the sensory domain. Sensory cortices learn
from stimuli to build behaviorally relevant representations, with little or no supervision. Our theory starts by
posing computational goals of unsupervised learning as mathematical optimization problems. Then, from
these problems, we systematically derive algorithms and neural circuit implementations of these algorithms,
linking computation to biological realization. Our approach answers how efficient self-organization for
learning happens with local synaptic plasticity, provides new circuit motifs and mechanisms that could be in
use in the brain, predicts computations performed in specific circuits, and provides computational
interpretations of salient features of such circuits.
The described theory is a path to neuroscience-guided machine learning. The neural algorithms we
uncovered, so far, solve unsupervised learning tasks such as linear dimensionality reduction, sparse and/or
nonnegative feature extraction, blind nonnegative source separation, clustering and manifold learning. Many
of these algorithms are on par in performance with state-of-the-art machine learning.
We have broad interests in theoretical neuroscience, and actively look for collaborations with
experimentalists and projects motivated by new experimental results. This led us to propose a model of how
the songbird brain might recover from lesions and a neuromechanical model of the fly larva’s crawling. We
studied reinforcement learning of motor skill timing to infer how the brain solves this computationally hard
problem at the network level. We figured out how stimulus selectivity could emerge in a network with random
connectivity.

PiN thesis students:

[none]

PiN rotation students:

[none]

PiN PEC memberships:

[none]

PiN DAC memberships:

[none]

PiN defense committees:

[none]

Diego Pizzagalli, Ph.D.
Joined in 2008

Professor in Psychiatry
McLean Hospital
115 Mill Street
Belmont
dap@mclean.harvard.edu

The overarching aim of our research is to advance our understanding of the neurobiology of depression and
related disorders (e.g., bipolar disorders, anxiety). The ultimate goal of this work is to identify novel targets for
prevention and treatment. We take a multidisciplinary approach to the study of depression. For example,
studies in Dr. Pizzagalli’s laboratory use:
- Functional and structural magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), high-density electroencephalography (EEG),
and positron emission tomography (PET) to identify neural and neurochemical substrates of core depressive
symptoms and vulnerabilities, including anhedonia (loss of pleasure), emotion dysregulation, increased
stress sensitivity, and executive dysfunction;
- Pharmacological challenges to probe the role of particular neurotransmitters in depression.
Anhedonia is a major focus of our work. In a series of behavioral and neuroimaging studies, we have found
that depression is characterized by (1) reduced ability to modulate behavior as a function of reward, and (2)
dysfunction in striatal regions implicated in hedonic coding and reinforcement learning. Similar abnormalities
emerged in currently asymptomatic individuals with a history of depression, psychiatrically healthy individuals
carrying genetic variants previously linked to depression, and young adults exposed to childhood adversities
two decades earlier. Altogether, these and other findings indicate that anhedonia is an important
endophenotype of depression. Furthermore, they suggest that hedonic deficits, including dysfunction in
reward-related striatal dopaminergic pathways, constitute a promising candidate mechanism linking stress to
depression. In recent year, we have expanded this line of work by incorporating animal models of depressive
phenotypes (which are probed using functionally analogous tasks as the ones we are using in humans).

PiN thesis students:

[none]

PiN rotation students:

[none]

PiN PEC memberships:

Rachel Donahue

PiN DAC memberships:

Rachel Donahue

PiN defense committees:

[none]

Daniel Polley Ph.D.
Joined 2010

Assistant Professor of Otology and Laryngology
Massachusetts Eye and Ear Infirmary
Eaton-Peabody Laboratory
243 Charles Street
Boston
daniel_polley@meei.harvard.edu

Our research interests lie in understanding the mechanisms and clinical implications of brain plasticity.
Auditory brain plasticity exhibits a fundamental duality, a yin and yang, in that it is both a source and
possible solution for various types of hearing impairment. When signaling between the ear and the brain is
disrupted, the balance of excitation and inhibition tips toward hyperexcitability throughout the central
auditory neuroaxis, increasing the ‘central gain’ on afferent signals so as to partially compensate for a
diminished input from the auditory periphery. Our work shows that excess central gain can distort the
temporal coding of complex communication sounds and even induce the perception of phantom sounds,
contributing to pathophysiological processes such as hyperacusis and tinnitus. This is the ‘yin’, the dark
side of brain plasticity, wherein the transcriptional, physiological and neurochemical changes that
compensate for the loss or degradation of peripheral input can incur debilitating perceptual costs. We are
also committed to understand the ‘yang’ of brain plasticity, how the remarkable malleability of the adult
brain can be harnessed and directed towards an adaptive – or even therapeutic – endpoint. Our ongoing
research suggests that a cluster of cholinergic cells deep in the basal forebrain may hold the key to
adjusting the volume knob in hyperactive auditory circuits. We use a combination of 2-photon calcium
imaging, optogenetics, photometry and large-scale single unit recordings to tune into the dialog between
the basal forebrain and key cell types in the auditory thalamus and auditory cortex of awake mice engaged
in active listening tasks. In parallel, we use high-channel EEG, pupillometry and psychophysical
approaches to reveal the hidden neural signatures of tinnitus and disordered speech perception in human
subjects. We have developed novel audiomotor training platforms for patients with hearing loss and tinnitus
that suggest new treatment avenues for these perceptual disorders.

PiN thesis students:

Matthew McGill; Anna Chambers (‘09—’14)

PiN rotation students:

Asa Barth-Maron; Winthrop Gillis; Andrew Landau; Matthew McGill; Anna Chambers

PiN PEC memberships:

Stephen Holtz; Shuhan Huang; Allison Baker; Rachel Donahue; Tim Otchy; Paola Patella

PiN DAC memberships:

Stephen Holtz; Allison Baker; Rachel Donahue; Tim Otchy

PiN defense committees:

Alexandra Batchelor; Dan Brady

Meenakshi Rao, M.D./Ph.D.
Joined 2019

Assistant Professor of Pediatrics
Boston Children’s Hospital
300 Longwood Avenue
Boston
meenakshi.rao@childrens.harvard.edu

Sensory information from the environment drives reflexive and motivated behaviors in all organisms. The
types of information that are detected, how this information is coded by neural circuits, and the responses
that they trigger are thus fundamental to physiology. The gastrointestinal (GI) tract is by far the largest
interface between the mammalian body and the external environment. The dietary, microbial, and other
signals communicated from the intestinal lumen to the nervous system are continuous inputs that define
metabolic homeostasis, appetitive behaviors, and immune responses in ways that we are just beginning to
understand.
The GI tract is unique among other organs because it contains its own intrinsic, enteric nervous system
(ENS) embedded within its walls. The ENS is large (containing more neurons than the spinal cord) and
functions as an important component of the brain-gut axis. Remarkably, the ENS is able to orchestrate
many behaviors independently of the CNS because it contains local microcircuits with both afferent and
efferent neurons located within the gut. Understanding how sensory information is transduced by these
ENS circuits and used to drive behaviors is thus an important frontier in neuroscience. Our lab uses mouse
genetic models, imaging, as well as in vivo and in vitro assays to investigate how enteric neurons, glia and
specialized sensory epithelial cells in the gut transduce information about nutrients, microbes and other
stimuli to modulate autonomic behaviors, such as GI motility, immune response, and nutrient absorption.
Understanding how enteric circuits regulate these processes will elucidate how ENS dysfunction contributes
to human disease.
Prospective students interested in neuro-immune interactions, glial biology, or sensory systems who are
excited by the prospect of working at the interface of neuroscience and gut biology are invited to rotate in
the lab.

PiN thesis students:

Anu Muppirala

PiN rotation students:

Anu Muppirala

PiN PEC memberships:

[none]

PiN DAC memberships:

[none]

PiN defense committees:

[none]

Wade Regehr, Ph.D.
Joined 1993

Professor of Neurobiology
Harvard Medical School
Goldenson Building room 308
220 Longwood Avenue
Boston
wregehr@hms.harvard.edu

Our long-term goal is to determine how presynaptic neurons influence the firing of their targets and to
understand how physiologically significant computations are performed by synapses. Fast chemical synapses
are the primary means of communication between neurons. They are constantly modified by a variety of
mechanisms in ways that are vital to memory formation and normal brain function. With calcium implicated in
almost every aspect of transmission, my focus has been on the many basic questions regarding calcium control
of synaptic strength in the mammalian brain, including retrograde signaling by endocannabinoids. It is clear that
many calcium dependent processes work together to control the release of neurotransmitter. These include
synaptic facilitation, chemical messenger mediated release, depression and delayed release of
neurotransmitter. My strategy has been to examine each of these mechanisms in isolation and then to
determine how they interact to control synapses during realistic spike trains. In recent years we have begun to
study small circuits.
Most of the studies have been performed on synapses in the cerebellum, which are well described anatomically,
accessible and relatively easy to study. Many studies are also performed within the LGN at synapses between
retinal ganglion cells, local interneurons that can release GABA from their dendrites, and thalamic relay
neurons. The primary experimental approaches are 2 photon imaging of calcium, electrophysiological
measurements, and the manipulation of cell firing with channelrhodopsin-2. These studies will be augmented by
serial electron microscopy, array tomography, in vivo studies, the development of transgenic mice and behavior.

PiN thesis students:

Chong Guo; Mehak Khan; Tomas Osorno; Pradeep Alturi (‘94—’99); Adam Carter (‘97—’02); YunXiang Chu
(‘12—’14); Jeremy Dittman (‘94—’98); Kelly Foster (‘99—’04); Anatol Kreitzer (‘97—’01); Mike Myoga (‘05—’11);
Bernardo Sabatini (‘93—’97); Patrick Safo (‘01—’06); Monica Thanawala (‘08—’14); Josef Turecek (‘13 - ‘19)

PiN rotation students: Jonathan Andersen; Chong Guo; Mehak Khan; Tomas Osorno; Genelle Rankin; Senmiao Sun; Elena
Westeinde; Dawei Zhang; Amy Ashbacher; Pradeep Atluri; Adam Carter; John Dekker; Shelby Dietz;
Jeremy Dittman; Laura Driscoll; Kelly Foster; Dimitar Kostadinov; Anatol Kreitzer; Brendan Lehnert; Jinyue Liu;
Ju Lu; Thomas Luo; Andrew Lutas; Elliott Milner; Mike Myoga; Martin Niethammer; Shawn Olsen; Hye-Yeon
Park; Pavan Ramdya; Bernardo Sabatini; Patrick Safo; David Simon; Monica Thanawala; Josef Turecek
PiN PEC
memberships:

Asa Barth-Maron; Richard Hakim; Seul Ah Kim; Andrew Landau; Jay Lee; Qiyu Zhang; Sanjay Aggarwal;
Brenda Allwardt; Parizad Billimoria; Brenda Bloodgood; Solange Brown; Greg Bryman; Alex Carter; Brett Carter;
Selmaan Chettih; Bevil Conway; Shelby Dietz; Michael Do; Eleanore Edson; Andrew Giessel; Nathan Gouwens;
Jessica Hauser; Richard Held; Todd Herrington; Bryan Hooks; Helen Hou; Alex Jackson; Tilly Kimm; James
Morrill; Shay Neufeld; Shawn Olsen; Arpiar Saunders; Ganesh Shankar; Deborah Sodickson; Gilberto SolerLlavina; Abraha Taddese; Vasanth Vedantham; Shan Shan Wang; Jason Yamada-Hanff; Ying Zhang

PiN DAC
memberships:

Asa Barth-Maron; Rich Hakim; Seul Ah Kim; Andrew Landau; Jay Lee; Jasper Maniates-Selvin; Lynn
Yap; Qiyu Zhang; Sanjay Aggarwal; James Berg; Solange Brown; Brenda Bloodgood; Davi Bock; Alex
Carter; Brett Carter; Selmaan Chettih; Shelby Dietz; Michael Do; Eleanore Edson; Andrew Giessel; Jessica
Hauser; Richard Held; Bryan Hooks; Helen Hou; Alex Jackson; Tilly Kimm; Elizabeth Litvina; James Morrill; Shay
Neufeld; Shawn Olsen; Arpiar Saunders; Ganesh Shankar; Lawrence Sincich; Deborah Sodickson; Gilberto
Soler-Llavina; Fitz Sturgill; Abraha Taddese; Vasanth Vedantham; Shan Shan Wang; Jason Yamada-Hanff; Ying
Zhang

PiN defense
committees:

Solange Brown; Jonathan Garst Orozco; Bryan Hooks; Alex Jackson; Elizabeth Litvina; Patrick Senatus;
Deborah Sodickson; Karin Sorra; Fitz Sturgill; Abraha Taddese; Shan Shan Wang; Jason Yamada-Hanff; Ying
Zhang

Kerry Ressler, M.D./Ph.D.
Joined 2015 * Alumnus of the Program in Neuroscience

Professor of Psychiatry
McLean Hospital
115 Mill Street
Belmont
kressler@mclean.harvard.edu

The goal of our lab is to advance our understanding of the molecular, cellular, and systems neuroscience
mechanisms which underlie neuropsychiatric disease. I have focused on the neurobiology of fear in mouse
models and the pathophysiology of fear-related disorders in humans, such as posttraumatic stress disorder
(PTSD).
An important observation in recent years is that there are a number of different learning components involved in
the fear response following trauma exposure and recovery. During the minutes to hours to days following
trauma exposure, trauma memory remains in a labile state, called the consolidation period. There are a number
of exciting areas of inquiry suggesting that new pharmacotherapeutic and psychotherapeutic approaches can
be initiated that may inhibit the emotional component of fear memory consolidation, without affecting the explicit
memory formation. Such an approach could prevent the severe emotional reactions that underlie later
development of PTSD. There are several additional cognitive mechanisms that are associated with pathological
reactions, such as generalization and sensitization of trauma memory reminders. In contrast, the mechanisms
of discrimination and extinction of memory serve to counter these processes. In summary, by understanding
multiple different components of fear memory formation and modulation in humans and mice, a number of
novel, powerful, and targeted treatment and intervention approaches may become possible.
My research program is focused on understanding these processes in mice, at a molecular and cellular level,
using inducible over-expression and knockout with targeted viruses in the brain, optogenetics, chemogenetics
(DREADDS), cell-type specific transcriptome profiling, epigenetic, stereotaxic, and behavioral approaches. This
is combined with data from humans, where we use genetic, physiological, and neuroimaging approaches, to
provide a convergent understanding of fear and its dysregulation across species. Together, these experiences
and our labs’ expertise provide for a powerful combination of sophisticated behavioral, physiological, molecular
and genetic approaches to understand the effects of trauma on emotional memory.

PiN thesis students:

[none]

PiN rotation students:

Yuki Dai; Daniel Gilliam; Mona Han

PiN PEC memberships:

Salvador Brito

PiN DAC memberships:

Salvador Brito

PiN defense committees:

Rachel Donahue

Dragana Rogulja, Ph.D.
Joined 2013

Assistant Professor of Neurobiology
Harvard Medical School
Armenise Building, Room 331A
210 Longwood Avenue
Boston
dragana_rogulja@hms.harvard.edu

A remarkable change occurs in our brains each night, making us lose the essence of who we are for hours at
a time: we fall asleep. A process so familiar to us, sleep nevertheless remains among the most mysterious
phenomena in biology. The goal of our work is to understand how the brain reversibly switches between
waking and sleep states, and why we need to sleep in the first place.
To address these questions, we are using Drosophila melanogaster as our model system, because sleep in
the fly is remarkably similar to mammalian sleep. Flies have consolidated periods of activity and sleep;
arousal threshold is elevated in sleeping flies; the brain’s electrical activity differs between sleeping and
awake flies. As in people, both circadian and homeostatic mechanisms provide input into the regulation of fly
sleep: flies are normally active during the day and quiescent at night, but if deprived of sleep will show a
consequent increase in “rebound” sleep, regardless of the time of day.
We are currently pursuing three main lines of investigation:
1. Molecular characterization of novel sleep factors isolated through our large-scale, unbiased genetic
screen, with the goal of understanding how the brain falls asleep and wakes up. We are currently focusing on
several canonical cell cycle genes that we showed function in post-mitotic neurons to promote sleep.
2. Functional dissection of discrete neuronal clusters we identified as novel sleep centers in the fly. Some of
these clusters consist of only a few neurons, to which we have genetic access for electrical and molecular
manipulation.
3. To get at the question of why animals need to sleep, we are investigating the causes of decreased
lifespan in flies that are deprived of sleep.

PiN thesis students:

Bryan Song (’13—’20); Stephen Zhang (‘13 - ‘18)

PiN rotation students:

Michelle Frank; Elizabeth Lamkin Cebul; Vivian Hemmelder; Ivan Santiago; Hannah
Somhegyi; Bryan Song; He Yang; Stephen Zhang

PiN PEC memberships:

Michael Gulledge

PiN DAC memberships:

Michael Gulledge

PiN defense committees:

Wendy Liu; David Roberson

Paul Rosenberg, M.D./Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Neurology
Boston Children’s Hospital
Department of Neurology, Enders 349
300 Longwood Avenue
Boston
mlavoie@rics.bwh.harvard.edu

We are studying the function, regulation, and expression of glutamate transporters in the brain. Glutamate
transport is important in the physiology of excitatory synapses and for the survival of neurons and
oligodendrocytes because of the phenomenon of excitotoxicity. We recently demonstrated that the glutamate
transporter GLT1 is the major glutamate transporter in excitatory terminals, and now we are interested in
determining the contribution of presynaptic glutamate transport to the function of excitatory synapses and to
the pathophysiology of neurodegenerative diseases, in particular, Huntington’s disease. Approaches include
yeast 2-hybrid studies seeking protein interactors, patch-clamp recording of glutamate currents from neurons,
astrocytes, and cell lines expressing glutamate transporters, to characterize the biophysical properties of
glutamate transporters, and knockouts to investigate the role of presynaptic GLT1 expression in learning and
memory and excitotoxic injury.
In the second area of interest, we are studying the molecular mechanisms by which oxidative stress and
excitotoxicity produce cell death in neurons and oligodendrocytes, and the role of these mechanisms in the
pathogenesis of neuron and oligodendrocyte injury in cerebral palsy, stroke, Huntington’s disease, and
amyotrophic lateral sclerosis. Tissue culture models of oxidative stress-, excitotoxin-, and cytokine-evoked
cell death are currently under investigation.
Finally, another project is focused on the mechanisms underlying the control of behavioral state. We are
particularly interested in the roles of nitric oxide and adenosine. We have found that the response to sleep
deprivation (recovery sleep) is due to the production of nitric oxide by inducible nitric oxide synthase in the
basal forebrain. The major questions emerging from this work include: which cells express iNOS, what
activates iNOS expression in these cells, what is the molecular pathway activated by release of nitric oxide
and in what cells does the activation occur, and how is REM recovery sleep regulated?

PiN thesis students:

[none]

PiN rotation students:

Amy Malick; Jacob Marcus; Allison Paradise; Simina Popa

PiN PEC memberships:

Jacob Marcus

PiN DAC memberships:

Steve Chao; Jacob Marcus

PiN defense committees:

Soyon Hong; Paul Jackson

Alex Rotenberg, M.D./Ph.D.
Joined 2019
Associate Professor of Neurology
Boston Children’s Hospital
Fegan 9
300 Longwood Avenue
Boston
alexander.rotenberg@childrens.harvard.edu

Our laboratory's major focus is on the development of novel methods to treat brain injury, particularly the type
that leads to epilepsy. We work to identify biological targets which can stop or prevent seizures if manipulated
by either brain stimulation or by novel drugs that we are testing in our lab.

We have adapted methods for transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) and transcranial direct current
stimulation (tDCS) to rodents, and to in-vitro rodent and human brain slice preparations. TMS and tDCS have
in common the capacity to safely induce durable changes in neuronal activity. Limited experience with human
patients, including those treated at Boston Children’s Hospital, shows that TMS and tDCS have realistic
prospects in suppressing seizures. Yet whether these techniques can prevent the onset of epilepsy after
various forms of brain injury has not been tested. To characterize the cellular and molecular mechanisms by
which TMS and tDCS exert their effect, and ultimately to optimize their clinical efficacy, we are testing these
techniques in rodent epilepsy models, including models of traumatic brain injury (TBI). To determine how
best to match the cellular and molecular changes induced by noninvasive brain stimulation to those of
brain injury and epilepsy, we are also studying the pathological changes associated with TBI in rats. A second
major focus has grown out of this work: testing novel pharmaceutical approaches to prevent brain injury and
seizures after TBI, where protocols for noninvasive brain stimulation provide opportunities to identify
biomarkers that facilitate drug development. In parallel to our laboratory experiments, we have numerous
ongoing clinical projects aimed at further developing techniques for noninvasive brain stimulation, particularly
TMS and tDCS, as diagnostic and therapeutic tools in child neurology.

PiN thesis students:

[none]

PiN rotation students:

[none]

PiN PEC memberships:

[none]

PiN DAC memberships:

[none]

PiN defense committees:

[none]

Bernardo Sabatini, M.D./Ph.D.
Joined in 2001 * Alumnus of the Program in Neuroscience

Takeda Professor of Neurobiology
Harvard Medical School
Goldenson Building Room 342
220 Longwood Avenue
Boston
bernardo_sabatini@hms.harvard.edu

In the first few years of life, humans tremendously expand their behavior
repertoire and gain the ability to engage in complex, learned, and reward-driven
actions. Similarly, in the few weeks after birth, mice gain the ability to perform
sophisticated spatial navigation, forage independently for food, and to engage in
reward reinforcement learning. Our laboratory seeks to uncover the
mechanisms of synapse and circuit plasticity that permit new behaviors to be
learned and refined. We are interested both in the developmental changes that
occur after birth that make learning possible as well in the circuit changes that
are triggered by the process of learning. We examine these processes in the cerebral cortex, the
hippocampus, and the basal ganglia, crucial structures for the processing of sensory information, for
associative learning and spatial navigation, and for goal-direct locomotion. In order to accomplish these
studies, we rely heavily on optical approaches to examine and manipulate synapses and circuits in relatively
intact brain tissue and we design and build microscopes as necessary for our research. Studies are typically
performed in brain slices or awake-behaving mice and utilize a variety of genetic, biochemical, and
electrophysiological approaches. Lastly, we use these same approaches and the knowledge gained from the
study of normal circuit development to uncover perturbations of cell and synapse function that may contribute
to human neuro-psychiatric disorders, including autism, Parkinson’s disease, and Alzheimer’s disease.
PiN thesis students:

Celia Beron; Rich Hakim; Seul Ah Kim; Andrew Landau; Jae Eon Lee; Brenda Bloodgood (‘01—’06);
Andrew Giessel (‘05—’10); Kee Wui Huang (‘13—’19); Helen Xun Hou (‘10—’16); Minsuk Hyun (‘13—’16); Suk
Joon Lee (‘16—’20); Gil Mandelbaum (‘12 - ‘18); Shay Neufeld (‘11—’17); Ian Oldenburg (‘08—’14); Arpiar
Saunders (‘08—’14); Gilberto Soler-Llavina (‘01—’07); Fitz Sturgill (‘04—’09)

PiN rotation students:

Melanie Basnak; Celia Beron; Rich Hakim; Stephen Holtz; Anna Jaffe; Seul Ah Kim; Jay Lee; John
Mikhael; Lijun Qi; Eden Sayed; Lynn Yap; Alex Batchelor; Brenda Bloodgood; Brett Carter; Laura
Driscoll; Andrew Giessel; Nathan Gouwens; Greg Guitchounts; Jessica Hauser; Betty Hong; Helen Hou; Kee
Wui Huang; Minsuk Hyun; Divya Jayaraman; Gil Mandelbaum; Dan Millman; Ari Morcos; Shay Neufeld; Ian
Oldenburg; Pavan Ramdya; Arpiar Saunders; Ganesh Shankar; Gilberto Soler-Llavina; Mike Soskis; Ju Tian;
Rochelle Witt; Wenjia You

PiN PEC
memberships:

Dionnet Bhatti; Salvador Brito; Rachel Essner; Winthrop Gillis; Chong Guo; Allison Hamilos; Lingfeng
Hou; Anna Jaffe; Peter Kalugin; Lauren Kershberg; Adam Lowet; Matt McGill; Julia Nguyen; Nghia
Nguyen; Tomas Osorno; Noah Pettit; Jasmine Reggiani; Senmiao Sun; Aniqa Tasnim; Eric Vaughn;
Florin Albeanu; Alex Batchelor; Matthew Baum; James Berg; Parizad Bilimoria; Davi Bock; Brett Carter;
Selmaan Chettih; Yeang Ch’ng; YunXiang Chu; Laura Driscoll; Neir Eshel; Monica Feliu-Mojer; Sara
Fenstermacher; Morgan Freret; Carson Goddard; Juliette Han; Alex Jackson; Aaron Kerlin; Tilly Kimm; Peri
Kurshan; Brendan Lehnert; Wendy Liu; Eric Luth; Athar Malik; Dan Millman; Matthias Minderer; Mike Myoga;
Stan Pashkovski; Patrick Safo; John Salogiannis; Priya Srikanth; Geoffrey Tanner; Monica Thanawala; Stephen
Thornquist; Ju Tian; Christina Welsh; Jason Yamada-Hanff; Yue Yang

PiN DAC
memberships:

Salvador Brito; Winthrop Gillis; Chong Guo; Allison Hamilos; Lingfeng Hou; Anna Jaffe; Lauren
Kershberg; Matt McGill; Julia Nguyen; Tomas Osorno; Jasmine Reggiani; Aniqa Tasnim; Eric Vaughn;
Florin Albeanu; Alex Batchelor; Matthew Baum; James Berg; Jay Bikoff; Parizad Bilimoria; Brett Carter;
Selmaan Chettih; Yeang Ch’ng; YunXiang Chu; Laura Driscoll; Neir Eshel; Monica Feliu-Mojer; Sara
Fenstermacher; Morgan Freret; Carson Goddard; Juliette Han; Alex Jackson; Aaron Kerlin; Tilly Kimm; Peri
Kurshan; Brendan Lehnert; Wendy Liu; Eric Luth; Claire McKellar; Dan Millman; Matthias Midnerer; Mike
Myoga; Stan Pashkovski; Patrick Safo; Alex Simon; Priya Srikanth; Geoffrey Tanner; Monica Thanawala;
Stephen Thornquist; Ju Tian; Christina Welsh; Alex Wiltschko; Yuwen Wu; Jason Yamada-Hanff; Yue Yang;
Joey Zhou

PiN defense
committees:

Florin Albeanu; James Berg; Jay Bikoff; Davi Bock; Yeang Ch’ng; YunXiang Chu; Michael Do; Monica FeliuMojer; Mehmet Fisek; Kelly Foster; Carson Goddard; Aaron Kerlin; Andrew Lutas; Matthias Minderer; Pavan
Ramdya; Patrick Safo; Alex Simon; David Simon; Priya Srikanth; Yuwen Wu

Amar Sahay, Ph.D.
Joined 2012

Associate Professor of Psychiatry
Massachusetts General Hospital
Center for Regenerative Medicine
185 Cambridge Street, CPZN-Room 4242
Boston
sahay.amar@mgh.harvard.edu

The incidence and complexity of mental illnesses and cognitive impairments associated with ageing and
Alzheimer’s disease underscores the need to develop novel treatments. Our mission is to generate
fundamental insights into the contributions of circuit- and plasticity mechanisms in the dentate gyrus (DG)CA3 circuit in hippocampal memory processing and modulation of mood. By integrating cellular, circuit,
systems and behavioral interrogation of DG-CA3 functions and adult hippocampal neurogenesis, we aspire
to rejuvenate and re-engineer hippocampal circuitry to optimize circuit performance and memory processing.
We predict that this strategy will edify strategies to treat PTSD, Alzheimer’s disease, social memory disorders
and age-related cognitive decline.

PiN thesis students:

Tara Raam (‘12 - ‘18)

PiN rotation students:

Peter Angeli; Yuki Dai; Maya Jay; Jinoh Lee; Tara Raam; Hugo Vega-Ramirez

PiN PEC memberships:

Peter Angeli; Rebecca Senft

PiN DAC memberships:

Rebecca Senft

PiN defense
committees:

[None]

Mustafa Sahin, M.D./Ph.D.
Joined 2008
Professor of Neurology
Boston Children’s Hospital
Center for Life Science Building 13074
3 Blackfan Circle
Boston
mustafa.sahin@childrens.harvard.edu

The research in the Sahin lab is directed at understanding the cellular mechanism(s) of axonal and
synaptic development and their relationship to neurological dysfunction, especially in childhood
neurological diseases. A major line of investigation in the lab is on the role of tuberous sclerosis genes
(TSC1 and TSC2) in neuronal connectivity. Tuberous sclerosis (TSC) is a multi-system autosomal
dominant disease, which is characterized by the formation of benign tumors (hamartomas) in several
organs. The brain is almost invariably affected, and patients can present with epilepsy, autism and
intellectual disability. However, a key unresolved issue is what causes the neurological symptoms in
TSC patients.
We hypothesized that the miswiring of connections between neurons may contribute to the
pathogenesis of neurological symptoms in TSC. Over the last few years, we have identified several
steps in which TSC1/2-deficiency leads to defects in axonal specification, guidance, and myelination.
More recently, our conditional deletion of Tsc1 only in cerebellar Purkinje cells provided the first
evidence that disturbances in cerebellar circuitry may underlie the high prevalence of autism in patients
based on autistic-like behavioral phenotypes in these animals. Finally, using diffusion tensor imaging of
TSC patients, we identified deficits in white matter microstructure that parallel our findings in TSC
mouse models. These discoveries will enable us to identify biomarkers that correlate with disease
severity and monitor response to treatment in TSC patients. Toward that goal, we have demonstrated
that mTOR inhibitors prevent myelination defects and improve neurological symptoms in the TSC
mouse model, leading to mTOR inhibitor trial to improve neurocognition in TSC patients currently
ongoing in our hospital. We are now using a combination of human and rodent cell culture, conditional
mouse models, EEG and imaging to develop more targeted, mechanism-based treatments for TSC and
related neurodevelopmental disorders.

PiN thesis students:

Juliette Han (‘07—’12); Mary Wertz (‘08—’15)

PiN rotation students:

Sara Fenstermacher; Juliette Han; Alicia Nugent; Mary Wertz

PiN PEC
memberships:

Edward Stronge

PiN DAC
memberships:

Edward Stronge

PiN defense
committees:

Parizad Bilimoria; Luis de la Torre Ubieta; Vijay Ganesh; Jocelyn LeBlanc; Alicia Nugent; Rachel Rodin; Alex
Simon; Priya Srikanth; David Stoppel

Aravinthan Samuel, Ph.D.
Joined 2008

Professor of Physics
Harvard University
17 Oxford Street
Cambridge
samuel@physics.harvard.edu

Animals are intrinsically computational. We acquire sensory information about our environments,
transform this information into neural representations and memories, and calculate and execute decisions
based on recent and past experiences. Our own brains are staggeringly complex, with billions of neurons
networked by trillions of synapses. But the basic "stuff" of our brains -- molecular and cellular structures
and interactions -- is shared with our simplest animal relatives. Thus simple and well-chosen model
organisms can be accessible vantage points with perspective over general biological principles. We study
brain and behavior in the roundworm C. elegans. The worm only has 302 neurons, but is capable of a
variety of behaviors that display a range of computational powers. We focus specifically on navigational
behaviors responding to physical sensory inputs. These inputs (e.g., temperature, pressure, electric
fields) can be delivered to the behaving worm both reliably and quantifiably. Navigation itself can be
reduced to a quantified pattern as an alternating sequence of forward movements, turns, and reversals.
From the systematic analysis of outward motile behavior we can infer the inner workings of neural
algorithms. Applying recent advances in microscopy and optics, we are also able to manipulate and
monitor the workings of these neural circuits in the intact animal. In this way, we strive to link brain and
behavior in the simple but fascinating creature.

PiN thesis students:

Jessleen Kanwal (‘13—’19)

PiN rotation students:

Michelle Frank; Emma Krause; Jasper Maniates-Selvin; Edward Stronge; Siyan Zhou; Jessleen
Kanwal; Willie Tobin

PiN PEC memberships:

Asa Barth-Maron; He Yang

PiN DAC memberships:

Asa Barth-Maron; Luke Bogart; He Yang

PiN defense committees:

Alexandra Batchelor; Joseph Bell; Willie Tobin; Alex Wiltschko

Joshua Sanes, Ph.D.
Joined 2004 * Alumnus of the Program in Neuroscience

Professor of Molecular and Cellular Biology
Harvard University
Northwest Laboratories
52 Oxford Street, room 335
Cambridge
sanesj@mcb.harvard.edu

Note: Dr. Sanes is no longer accepting thesis
students

The Sanes lab studies the assembly and function of neural circuits in the retina. While the retina is about as
complex as any other part of the brain, it has several features that facilitate analysis. Additionally, we already
know a lot about what it does.
Visual information is passed from retinal photoreceptors to interneurons to retinal ganglion cells (RGCs) and
then on to the rest of the brain. Each of >40 types of RGC responds to a visual feature –for example, motion
in a particular direction– based on which of the >70 interneuronal types synapse on it. To understand how
these circuits form, we mark retinal cell types transgenically, map their connections, seek recognition
molecules that mediate their connectivity, use genetic methods to manipulate these molecules, and assess
the structural and functional consequences of removing or swapping them. We believe that our methods and
results will be useful in tackling less accessible parts of the brain such as the cerebral cortex.
We are also using the retina to address the thorny problem of neuronal classification, which is a bottleneck
for neuroscience generally. We use high-throughput single cell RNA sequencing to profile tens of thousands
of retinal cells, then apply bioinformatics methods to categorize them. We are now beginning to use the
mouse “retinone” as a foundation for analyzing gene expression in mouse models of human blinding
diseases, and for classifying neurons in the primate retina, which differs in important ways from that of the
mouse.

PiN thesis students:

Irina de la Huerta (‘05—’12); Kate Hong (‘03—’10); Dimitar Kostadinov (‘09—’15); Jinyue Liu (‘11—’17)

PiN rotation students:

Jasmine Reggiani; Irina de la Huerta; Dimitar Kostadinov; Emily Lehrman; Jinyue Liu

PiN PEC memberships:

Delara Chizari; Siva Nagappan Chettiar; Adriana Eisner; Sasha Krol; Martin Kurtev; Alex
Murphy; Rebecca Reh

PiN DAC memberships:

Siva Nagappan Chettiar; Cindy Chen; Adriana Eisner; David Hildebrand; Sasha Krol; Alex
Murphy; Rebecca Reh

PiN defense committees:

Eiman Abdel-Azim; Eunju Chung; Alan Emanuel; Dana Harrar; Kenichi Hartman; Peri Kurshan; Ian
McLachlan; Alex Murphy

Clifford Saper, M.D./Ph.D.
Joined 1992

James Jackson Putnam Professor of Neurology
Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center
Kirstein Building, Room 406
330 Brookline Avenue
Boston
csaper@bidmc.harvard.edu

The focus of the Saper laboratory is on the brain circuitry that regulates key functions
including regulation of wake-sleep cycles, circadian rhythms, body temperature, and feeding.
We use a variety of methods to analyze neuronal circuits and their functions, including viral
vectors and transgenic mice to manipulate neurons opto- or chemogenetically, trace their
connections, and record from neurons using calcium imaging. In addition to identifying this
circuitry in experimental animals, we also are interested in determining the homologous
circuitry in human brains, and in determining how it may be disrupted in specific neurological
and psychiatric disorders.

PiN thesis students:

Thomas Chou (‘96—’02); Stephanie Gaus (‘94—’02); Joshua Gooley (‘00—’05); Nina Vujovic (‘06—
’13)

PiN rotation students:

Thomas Chou; Alan Emanuel; Stephanie Gaus; Joshua Gooley; Nick Jikomes; Rebecca Reh;
Amanda Sadacca; Nina Vujovic; Alice Wang

PiN PEC memberships:

Michael Gulledge; Ryan Dosumu-Johnson; Alan Emanuel; Angela Kim; Rebecca Reh; Lulu Wang

PiN DAC memberships:

Michael Gulledge; Ryan Dosumu-Johnson; Alan Emanuel; Angela Kim; Amy Malick; Jacob
Marcus; Rebecca Reh; Kelly Van Koughnet; Lulu Wang

PiN defense committees:

Stacie Barnes-Weninger; Alan Emanuel; Amy Malick; Jacob Marcus; Sonja Potrebic; Rebecca Reh;
Lulu Wang; Erika Williams; Jamie Zeitzer

Thomas Scammell M.D.
Joined 2016

Professor of Neurology
Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center
Center for Life Sciences, Room 705
3 Blackfan Street
Boston
tscammell@bidmc.harvard.edu

Our research focuses on understanding the neural circuitry that controls arousal and sleep, and how the
function of this circuitry is disrupted in narcolepsy and other sleep disorders.
A major line of investigation is to determine how this circuitry is disrupted in narcolepsy and how it can be
corrected. A small cluster of neurons in the lateral hypothalamus produces the orexin (hypocretin)
neuropeptides, and we found that these neurons are especially active during wakefulness. We and others
found that narcolepsy in humans is caused by a loss of the orexin-producing neurons, and loss of orexin
signaling in mice and other species produces the major symptoms of narcolepsy, including severe sleepiness
and sudden episodes of muscle paralysis known as cataplexy. Current projects focus on understanding how
orexin deficiency causes sleepiness, how strong emotions trigger cataplexy, and how various therapies can
improve these symptoms.
Other projects in the lab focus on defining other arousal-promoting circuits; how sleep is disrupted in sleep
apnea; the interactions of thermoregulation and sleep; the neuropathology of sleep/wake circuits in people with
narcolepsy; and the interactions of sleep and pain.
We use a variety of methods to study the circuits that control sleep and arousal, including physiological
techniques such as optogenetics, fiber photometry, chemogenetics, and sleep recordings in combination with
viral vectors in various lines of recombinant mice to manipulate specific neuronal populations. In addition, we
map neuronal pathways using immunostaining, in situ hybridization, and microinjections of traditional tracers
and conditional tracers such as rabies.

PiN thesis students:

[none]

PiN rotation students:

Allie Hexley

PiN PEC memberships:

[none]

PiN DAC memberships:

[none]

PiN defense committees:

[none]

Clemens Scherzer, M.D.
Joined 2012

Associate Professor of Neurology
Laboratory for Neurogenomics
65 Landsdowne Street
Cambridge
cscherzer@rics.bwh.harvard.edu

Our goal is to decipher three dimensions of the transcriptional code of Parkinson’s - transcript abundance,
splice structure, and sequence - and the mechanisms by which transcriptional information is compromised
and perturbs biological systems and phenotypes. While the number of human genes has shrunken to
~22,000, an ever-increasing number of >100,000 unique isoforms and non-protein coding, regulatory RNAs
may account for the complexity of the human brain in health and disease. We hypothesize that genetic,
epigenetic, and environmental risk factors cause disease through integrated modulation of RNA abundance,
sequence, and splicing. We use massively parallel whole transcriptome sequencing, computation, molecular,
and systems biology to break this RNA code and strive to rapidly translate insights into new diagnostics and
medicines.
This innovative approach has deciphered critical bits of transcriptional information on onset mechanism,
novel therapeutic targets, and causal transcripts. It revealed that reduced expression of the bioenergetics
genes controlled by a master regulator - PGC-1alpha - likely occurs during the initial stages of disease, long
before the onset of symptoms, and identified a molecular switch to turn off α-synuclein, the protein that
accumulates in Parkinson’s patients.
Because we believe that transformative discovery requires transcending conventional research boundaries,
the Scherzer laboratory is interdisciplinary, including neuroscientists, genomics, computational, as well as
clinical scientists. Our longitudinal Harvard NeuroDiscovery Center Biomarker Study and Biobank of 2,000
participants serves as express lane for translating lead RNAs into biomarkers and for developing a future
personalized neurology. Highthroughput drug screens are used to translate transcriptional targets into new
therapies.

PiN thesis students:

[none]

PiN rotation students:

[none]

PiN PEC memberships:

[none]

PiN DAC memberships:

[none]

PiN defense committees:

[none]

Tom Schwarz, Ph.D.
Joined 2000 * Alumnus of the Program in Neuroscience

Professor of Neurology
Boston Children’s Hospital
Kirby Neurobiology Center
Center for Life Sciences Room 12-130
3 Blackfan Circle
Boston
thomas.schwarz@childrens.harvard.edu

The research interests of the Schwarz Lab include 1) the trafficking of
membrane proteins and exocytosis, particularly in neurons; 2) axonal transport
of organelles, particularly mitochondria, by kinesins and dynein; and 3) the
development and structural plasticity of synapses. Projects move back and forth between Drosophila
melanogaster, mice, rats, and cell lines as the scientific question demands. We approach each question
through a combination of genetics, biochemistry, electrophysiology, cell biology, and microscopy.
Our interests thus center on the intersection of fundamental cell biology with the functioning of neurons in
particular. How do membranes fuse? How do motors control the distribution of organelles? The neuron,
because of its extraordinarily complex structure and highly regulated mode of exocytosis, offers special
challenges to general cell biological processes. For example, every cell needs to regulate the number of
mitochondria they contain and their distribution within the cell, but in neurons this task is particularly complex
because axons may extend over a meter in length from the cell soma and because different regions of the
neuron can have very different energetic demands. Similarly, while every cell has membrane traffic within the
cell and exocytosis at its surface, the neuron needs to regulate the release of neurotransmitter with submillisecond timing and with precise control of the number of vesicles to fuse. Therefore, we move back and
forth from neurons to non-neuronal cells to understand the fundamental processes of membrane traffic and
their specializations in neurons. Recent projects have also caused us to examine the manner in which signals
are communicated from the synapse to the nucleus and the cell biology and signaling events that are required
to form a presynaptic nerve terminal.

PiN thesis students:

Eunju Chung (‘01—’07); Elizabeth Glater (‘01—’06); Misao Kovtun (‘01—’09); Peri Kurshan (‘04—’10);
GaYoung Lee (‘11—’16); Tim Mosca (‘03—’09)

PiN rotation
students:

Morven Chin; Krissy Lyon; Lauren Miner; Nivanthika Wimalasena; Amy Ashbacher; Joe Bell; Eunju
Chung; Adriana Eisner; Monica Feliu-Mojer; Jonathan Garst Orozco; Elizabeth Glater; Misao Higashi Kovtun;
Vuk Koprivca; Emily Lehrman; GaYoung Lee; Ian McLachlan; Tim Mosca; Mike Myoga; Patrick Safo; Ben
Samuels

PiN PEC
memberships:

Morven Chin; Lauren Kershberg; Hyo Lee; Jasper Maniates-Selvin; Edward Stronge; Hannah Zucker;
Laurie Burlingame; Elizabeth Lamkin Cebul; Chester Chia; Mike Coulter; Stephanie Courchesne; YunXiang
Chu; Irina de la Huerta; Kelly Foster; Alex Goddard; Jessica Hauser; Alex Jackson; Eirene Kontopoulos;
Sebastian Kraves; Nadia Litterman; Elizabeth Litvina; Eric Luth; Ian McLachlan; Mike Myoga; Alicia Nugent;
Shawn Olsen; Allison Paradise; Ben Samuels; Alex Simon; Hannah Somhegyi; Susan St. Pierre; Nesibe
Temiz; Christopher Tzeng; Yuwen Wu; Stephen Zhang

PiN DAC
memberships:

Isle Bastille; Lauren Kershberg; Hyo Lee; Edward Stronge; Hannah Zucker; Ben Andreone; Alo Basu;
Alex Carter; Elizabeth Lamkin Cebul; Chester Chia; Mike Coulter; Stephanie Courchesne; Irina de la Huerta;
Mark Emerson; Sara Fenstermacher; Kelly Foster; Alex Goddard; Anna Greka; Wen Fan Hu; Eirene
Kontopoulos; Vuk Koprivica; Sebastian Kraves; Martin Kurtev; Nadia Litterman; Elizabeth Litvina; Eric Luth; Ian
McLachlan; Mike Myoga; Alicia Nugent; Shawn Olsen; John Salogiannis; Ben Samuels; Gisela Sandoval; Alex
Simon; Hannah Somhegyi; Susan St. Pierre; Mike Susman; Christopher Tzeng; Yuwen Wu;; Stephen Zhang

PiN defense
committees:

Ben Andreone; Allison Rosen Bialas; Nathaniel Blair; Alexandre Carter; Mark Emerson; Sara Fenstermacher;
Anna Greka; Wen Fan Hu; Eirene Kontopoulos; Sebastian Kraves; Anatol Kreitzer; Emily Lehrman; Ian
McLachlan; Mike Myoga; Jason Neal; Alicia Nugent; Shawn Olsen; John Salogiannis; Kim Seth; Bryan Song;
Susan St. Pierre; Fitz Sturgill; Josef Turecek; Yue Yang; Glenn Yiu; Xingjie Stephen Zhang

Rosalind Segal, M.D./Ph.D.
Joined 1991 * Director of the Program in Neuroscience 2014— 2019
Dean for Graduate Education 2019—present

Professor of Neurology
Dana Farber Cancer Institute
Smith Building, Room 1058A
450 Brookline Avenue
Boston
rosalind_segal@dfci.harvard.edu

Sensory neurons
The nervous system inputs sensory information, processes that information, and executes actions, so we can
interact with the world around us. Several specialized attributes of sensory neurons enable input of information
about our surroundings: these neurons have distinctive nerve endings that are in close contact with the
external environment, their axons traverse great distances and they are able to transmit information rapidly and
unidirectionally. Much of our research focuses on the largest set of primary sensory neurons, the dorsal root
ganglia (DRG) neurons that innervate the skin and transmit sensations of touch, pain, temperature and motion.


How is gene expression regulated in distinct intracellular sites within large sensory neurons?
Sensory neurons traverse long distances. However it is not known how proteins are differentially
localized within distinct intracellular domains of sensory neurons, so that peripheral axons can initiate
tactile sensation and central axons can form synapses in the spinal cord. Recent studies have
highlighted the importance of mRNA transport and localized protein synthesis in spatial regulation of
gene expression. We have identified mRNAs that are localized and translated in the peripheral axons of
sensory neurons. We are addressing how RNA binding proteins orchestrate mRNA trafficking and
protein expression within peripheral terminals and so enable tactile sensation.



How do long peripheral axons withstand damage so they are maintained throughout life?
We identified the bcl2 family member bclw as an anti-apoptotic component highly expressed in axons of
sensory neurons, and we demonstrated that loss of bclw results in progressive, sensory neuropathy
due to axonal degeneration. Current studies to define mechanisms that regulate bclw expression, and
to determine how bclw exerts its distinctive ability to promote axon viability and prevent axon
degeneration may lead to new therapeutic approaches for degenerative disorders that impact sensory
neurons.

Brain Tumor Biology
A major project in the laboratory focuses on brain tumor biology. Brain tumors now represent the most
common cause of cancer-related death in children. New genomic insights identify several key pathways that
promote regulated growth during development, and also contribute to deregulated growth of pediatric brain
tumors, including the Sonic Hedgehog (Shh) pathway. Our studies focus on the biology of the Shh signaling
pathway in development and disease. Current studies are aimed at developing therapeutic approaches to
pediatric brain tumors by targeting novel components in the Shh signaling cascade or by targeting synergistic
signaling pathways.

Rosalind Segal—continued from previous page

PiN thesis students:

Paul Borghesani (‘94—’99); Alex Carter (‘96—’01); Yoojin Choi (‘99—’06); Stephanie Courchesne (‘03—’09);
Adriana Eisner (‘06—’13); Sara Fenstermacher (‘08—’15); Heather Heerssen (‘97—’03); Sarah Pease (‘’09—
’16); Philip Schwartz (‘91—’98); Fiona Watson (‘95—’99); Rochelle Witt (‘03—’10)

PiN rotation students:

Hyo Lee; Parizad Bilimoria; Alex Carter; Lisa Catapano; Yoojin Choi; Bevil Conway; Stephanie
Courchesne; Kelly Dakin; Sara Fenstermacher; Dana Harrar; Heather Heerssen; Bryan Hooks; Jane Ko; Ian
McLachlan; Sarah Pease; Carolyn Rodriguez; Rebecca Swimmer; Fiona Watson; Rochelle Witt

PiN PEC
memberships:

Vicky Abraira; Brenda Bloodgood; Luke Bogart; Lisa Catapano; Jay Chyung; Mike Coulter; Thomas Deuel;
Divya Jayaraman; Jane Ko; Shan Lou; Laura Magnotti; Robert Moy; Lisa Nelson; Allison Nishitani; Heather
Rice; Rachel Rodin; Carolyn Rodriguez; Kim Seth; Jun Shen; Nesibe Temiz; Max Tischfield; Jonathan
Trinidad; Hugo Vega-Ramirez; Lulu Wang; Mary Wertz; Glenn Yiu

PiN DAC
memberships:

Vicky Abraira; Alex Batchelor; Michael Bianchetta; Lisa Catapano; Chester Chia; Jay Chyung; Mike Coulter;
Divya Jayaraman; Jane Ko; Misao Kovtun; Shan Lou; Laura Magnotti; Allison Nishitani; Heather Rice; Rachel
Rodin; Carolyn Rodriguez; Kim Seth; Jun Shen; Max Tischfield; Jonathan Trinidad; Lulu Wang; Mary Wertz;
Glenn Yiu ; Andrea Yung

PiN defense
committees:

Vicky Abraira; Michael Bianchetta; Lisa Catapano; Dennis Chang; Masha Gelfand; Kelly Girskis; Elizabeth
Glater; Jorge Gonzalez; Matthew Hemming; Michael Hughes; Jane Ko; Misao Kovtun; Shan Lou; Heather
Mason; Claire McKellar; Christopher Reid; Heather Rieff; Carolyn Rodriguez; Claire Sauvageot; Kim Seth;
Volney Sheen; Jun Shen; Jonathan Trinidad; Mary Wertz; Andrea Yung

Dennis Selkoe, M.D.
Joined 1975

Vincent and Stella Coates Professor of Neurologic Diseases
Brigham and Women’s Hospital
Building for Transformative Medicine, 10th Floor
60 Fenwood Road
Boston
dselkoe@rics.bwh.harvard.edu

Our laboratory is interested in the biochemistry and molecular and cell biology of neuronal degeneration
during aging of the mammalian brain and particularly in Alzheimer’s (AD) and Parkinson’s (PD) diseases. The
laboratory originally developed methods for the purification and analysis of the intraneuronal paired helical
filaments and extracellular amyloid fibrils that are the hallmarks of the neuropathology of AD. Extensive
studies of the trafficking and processing of the b-amyloid precursor protein (APP), a membrane glycoprotein
critically involved in AD, have been undertaken and continue. The lab discovered that Ab is normally produced
from APP throughout life, enabling dynamic cell biological studies of the mechanism of Aß production and its
pharmacological inhibition. The function of APP and the toxic properties of various Ab assemblies on cultured
neurons and in relevant mouse models are being examined. We discovered that presenilin is the active site of
g-secretase and study its role in APP and Notch proteolysis. Finally, a similar approach is bring applied to the
function and dysfunction of gene products implicated in PD, particularly α-synuclein. We recently discovered
that α-synuclein exists normally as α-helically folded tetramers and that their destabilization may lead to PD.
We use a wide range of methods, including cell culture, protein biochemistry, molecular biology,
immunohistochemistry, confocal and electron microscopy, electrophysiology and mouse modeling.

PiN thesis students:

Jay Chyung (‘01—’04); Matthew Hemming (‘03—’07); Soyon Hong (‘06—’12); Albert Hung (‘89—
’94); Taylor Kimberly (‘98—’02); Eric Luth (‘07—’14); Irit Rappley (‘04—’09); Heather Rice (‘07—’13);
Ganesh Shankar (‘04—’07); Priya Srikanth (‘11—’15); Deborah Watson (‘91—’96); Brian Whalen
(‘98—’05)

PiN rotation students:

Nivanthika Wimalasena; Manish Aghi; Jay Chyung; Luis de la Torre Ubieta; Vijay Ganesh;
Matthew Hass; Matthew Hemming; Soyon Hong; Albert Hung; Vikram Khurana; Taylor Kimberly;
Eirene Kontopoulos; Shan Lou; Alice Lu; Eric Luth; Irit Rappley; Heather Rice; Priya Srikanth;
Ganesh Shankar; Jun Shen; Bryan Song; Brian Whalen

PiN PEC memberships:

Hyo Lee; Catherine Hartman; Vikram Khurana; Emily Lehrman; Genevieve Konopka; Rudolph Tanzi

PiN DAC memberships:

Hyo Lee; Vikram Khurana

PiN defense committees:

Rudolph Tanzi

Khalid Shah, Ph.D.
Joined 2014

Associate Professor of Neurosurgery
Brigham and Women’s Hospital
Building for Transformative Medicine
60 Fenwood Road
Boston
kshah@bwh.harvard.edu

Successful treatment of CNS pathologies remains one of the greatest challenges. The recognition that
different stem cell types, including mesenchymal and neural stem cells can integrate appropriately throughout
the mammalian brain following transplantation has unveiled new possibilities for their use in neural
transplantation. Our laboratory has shown that different stem cell types home to sites of cerebral pathology
and thus can be armed with therapeutic transgenes, a strategy that can be used to inhibit tumor growth by
targeting angiogenesis or selectively inducing apoptosis in proliferating tumor cells in the brain.
Our research is based on developing clinically translatable models of both primary and metastatic brain
tumors and stem cell based therapeutics that simultaneously target cell death and proliferation pathways in an
effort to eradicate brain tumors. We have engineered different stem cells types (i) to secrete therapeutic
protein, S-TRAIL (secreted tumor necrosis factor receptor-apoptosis inducing ligand) to specifically induce
apoptosis in tumor cells and antiangiogenic TSP-1 (thrombospondin-1) to inhibit tumor angiogenesis. These
stem cells are then used to populate primary tumors and their secondary microinvasive
deposits in the brain. Recently our laboratory has also focused on targeting tumors that are resistant to TRAIL
and different oncolytic viruses. As such we have developed stem cell deliverable bi-modal therapeutic
molecules like EGFR targeting nanobody (ENb)-TRAIL and oncolytic herpes virus (oHSV)
bearing TRAIL (oHSV-TRAIL) and shown their efficacy in mouse models of aggressive and invasive brain
tumors. Inherently linked to the brain tumor therapy paradigm, we employ fluorescent/bioluminescent imaging
markers and optical imaging techniques to track stem cells, image apoptosis and changes in tumor
volumes in real time in vivo. We also explore the use of microRNAs inhibitors to target brain tumor specific
microRNAs and the combination of clinically approved drugs, microRNA inhibitors and shRNAs with
therapeutic stem cells in a variety of brain tumor models.

PiN thesis students:

[none]

PiN rotation students:

[none]

PiN PEC memberships: [none]

PiN DAC memberships: [none]

PiN defense
committees:

[none]

Jie Shen, Ph.D.
Joined 1998

Professor of Neurology
Brigham and Women’s Hospital
NRB Room 636
77 Avenue Louis Pasteur
Boston
jshen@rics.bwh.harvard.edu

As we age, our brains lose neurons, which cannot be replenished. When neuronal loss reaches above
certain threshold, people develop devastating symptoms, such as dementia for Alzheimer’s and movement
disability for Parkinson’s. There is no disease modifying therapy for these neurodegenerative diseases
despite their prevalence among the elderly and enormous cost to the society.

The Shen lab takes advantage of the genetic underpinnings of Alzheimer’s and Parkinson’s to study the
disease mechanisms using mice and fruit flies, genetically tractable models that share functional homologs
to the human disease genes. Using a multidisciplinary approach, we discovered that the Presenilin genes,
the major site of mutations that cause familial Alzheimer’s disease, play an essential role in learning and
memory, synaptic function and neuronal survival, arguing against treating the disease by inhibition of
Presenilin function. Our genetic findings further showed that disease linked mutations impair Presenilin
functions by reducing its enzymatic activity and lead to age-dependent neurodegeneration. We are currently
looking for molecular players or pathways regulated by Presenilin that support neuronal survival during
aging. Our other major research efforts use a similar approach to study why people lose most of dopamine
producing neurons in the brain and develop Parkinson’s. We discovered that Parkinson’s genetic mutations
converge upon two pathways, one regulating mitochondrial function and another protein degradation and
turnover. Interestingly, we found that genes involved in Alzheimer’s and Parkinson’s are all required for the
maintenance of normal communication between neurons in the relevant brain sub-regions affected by the
disease, suggesting that they are pathogenic precursors before neuronal death.

PiN thesis students:

[none]

PiN rotation students:

[none]

PiN PEC memberships:

Alice Lu

PiN DAC memberships:

Alice Lu

PiN defense committees:

[none]

Kristina Simonyan, M.D./Ph.D.
Joined 2018

Associate Professor of Otolaryngology and Neurology
Massachusetts Eye and Ear Infirmary
Dystonia and Speech Motor Control Laboratory
243 Charles Street, Suite 421
Boston
kristina_simonyan@meei.harvard.edu

Speech is one of the most unique features of human existence and communication. The significance and power of
speech production cannot be overestimated as it defines who we are, our intentions, hopes, and beliefs. As a result,
the neural mechanisms of voice, speech, and language control have been a topic of intense investigations for
centuries. However, with the major focus on perceptual and cognitive aspects of speech and language processing,
little attention has been given to the motocortical control of speech production. This is due, in part, to the continuous
major technical challenges in this field associated with the absence of animal models of real-life speaking and a
limited range of invasive studies that can be performed in humans to assess the neural bases of this complex
behavior.
In the Simonyan Lab, we are focused on understanding of the structural and functional organization of the speech
motor cortex and its large-scale neural network that spans from brainstem to higher-order cortical regions. We apply
a variety of neuroimaging methodologies to map brain activity and connectivity in healthy individuals and supplement
our empirical data with computational approaches for the development of a large-scale neural population model of
simulated speech production.
Investigations of the neural bases of speech production are important not only for understanding the basic principles
of normal speech but also have a high clinical relevance. Speech-related disability is associated with such
neurological movement disorders as laryngeal dystonia, Parkinson’s disease, and essential tremor. One of our major
research directions is to identify the causative pathophysiology of laryngeal dsytonia (also known as spasmodic
dysphona), which selectively affects the production of speech but not other vocalizations, such as singing, laughing,
or crying. Our studies are geared toward imaging genetics of laryngeal dystonia and the development of novel
treatment options for these patients. In addition, we work on identifying the neural biomarkers for the disorder
objective diagnosis and prediction of risk by combining brain imaging and machine learning analytic tools. Within the
broader context of movement disorders, we are investigating the shared and disorder-specific characteristics of brain
organization across different forms of dystonia affecting highly skilled motor control during writing, singing, and
playing a musical instrument, as well as in comparison with other co-morbidities, essential tremor and Parkinson's
disease.
We aim to develop a better understanding of normal and diseased states of the central nervous system during the
execution of complex motor commands, which will ultimately help develop new diagnostic and treatment
opportunities for patients with movement disorders.
PiN thesis students:

[none]

PiN rotation students:

[none]

PiN PEC memberships:

[none]

PiN DAC memberships:

[none]

PiN defense committees:

[none]

Stelios Smirnakis, M.D./Ph.D.
Joined 2018

Associate Professor of Neurology
Brigham and Women’s Hospital
Building for Transformative Medicine, Room 11122
60 Fenwood Road
Boston
smsmirnakis@bwh.harvard.edu

We study principles of neural circuit function and malfunction in neurological
disease states. Tools used range from in vivo 2-photon imaging,
optogenetics, classical electrophysiology, to functional magnetic resonance
imaging (fMRI). Active projects include:
1. Dissecting the Fabric of Multi-Neuronal Computations in Neocortex: Apply network analysis methods to
understand how multi-neuronal assemblies coordinate to implement “canonical” computations and
represent information reliably/robustly in mouse visual cortex. We focus on understanding how information
is processed along the cortical column to get transmitted to "higher" areas, or to "lower" areas as feedback.
2. Mechanisms of Circuit Malfunction in Epilepsy, Autism, and Stroke. Research topics include: 1) Structural
and functional plasticity during motor learning in the MECP2-duplication model of autism, 2) Reliability of
sensory (visual) encoding in the MECP2-duplication model of autism, 3) Characterize how cortical cell types
engage in abnormal EEG patterns and the role they play in the generation/propagation of epileptiform
activity in i) the Stargazer Model of Absence Epilepsy, ii) the Tetanus toxin model of chronic epilepsy, and
iii) the 4-AP model of acute ictogenesis. We recently started a collaborative project aiming to optimize
cortical circuit repair via stem cell injections in a mouse model of stroke.
3. Dissecting causally how Dendritic Arbor Inputs Shape Neuronal Properties. We use two-photon laser
ablation methods to micro-dissect dendritic branches of pyramidal neurons in vivo, in mouse primary visual
cortex. The neurons survive post ablation, allowing us to study how controlled dendritic pruning affects their
properties.
4. Mapping Human Visual System Reorganization after Injury; Devising a Rational Strategy for
Rehabilitating Visual Perception. We use fMRI population receptive-field-mapping, cortico-cortical receptive
-field-mapping and functional connectivity analysis to study the properties of surviving visual circuits
following injury, and how they relate to residual visual perception. Select patients undergo visual-motion
perception rehabilitative training followed by fMRI-imaging to investigate mechanisms of recovery.

PiN thesis students:

[none]

PiN rotation students:

[none]

PiN PEC memberships:

[none]

PiN DAC memberships:

[none]

PiN defense committees:

[none]

Beth Stevens, Ph.D.
Joined 2008

Associate Professor of Neurology
Boston Children’s Hospital
Center for Life Sciences 12257
3 Blackfan Circle
Boston
beth.stevens@childrens.harvard.edu

It is becoming increasingly clear that glial cells play a crucial and dynamic role at the synapse during the
critical period when neural circuits are formed and refined. Beth Stevens is interested in understanding the
mechanisms by which neuron-glia communication helps control the formation, elimination, and plasticity of
synapses in health and disease.
In one line of investigation, the Stevens lab focuses on the role of Neuron-Glia-Immune Signaling in the
patterning of neural circuits. We recently identified an unexpected role of glia and components of the innate
immune system in synaptic pruning. We found that astrocytes promote neuronal expression of complement
C1q, the initiating protein of the classical complement cascade. C1q binds to synapses and is required for
synapse elimination in the developing visual system. As one of the primary roles of complement in the
immune system is to mark unwanted cells or debris for removal, we hypothesize that C1q may be similarly
“tagging” unwanted synapses for elimination in the brain. Importantly, we found that C1q becomes
aberrantly upregulated and is relocalized to synapses at early stages of glaucoma and other
neurodegenerative diseases suggesting a similar elimination mechanism may be in place.
Our current studies are aimed to define cellular and molecular mechanisms underlying complement
dependent and independent synapse elimination during development and disease. Current research
questions include: How are CNS synapses selectively targeted for elimination? Is complement-dependent
synapse elimination an activity-dependent process? What is the role of astrocytes and microglia in synapse
development and elimination? The Stevens lab is using a combination of live imaging, molecular,
biochemical, and neuroanatomical approaches to address these and other mechanistic questions.

PiN thesis students:

Matthew Baum (‘14 - ‘18); Allison Rosen Bialas (‘07—’13); Emily Lehrman (‘07—’14); Christina Welsh
(‘12—’19); Yuwen Wu (‘12 - ‘17)

PiN rotation students:

Delara Chizari; Anoohya Muppirala; Aniqa Tasnim; Matt Baum; Allison Rosen Bialas; Elizabeth
Lamkin Cebul; James Harris; GaYoung Lee; Emily Lehrman; Gil Mandelbaum; Caleligh Mandel-Brehm;
Alicia Nugent; Sarah Pease; Greg Sousa; Hugo Vega-Ramirez; Christina Welsh; Mary Wertz; Erika
Williams; Yuwen Wu; Andrea Yung

PiN PEC memberships: Ershela Durresi; Juliette Han; Wendy Liu; Caleigh Mandel-Brehm; John Salogiannis

PiN DAC memberships: Juliette Han; Jessica Hauser; Nadia Litterman; Caleigh Mandel-Brehm; John Salogiannis

PiN defense
committees:

Parizad Bilimoria; Juliette Han; Sasha Krol; Nadia Litterman; Laura Magnotti; Ian McLachlan; Heather Rice;
Arpiar Saunders

Rudolph Tanzi, Ph.D.
Joined in 1992 * Alumnus of the Program in Neuroscience

Joseph P. and Rose F. Kennedy Professor of Child Neurology
and Mental Retardation
Massachusetts General Hospital East
Aging and Genetic Research Unit
149 13th Street
Charlestown
tanzi@helix.mgh.harvard.edu

I serve as Director of the Genetics and Aging Research Unit at MGH, which focuses on the molecular
genetics of Alzheimer's disease (AD), as Vice Chair of Neurology and Co Director of the McCance Center for
Brain Health. We played key roles in discovering three genes that cause early onset familial AD, including
the amyloid protein (A4) precursor (APP), and the presenilin genes (PSEN1 and PSEN2). In 1993, we
discovered the Wilson's disease gene, and over the past 25 years, I have directed the Alzheimer’s Genome
Project, in which we have identified several novel AD genes, including ADAM10 and CD33. We have
elucidated the mechanism of action by which CD33 initiates neuroinflammation in AD with TREM2. Most
recently, my laboratory used whole exome and whole genome sequencing data from to identify rare
functional variants influencing risk for AD. Since 2000, we have developed the field’s leading gamma
secretase modulators, leading a clinical trial candidate. More recently, we characterized the GSMs in a novel
AD model that recapitulates both plaque and tangle pathology using human stem cell derived neurons and
glia grown in a three dimensional cell culture system (dubbed “Alzheimer’s in a Dish”). We used this system
to help validate the amyloid hypothesis of AD by showing that plaques lead directly to tangles from
endogenous tau protein. Most recently, we have also discovered a novel role for the amyloid beta protein, as
an antimicrobial peptide that protects the brain against infection. In this hypothesis, plaques are seeded by
microbes, e.g. herpes viruses, and serve to trap pathogenic microbes as part of the brain’s innate immune
system. We are now searching for the exact microbes (bacterial, viral, fungal) that populate the AD brain and
trigger amyloidosis as part of the “antimicrobial hypothesis of AD”. We have also recently shown how
exercise induces adult hippocampal neurogenesis and ameliorates cognitive impairment in AD mice.

PiN thesis students:

Alice Lu (‘02—’08)

PiN rotation students:

Yun-Beom Choi; Genevieve Konopka; Philip Nadeau

PiN PEC memberships:

[none]

PiN DAC memberships:

[none]

PiN defense committees:

Matthew Hemming

Randy Trumbower, Ph.D.
Joined in 2019

Assistant Professor of Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation
Spaulding Rehabilitation Hospital
1575 Cambridge Street
Cambridge
randy.trumbower@mgh.harvard.edu

Voluntary limb movements are fundamental to human life, as evidenced by the severe functional limitations
that beset those with life-long paralysis after spinal cord injury (SCI). Humans routinely coordinate a broad
range of limb movements to accomplish daily living activities such as eating, bathing, or walking. However,
these well-choreographed movements are often constrained after SCI due to slow, variable and frustratingly
limited functional recovery. Prior research has convincingly showed us that the human spinal cord does far
more than serve as conduit for sensory and motor signaling. However, there remain important gaps in our
understanding of how spinal circuits adapt and reorganize to allow humans to interact with the physical world
or to compensate after injury.
My lab studies the neural regulation of whole limb movement and the underlying cellular mechanisms within
spinal circuitry that may contribute to recovery of limb function after SCI. Our recent studies provide new
appreciation for the capacity of the human spinal cord to adapt and reorganize after injury. In particular, we
demonstrated that a novel spinal plasticity-promoting primer elicits respiratory and non-respiratory motor
recovery in rodent SCI models (Lovett-Barr et al., 2012) and improved limb function in humans with SCI
(Trumbower et al., 2012). An important goal guiding our translational research is to identify whether
endogenous mechanisms of spinal plasticity demonstrated in rodents also contribute to functional recovery
in humans with SCI. To achieve this goal, our team uses advanced electrophysiology, pharmacology,
neuromechanics, and computer simulation techniques in able-bodied humans and persons with SCI.
Currently, we are tackling several important clinical questions: How do preserved spinal pathways
communicate with functionally relevant motor targets after SCI? How do plasticity-promoting primers
augment functional benefits of task-specific training after neurologic injury? We expect that answering these
questions will establish important principles for exploiting endogenous mechanisms of plasticity for treating
neurologic pathologies. Understanding and learning how to harness this plasticity will profoundly impact
persons with life-altering paralysis.

PiN thesis students:

[none]

PiN rotation students:

[none]

PiN PEC memberships:

[none]

PiN DAC memberships:

[none]

PiN defense committees:

[none]

Naoshige Uchida, Ph.D.
Joined in 2006

Professor of Molecular and Cellular Biology
Harvard University
Sherman Fairchild Building Room 4007
7 Divinity Avenue
Cambridge
uchida@mcb.harvard.edu

The ability of efficiently acquiring sensory information and selecting an
appropriate action is the essence of flexible behaviors. To make good
decisions, it is also crucial to evaluate the consequences of previous actions (gains and costs) and adjust
strategies for future decisions. Our laboratory is interested in neuronal processes by which sensory
information and memory about previous experiences guide behavior of the animal. Our main questions are:
 How is odor information coded and processed by an ensemble of neurons?
 What kinds of circuit dynamics underlie decision-making processes?
 What are the mechanisms for learning based on rewards and punishments?

We have developed an odor-guided perceptual decision task in rats and mice. This behavioral paradigm was
recently combined with a multielectrode recording technique (tetrodes) which allows us to monitor activity of
multiple neurons simultaneously while animals are performing a behavioral task. Particular emphasis will be
made on the use of behavior. First, behavioral paradigms specify computations (e.g. extracting relevant
information in the sensory stimulus) and behavioral goals (e.g. maximizing rewards in a certain period) to be
achieved. This in turn guides the way neuronal activities are analyzed. Furthermore, behavioral experiments
are necessary to test relevance of certain activity of neurons or hypothesis about “neural codes” obtained in
neuronal recordings. We will use various molecular and genetic tools available in mice to further test specific
hypotheses experimentally. By combining the above approaches, we wish to establish a causal link between
activity of specific neuronal circuits and the dynamics of behavior and learning.

PiN thesis students:

Michael Bukwich; Yurika Doi; Adam Lowet; Kevin Cury (‘05—’11); Neir Eshel (‘11—’14); Clara
Starkweather (‘15 - ‘18); Ju Tian (‘09—’16); Alice Wang (‘07—’12)

PiN rotation students:

Celia Beron; Michael Bukwich; Yurika Doi; Shuhan Huang; Anna Jaffe; Maya Jay; Adam Lowet;
John Mikhael; Eden Sayed; Shih-Yi Tseng; Dan Brady; Lauren Carvalho; Neir Eshel; Vivian
Hemmelder; Kee Wui Huang; Minsuk Hyun; Katie Quast; Ju Tian; Momchil Tomov; Alice Wang

PiN PEC memberships:

Dionnet Bhatti; David Brann; Winthrop Gillis; Maya Jay; Seul Ah Kim; Jae Lee; John Mikhael;
Nghia Nguyen; Alexandra Batchelor; Laura Driscoll; Jocelyn LeBlanc; Dan Millman; Allison

PiN DAC memberships:

David Brann; Winthrop Gillis; Allison Hamilos; Seul Ah Kim; Jay Lee; John Mikhael; Dan Brady;
Laura Driscoll; Nick Jikomes; Jocelyn LeBlanc; Dan Millman; Ari Morcos; Allison Provost; Momchil
Tomov; Caroline Wee; Herbert Wu; He Yang; Zhanlei Ye

PiN defense committees:

Timothy Dunn; Mehmet Fisek; Jamie Fitzgerald; David Hildebrand; Kuo-Hua Huang; Robert Johnson;
Angela Kim; Suk Joon Lee; Dan Millman; Ari Morcos; Amy Ni; Shawn Olsen; Rajesh Poddar; Tara
Raam; Doug Ruff; Arpiar Saunders; Caroline Wee; Xingjie Stephen Zhang; Joey Zhou

Hisashi Umemori, M.D./Ph.D.
Joined in 2014

Associate Professor of Neurology
Boston Children’s Hospital
Center for Life Sciences 13-074
3 Blackfan Circle
Boston
hisashi.umemori@childrens.harvard.edu

In the brain, information processing occurs at synapses, and defects in synapse formation underlie many
neurological and psychiatric diseases; thus, precise organization of synapses is critical for proper functioning
of the brain. We are therefore interested in the molecules and mechanisms by which specific and functional
synaptic connections are established in the brain, and are applying our findings to the prevention and
treatment of neurological/psychiatric disorders. We use molecular & cellular biological, mouse genetics,
biochemical, histological, physiological, behavioral, and imaging techniques.
Through our work, we aim to understand the principle of mammalian brain wiring and how the functional
brain is built. Specifically, we identify molecules and mechanisms crucial for synapse formation, focusing on
two critical steps during synapse development: 1) differentiation of specific synapses (such as excitatory vs.
inhibitory synapses) and 2) activity-dependent refinement of functional synapses (i.e., stabilization of active
synapses and elimination of inactive synapses). We establish in vitro and in vivo systems to investigate
these steps, analyze the underlying mechanisms, and identify critical determinants for the establishment of
appropriate synaptic circuits in the mammalian brain. Our projects will molecularly delineate how specific and
functional synaptic connections are established in vivo to understand the process of fundamental wiring of
the brain. The knowledge obtained will be applied to the prevention or treatment of neurological and
psychiatric disorders associated with abnormal synapse formation, such as autism, schizophrenia, and
epilepsy.

PiN thesis students:

Siva Nagappan Chettiar

PiN rotation students:

Alyssa Larios

PiN PEC memberships:

Nesibe Temiz

PiN DAC memberships:

[none]

PiN defense committees:

Aurel Nagy

Brian Wainger, M.D./Ph.D.
Joined 2015

Assistant Professor of Anesthesia, Critical Care & Pain Medicine
MassGeneral Institute for Neurodegenerative Disease
Building 114, Charlestown Navy Yard
114 16th Street, Room 2007
Charlestown
bwainger@partners.org

Our lab fuses electrophysiology and stem cell biology in order to explore how abnormal physiology
contributes to diseases of the motor and sensory nervous systems. We use primary mouse motor neurons as
well as motor neurons derived from human induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSCs). Working with motor
neurons made from amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) patients and healthy controls, we performed
electrophysiological characterization and identified motor neuron hyperexcitability in ALS patient-derived
motor neurons. Patch clamp analysis of the motor neurons led to the identification of a novel therapeutic
candidate, which is currently the focus of a 12-center, randomized, double-blind clinical trial with
neurophysiological measures of cortical and motor neuron excitability as outcomes. Within this clinical trial,
we are generating subject stem cell-derived motor neurons, and we are determining whether in vitro motor
neuron electrophysiological properties are predictive of clinical indices of motor neuron excitability. In
addition, we are defining the channels and molecular processes that contribute to motor neuron excitability in
primary mouse and human iPSC-derived motor neurons. We are also using in vitro motor neuron excitability
as a screening tool to identify and evaluate novel therapeutics.
On the sensory neuron front, we developed a lineage reprogramming technique for derivation of pain sensing
(nociceptor) neurons from mouse and human fibroblasts. By comparing primary mouse and induced
nociceptor neurons, we showed that the technique recapitulates many of the quintessential nociceptor
ionotropic receptors, channels and pathophysiological molecular pathways. This technology has already
revealed novel insights through disease modeling of familial dysautonomia and promises to be valuable in the
development of drug screens using human neurons. We are continuing to use this technique to
investigate different painful neuropathies.
We are active within the Neurology and Anesthesia, Critical Care & Pain Medicine Departments within
Massachusetts General Hospital, and we use patient samples and post-mortem tissue to evaluate
hypotheses generated in our in vitro studies. We are also a core group within the Harvard Stem Cell Institute.

PiN thesis students:

[none]

PiN rotation students:

[none]

PiN PEC memberships: [none]
PiN DAC memberships: Hugo Vega-Ramirez
PiN defense
committees:

[none]

Christopher Walsh, M.D./Ph.D.
Joined 1989

Bullard Professor of Neurology
Boston Children’s Hospital
Center for Life Sciences 15064
3 Blackfan Circle
Boston
christopher.walsh@childrens.harvard.edu

Our lab is interested in identifying mechanisms that regulate the normal development and function of the
human cerebral cortex. The cortex is the largest structure in the brain, essential for the intellectual functions
that we humans pride ourselves on. Mutations in the genes that construct our cerebral cortex cause crippling
consequences such as epilepsy, autism, and mental retardation or other learning disorders. We have
already identified several dozen human disease genes over the past years. Not only are these genes vital for
the normal development of the cortex, but some of them also have been altered evolutionarily to allow the
unique aspects of the brain that underlie human cognitive abilities. Therefore these genes define in some
sense what makes us uniquely human. Recent interests of the lab include identifying somatic mutations in
the human brain—mutations present in some cells and not others—as a cause of some forms of autism and
epilepsy, as well as using somatic mutations that occur in the normal brain to reconstruct the pattern of cell
lineage of the human brain post-mortem. In addition, we are using the human genetics of neurological
disease to identify those portions of the genome that are most critical for the evolution of the Human Brain.
This latter work has recently been supported by the formation of an Allen Discovery Center for Human Brian
Evolution at Boston Children’s Hospital and Harvard Medical School, along with Drs. Michael Greenberg and
David Reich.

PiN thesis students:

Shyam Akula; Edward Stronge; Teresa Chae (’98—’02); Mike Coulter (‘12—’16); Sophie Currier (’01—
’04); Thomas Deuel (’99—’04); Vijay Ganesh (’07—’12); Kelly Girskis (‘14—’19); Jorge Gonzalez (’93- ‘99);
Wen Fan Hu (‘10—’14); Divya Jayaraman (‘10—’15); Jason Neal (’04—’10); Christopher Reid (’92—’96);
Rachel Rodin (‘14 - ‘18); Jun Shen (’98—’04); Marcus Ware (‘95—’98)

PiN rotation students:

Edward Stronge; Teresa Chae; Cindy Chen; Yoojin Choi; Sophie Currier; Thomas Deuel; Ershela
Durresi; Vjay Ganesh; Kelly Girskis; Jorge Gonzalez; Raj Gopal; Wen Fan Hu; Divya Jayaraman; Alice Lu;
Luis Mejia; Lia Min; Jason Neal; Heather Rieff; Jun Shen; Sohail Tavazoie; Christopher Tzeng; Marcus
Ware; Glenn Yiu

PiN PEC memberships: Michael Belliveau; Paul Borghesani; Perry Brittis; Thomas Deuel; Eleanore Edson; Sanjiv Harpavat; Annette
Jenner; Taylor Kimberly; Sanjay Magavi; Claire McKellar; Robert Moy; Mireya Nadal-Vicens; Kerry Ressler;
Carolyn Rodriguez; Jeremiah Scharf; Volney Sheen; Kevin Wang; Zhaoying Xu; Fu-Chia Yang; Lisa
Zakhary
PiN DAC memberships: Alexander Greben; Michael Belliveau; Perry Brittis; Eleanore Edson; Brian Hafler; Sanjiv Harpavat;
Annette Jenner; Taylor Kimberly; Benyam Kinde; Sanjay Magavi; Claire McKellar; Kerry Ressler; Carolyn
Rodriguez; Gisela Sandoval; Jeremiah Scharf; Volney Sheen; Kevin Wang; Zhaoying Xu; Fu-Chia Yang;
Glenn Yiu; Lisa Zakhary
PiN defense
committees:

Eiman Abdel-Azim; Matthew Baum; Michael Belliveau; Perry Brittis; Ashley Bruce; Lisa Catapano; Katrin
Chua; Ershela Durresi; Annette Jenner; William Kimberly; Athar Malik; Bradley Molyneaux; Mary Morris;
Heather Rieff; Carolyn Rodriguez; Gisela Sandoval; Jeremiah Scharf; Volney Sheen; Max Tischfield; Kevin
Wang; Glenn Yiu; Lisa Zakhary

Christian Webb, M.D./Ph.D.
Joined 2019

Assistant Professor of Psychiatry
McLean Hospital
deMarneffe Building, Room 240
115 Mill Street
Belmont
cwebb@mclean.harvard.edu

Dr. Webb’s Treatment and Etiology of Depression in Youth (TEDY) Laboratory at McLean Hospital uses a
multimodal approach (EEG, fMRI, ecological momentary assessment, and laboratory-based experiments) to
investigate the etiology and pathophysiology of depression in adolescents, as well as predictors and
mechanisms of change in psychotherapeutic and pharmacological treatments for depression. Relevant to
the pursuit of personalized medicine in psychiatry, Dr. Webb’s more recent research leverages machine
learning to identify pretreatment predictors of symptom improvement in psychotherapeutic and
pharmacological treatments for depression. Greater knowledge of variables predicting better or worse
treatment response prior to the start of treatment may have important clinical implications regarding which
interventions are best suited for whom, thus informing treatment selection. To date, we have strikingly little
empirical data to usefully guide the selection of treatments for depressed youth.

PiN thesis students:

[none]

PiN rotation students:

[none]

PiN PEC memberships: [none]

PiN DAC memberships: [none]

PiN defense
committees:

[none]

Chuck Weitz, M.D./Ph.D.
Joined in 1993

Robert Henry Pfeiffer Professor of Neurobiology
Harvard Medical School
Warren Alpert Building 360
220 Longwood Avenue
Boston
cweitz@hms.harvard.edu

Mammalian Circadian Clocks
Circadian clocks are molecular oscillators with ~24-hour periods that drive daily biological rhythms. Such
clocks are found in all of the major branches of life, and they likely represent ancient timekeeping systems
important for predicting daily environmental cycles on our rotating planet. In mammals, circadian clocks
are present in most if not all cells. These distributed clocks control a myriad of processes, in aggregate
creating coherent 24-hour programs of physiology and behavior.
A picture of how circadian clocks are built has emerged in the last two decades. The core mechanism is a
transcriptional feedback loop, wherein the protein products of several clock genes build the molecular
machinery to inhibit the transcription factor responsible for their own production. The molecular
components of circadian clocks are conserved from insects to humans.
The Weitz lab uses molecular biology, biochemistry, genetics, and structural biology to investigate the
mammalian circadian clock. The focus of our efforts at present is to understand the circadian clock in
terms of the integrated functions of its several multi-protein machines. This effort is principally based on
the purification of endogenous circadian clock protein complexes from mouse tissues and their
biochemical analysis
and structural study by
cryo-electron
microscopy.

Fig. 1. Class-average electron microscopy images of the mouse nuclear PER complex, a core circadian clock machine. It is
a 1.9-MDa assembly of about thirty proteins that appears as a quasi-spherical, beaded particle of 40-nm diameter. Our
current work provides an initial low-resolution view of the structural organization of endogenous clock machinery from a
eukaryote. We aim to obtain high-resolution structures.

PiN thesis students:

Edmund Griffin (‘98—’02); Sebastian Kraves (‘00—’05); Mary Morris Sabatini (‘90—’97); Amanda
Sadacca (‘04—’10); Fu-Chia Yang (‘98—03)

PiN rotation students:

Lisa Catapano; Cindy Chen; Katrin Chua; Edmund Griffin; Kate Hong; Sebastian Kraves; Amanda
Sadacca; David Strochlic; Nina Vujovic; Fiona Watson; Sarah Webster; Fu-Chia Yang; He Yang;
Mark Zylka

PiN PEC memberships:

Daniel Gilliam; Marty Yang; Martin Kurtev; Aurel Nagy; Bryan Song; David Stoppel; Candice
Yip

PiN DAC memberships:

Daniel Gilliam; Sanjay Aggarwal; Belinda Chang; Masha Gelfand; Joshua Gooley; Betty Hong;
Alex Jackson; Alan Mardinly Magdalene Moran; Aurel Nagy; Elizabeth Nigh; Christopher Reid; Kim
Seth; Bryan Song; Susan St. Pierre; David Stoppel; David Strochlic; Anne West; Rochelle Witt;
Candice Yip; Jamie Zeitzer

PiN defense committees:

Ben Andreone; Brian Chow; Masha Gelfand; Vuk Koprivca; Alan Mardinly; Aurel Nagy; Elizabeth
Nigh; Bryan Song; David Welsh

Amanda Whipple, Ph.D.
Joined in 2020

Assistant Professor of Molecular and Cellular Biology
Harvard University
BioLabs 4005B
16 Divinity Avenue
Cambridge
amanda_whipple@fas.harvard.edu

Genomic imprinting is a phenomenon that occurs in cells in which a molecular mark distinguishes the gene
copy inherited from one’s mother versus one’s father. Imprinted genes are unique because only one of the
two parental copies are expressed or ‘on’ while the other copy is ‘off’. This type of parent-specific gene
regulation has an immense impact on health and disease.
Imprinted genes are highly expressed in the brain and regulate many neurophysiological processes,
including organismal behavior, cognition, socialization, and energy homeostasis. While concerted efforts
have been made to delineate the functions of imprinted protein-coding genes, my lab seeks to discover new
mechanisms by which parental genomes influence neuronal function by studying the activities of imprinted
non-coding RNAs. We use computational and molecular approaches to understand why non-coding RNAs
evolved imprinted expression in the brain, how imprinted non-coding RNAs function in neurons, and how
dysregulation of imprinted non-coding RNAs contributes to disease.
We previously demonstrated that reduction of an imprinted long non-coding RNA is a viable therapeutic
strategy for Angelman syndrome, a neurodevelopmental disorder caused by genetic loss of a maternallyexpressed gene. This study serves as a paradigm for how fundamental discoveries of long non-coding RNA
regulation can be translated to novel therapeutic strategies for imprinted disorders. We seek to expand on
this work by examining the molecular mechanisms by which non-coding RNAs shape neuronal function.

PiN thesis students:

[none]

PiN rotation students:

[none]

PiN PEC memberships:

[none]

PiN DAC memberships:

[none]

PiN defense committees:

[none]

Ziv Williams M.D.
Joined in 2015

Associate Professor of Neurosurgery
Massachusetts General Hospital
Thier Research Building
70 Blossom Street
Boston
zwilliams@mgh.harvard.edu

The major goal of the lab has been to investigate neural computations that underlie motor and cognitive
behavior. Our lab has four main areas of focus.
Social decision making in primates - Social interactions are unique from most other behaviors in that
they involve a highly dynamic interplay between personal and group goals, and inherently require
individuals to anticipate each other’s unknown intentions or covert state of mind. A major goal of the
lab has been to investigate how these computations are carried out within the brain at the singleneuronal level and how to selectively modify abnormal social behavior through novel neuro-modulatory
techniques.
Cognitive processing in humans - How higher executive functions are encoded in humans has remained
poorly explored. Our group has developed novel methods for recording well-isolated individual neurons
in frontal cortical areas of human subjects undergoing planned neurosurgical procedures. These
approaches have provided an incredibly unique opportunity to study higher cognitive processes such as
abstract rules in human subjects.
Neural population modeling - Our group has developed novel population recording and dynamic network
modeling techniques that have allowed us us to test a number of basic questions about how distributed
neural populations within the brain encode learned and recalled information across a variety of memory
tasks.
Neural modulation – Many neurological disorders such as motor paralysis and stroke have little or no
current treatment. Our group is the first to develop a functional cortical-spinal neural prosthetic
“bypass” able to restore basic volitional motor control in a fully paralyzed limb. It is also the first to
create a concurrent brain-machine-interface able to simultaneously execute multiple motor plans in
paralyzed subjects and to test novel deep brain stimulation approaches for treating a variety of motor
disorders. Our eventual goal is to translate some of these findings into eventual clinical use.

PiN thesis students:

[none]

PiN rotation students:

Alyssa Larios; Allie Hexley

PiN PEC memberships:

[none]

PiN DAC memberships:

[none]

PiN defense committees:

Senan Ebrahim

Rachel Wilson Ph.D.
Joined 2004 * Associate Director of the Program in Neuroscience 2009—2015
Member, Student Advisory Committee

Professor of Neurobiology
Harvard Medical School
Warren Alpert Building 320
200 Longwood Avenue
Boston
rachel_wilson@hms.haravard.edu

Our mission is to understand the mechanisms and functions of neural computations through the lens of
spatial navigation.
We use the brain of the fruit fly Drosophila to investigate these questions. The genetic toolbox of this
organism allows us to rapidly generate new reagents to label or manipulate specific classes of neurons
in the brain. Many individual neurons are uniquely identifiable across different brains, and they have
fairly stereotyped synaptic inputs and outputs. This allows us to build up a cumulative picture of each
neuron in a network. Crucially, it allows us to understand a neuron's activity patterns in light of its
synaptic connectivity patterns.
Because many neural systems in various species face the same constraints, we believe that some of
the lessons we learn from this simple brain will provide clues to understanding similar problems in more
complex brains.
Key questions:
* How do neurons extract and route pieces of information that are relevant to motor control tasks on
different spatial scales and temporal scales?
* How are signals from different sensory systems merged into a common coordinate frame?
* How are past experiences integrated with immediate sensory feedback?
* How are external sensory cues integrated with self-motion signals and internal goals?
* How do spatial maps in the brain interface with motor control systems to control locomotion paths?
* How do neural networks learn about new environments "on the fly", during active exploration?
* What biophysical mechanisms implement these neural computations, at the level of ion channels,
synapses, cells, and network connectivity patterns?
* How do these particular neural computations (and their
implementation) help us understand the behaviors that engage these networks, as well as the
constraints that shaped these networks and behaviors?
Techniques: Each study typically combines several of the following approaches:
* in vivo electrophysiological recording of neural activity
* in vivo optical imaging of neural activity
* semi-automated reconstruction of neural networks at single-synapse resolution from a whole-brain
electron microscopy dataset
* genetic manipulation of specific cell classes
* behavioral measurements, often with simultaneous imaging or electrophysiology
* computational modeling
Continued on the following page

Rachel Wilson
Continued from preceding page

PiN thesis students:

Asa Barth-Maron; Melanie Basnak; Stephen Holtz; Jenny Lu; Michael Marquis; Alexandra Moore;
Alexandra Batchelor (‘13 - ‘18); Alison Baker Chang (‘09—’15); Joseph Bell (‘09—’15); Mehmet Fisek (‘08—
’14); Nathan Gouwens (‘04—’09); Brendan Lehnert (‘06—’12); Wendy Liu (‘10—’14); Shawn Olsen (‘04—
’08); Paola Patella (‘14 - ‘18); Sasha Rayshubskiy (‘13—’19); Willie Tobin (‘09—’16); Joey Zhou (‘05—’11)

PiN rotation students:

Asa Barth-Maron; Melanie Basnak; Jim Bohnslav; Rich Hakim; Stephen Holtz; Adam Lowet; Michael
Marquis; Alexandra Moore; Noah Pettit; Wenyi Zhang; Allison Baker; Alexandra Batchelor; Dan Bear;
Joseph Bell; Davi Bock; Selmaan Chettih; Mehmet Fisek; Nathan Gouwens; Wendy Liu; Elliott Merriam; Ari
Morcos; Shawn Olsen; Paola Patella; Sasha Raybshubsky; Willie Tobin; Joey Zhou

PiN PEC memberships: Diego Aldarondo; Alex Chen; Michelle Frank; Anna Jaffe; Jasper Maniates-Selvin; Matt McGill; Noah
Pettit; Jasmine Reggiani; Jeff Rhoades; Senmiao Sun; Lynn Yap; Qiyu Zhang; Dan Bear; YunXiang
Chu; Kevin Cury; Alan Emanuel; Jamie Fitzgerald; Stefan Kaczmarek; Jessleen Kanwal; Ari Morcos; Eric
Mulhall; Ian Oldenburg; Stan Pashkovski; Rajesh Poddar; Allison Provost; Ting Ren; Arpiar Saunders; Dan
Smith; Monica Thanawala; Stephen Thornquist; Alice Wang; Jason Yamada-Hanff; Wenjia You
PiN DAC memberships: Alex Chen; Michelle Frank; Anna Jaffe; Jasper Maniates-Selvin; Matthew McGill; Noah Pettit; Jasmine
Reggiani; Eden Sayed; Lynn Yap; Qiyu Zhang; Dan Bear; Cindy Chen; Selmaan Chettih; YunXiang Chu;
Kevin Cury; Alan Emanuel; Neir Eshel; David Ferrero; Jamie Fitzgerald; David Hildebrand; Helen Hou; Nick
Jikomes; Stefan Kaczmarek; Jessleen Kanwall; Mounir Koussa; Caleigh Mandel-Brehm; Eric Mulhall; Nicole
Neubarth; Amy Ni; Ian Oldenburg; Stan Pashkovski; Rajesh Poddar; Allison Provost; Arpiar Saunders; Dan
Smith; Geoff Tanner; Monica Thanawala; Alice Wang; Jason Yamada-Hanff; He Yang

PiN defense
committees:

Dinu Albeanu; Ben Andreone; Dan Bear; Gregory Bryman; Selmaan Chettih; Kevin Cury; Shelby Dietz; Neir
Eshel; David Ferrero; Andrew Giessel; Carson Goddard; David Hildebrand; Helen Xun Hou; Aaron Kerlin;
Tilly Kimm; Elizabeth Litvina; Caleigh Mandel-Brehm; Gil Mandelbaum; Elliott Milner; Rajesh Poddar;
Allison Provost; Alexandra Smolyanskaya; Hannah Somhegyi; Clara Starkweather; Caroline Wee; Herbert
Wu; He Yang; Yue Yang

Clifford Woolf, M.D./Ph.D.
Joined 1997

Professor of Neurology
Boston Children’s Hospital
F.M. Kirby Neurobiology Center
Center for Life Sciences 12258
300 Longwood Avenue
Boston
clifford.woolf@childrens.harvard.edu

Our group is devoted to investigating the way in which the functional, chemical and structural plasticity of
neurons contributes both to the normal function and diseases of the nervous system. Major efforts are
devoted to the study of pain, regeneration and neurodegenerative diseases. Most of our work is
concentrated on primary sensory and motor neurons, and to the interaction of neurons and immune cells,
using a multidisciplinary approach spanning stem cell, molecular and cell biology, electrophysiology,
neuroanatomy, behavior and genetics. We have established functional and comparative genomic strategies
using expression profiling, bioinformatics and gain- and loss-of-function approaches, to screen for novel
genes that contribute to neuronal plasticity and disease phenotypes. The group works closely with many
academic groups and the pharmaceutical industry to model disease and identify molecular targets for novel
analgesics, axonal growth determinants and neuroprotective agents. Current research includes study of the
transcriptional control and post-translational processing of receptors and ion channels that mediate pain
hypersensitivity, selective silencing of defined neuronal populations, intracellular signal transduction
cascades activated by peripheral inflammation and nerve injury, neuro-immune interactions, transcription
factors as master regulators of pain, growth and survival programs, cell survival in injured sensory and
motor neurons, and the contribution of intrinsic growth determinants in establishing regenerative capacity
in the peripheral and central nervous system. We are an active part of the Harvard Stem Cell Institute and
are investigating how sensory and motor neurons reprogrammed from patient fibroblasts can be used to
study pain and motor neuron disease and to screen for new treatments.

PiN thesis students:

Nivanthika Wimalasena; Alex Zhang; Robert Griffin (‘01—’05): Yessenia Ibarra (‘06—’13); David
Roberson (‘10—’15)

PiN rotation students:

Isle Bastille; Delara Chizari; Herriet Hsieh; Trevor Krolak; Matthew McGill; Nivanthika
Wimalasena; Alex Zhang; Greg Bryman; Brian Chow; Robert Griffin; Yessenia Ibarra; Ed
Koundakjian; David Roberson; Nesibe Temiz

PiN PEC memberships:

Isle Bastille; Lijun Qi; Ken Tao; Nathaniel Blair; Cindy Chen; Allison Knoll; Shan Lou; Mary Wertz;
Erika Williams

PiN DAC memberships:

Isle Bastille; Genelle Rankin; Ken Tao; Nathaniel Blair; Allison Knoll; Shan Lou; Nicole
Neubarth; Mary Wertz; Erika Williams

PiN defense committees:

Allison Knoll; Vuk Koprivica; Sarah Pease; Kelly Van Koughnet; Kevin Wang

Bruce Yankner, M.D./Ph.D.
Joined 1987

Professor of Genetics
Harvard Medical School
New Research Building 858C
77 Avenue Louis Pastseur
Boston
bruce_yankner@hms.harvard.edu

The overall goal of our research is to achieve a greater understanding of the molecular basis of brain aging
and how normal aging transitions to pathological aging, giving rise to neurodegenerative disorders such as
Alzheimer’s and Parkinson’s disease.
The ongoing projects fall into 2 major areas: 1) The role of DNA damage and altered gene expression in the
aging process, and in particular the aging of the brain; and 2. Biological and pathological functions of genes
that cause Alzheimer’s and Parkinson’s disease.
Our laboratory investigates the systems biology of the aging human brain by defining transcriptional
changes and sites of age-related DNA damage on a genome-wide scale, and by modeling aspects of these
processes in cultured cells and mice. Four related studies are ongoing: 1. We have developed a method for
generating genomic maps that locate sites of DNA damage across entire chromosomes. By generating these
maps, we can then ask: Is there a relationship between sites of DNA damage and changes in the expression
of specific genes during aging? And does this relationship change in the genomes of individuals with
cognitive decline, both at early stages and at the more severe stage we call Alzheimer’s disease? By
analyzing genomes of individuals who had rigorous cognitive function testing, we hope to achieve a greater
understanding of age-related cognitive decline. 2. Why are some individuals able to live past 100 and
remain cognitively intact? The molecular basis of extreme longevity in the human population is poorly
understood. To address this intriguing issue, we have also taken a systems biology approach by generating
transcriptional profiles and DNA damage maps from individuals who lived to be greater than 100 years of
age. 3. Can we model human aging in mice? To begin to address this question, we are studying gene
knockout mouse models with genomic instability to determine whether they recapitulate aspects of normal
brain aging. 4. Only aging humans develop the pathology of Alzheimer’s disease, raising the question of
what is unique about the aging human brain. To obtain greater insight into the evolution of the aging
process, we are identifying the age-regulated genes in several mammalian species ranging from mouse to
man.
A complementary area of interest is how known genetic causes of Alzheimer’s and Parkinson’s disease
relate to mechanisms of aging. Previous work from this laboratory showed that the amyloid precursor
protein (APP) and presenilins, which are involved in Alzheimer’s disease, and alpha synuclein, which is
involved Parkinson’s disease, participate in signal transduction pathways that affect neuronal vulnerability.
Ongoing studies are focused on understanding the normal biological functions of these proteins and how
they cause disease in the setting of an aging brain.
The studies in this laboratory frequently involve interdisciplinary approaches with collaborations between
computational biologists, molecular biologists and neurobiologists, both within the lab and with other labs.
The methodology ranges from molecular interaction and signaling studies in cultured cells to the analysis of
genetically engineered mice and the human brain.
PiN thesis students:

Kelly Dakin (‘04—’11); Raj Gopal (‘02—’07); Matthew Hass (‘00—’06); Philip Nadeau (‘95—’00)

PiN rotation students: Yeang Ch’ng; Kelly Dakin; Raj Gopal; Matthew Hass; Genevieve Konopka; Philip Nadeau; Stacie Weninger
PiN PEC memberships: Jay Chtyung; Shin Jung Kang; Eirene Kontopoulos; Yue Yang
PiN DAC memberships: Jay Chyung; Shin Jung Kang; Yue Yang
PiN defense

Jay Chyung; Shin Jung Kang; William Kimberly

Gary Yellen, Ph.D.
Joined 1992 * Director of the Program in Neuroscience 2002—2009

Professor of Neurobiology
Harvard Medical School
Warren Alpert Building Room 328
200 Longwood Avenue
Boston
gary_yellen@hms.harvard.edu

A major research focus of our lab was inspired by a remarkably effective but poorly understood therapy for
epilepsy: the ketogenic diet. Used mainly for the many patients with drug-resistant epilepsy, this high fat,
very low carbohydrate diet produces a dramatic reduction or elimination in seizures for most patients. We are
investigating the possible role of metabolically-sensitive K+ channels (KATP channels) in the mechanism of the
diet, and learning about their basic role in neuronal firing. We have discovered that certain fuel molecules that
appear in the blood of people on the ketogenic diet – ketone bodies – can produce opening of KATP channels in
various central neurons, which slows action potential firing and may contribute to the anticonvulsant
mechanism.
How does ketone body metabolism lead to KATP channel opening? Our main hypothesis is that ketone bodies, or
other metabolic manipulations, lead to a shift from glycolytic metabolism to other mechanisms of ATP
production, and that glycolytic ATP production is particularly effective in preventing KATP channels from opening.
Consistent with this idea, we also have a genetic mouse model that reproduces the metabolic seizure resistance
of the ketogenic diet (in collaboration with the lab of Prof. Nika Danial at the Dana Farber Cancer
Institute). When the BAD phosphosignaling protein is deleted or mutated, it produces effects on cellular
metabolism that are similar to the ketogenic diet: cells (including neurons and astrocytes) become less good at
metabolizing glucose and better at metabolizing ketone bodies. Mice with such BAD mutations exhibit strong
resistance to epileptic seizures. Furthermore, the seizure resistance disappears when the principal pore-forming
subunit of KATP channels is ablated, supporting a role for KATP channels in metabolic seizure resistance.
To investigate the metabolic events that lead to seizure resistance, and also to study the fundamental features
of neural metabolism, we have developed a series of fluorescent biosensors of metabolism. These sensors allow
us to visualize the local ratio of ATP:ADP, or NADH:NAD+ in living cells. We are targeting this sensor to different
cellular locations (plasma membrane, cytoplasm, mitochondria) to learn how energy production and
consumption varies locally within neurons and other cells. We use fluorescence lifetime imaging (FLIM) to get a
quantitative readout of the sensors in acute brain slices or in vivo in the mouse brain.
Altogether, we use cellular electrophysiology, biosensor technology, and fluorescent brain imaging to study the
connections between neuronal activity and metabolism and to learn the mechanism by which altered
metabolism can produce resistance to epileptic seizures.
PiN thesis students:

James Berg (‘01—’08); John Dekker (‘01—’06); Andrew Lutas (‘09—’15); Paula Smith (‘94—’99); Geoff
Tanner (‘03—’09); Sarah Webster (‘97—03)

PiN rotation students: Morven Chin; James Berg; Dennis Chang; Adam Christensen; John Dekker; Alan Emanuel; Anatol
Kreitzer; Brendan Lehnert; Andrew Lutas; Alan Mardinly; Alex Simon; Paula Smith; Deborah Sodickson; Sarah
PiN PEC
memberships:

Isle Bastille; Trevor Krolak; Alexandra Moore; Lynn Yap; Hannah Zucker; Nathaniel Blair; Adam Carter;
Adam Christensen; Michael Do; Senan Ebrahim; Alan Emanuel; Andrew Giessel; Stefan Kaczmarek; Tilly
Kimm; Mounir Koussa; Brendan Lehnert; James Morrill; Eric Mulhall; Megan Pratt; Patrick Safo; Abraha
Taddese; Vasanth Vedantham

PiN DAC
memberships:

Isle Bastille; Trevor Krolak; Alexandra Moore; Hannah Zucker; Nathaniel Blair; Brenda Bloodgood;
Masha Bloom; Adam Carter; Adam Christensen; Michael Do; Alan Emanuel; Andrew Giessel; Donnella Green;
Eddie Griffin; Yessenia Ibarra; Stefan Kaczmarek; Kelly Foster; Tilly Kimm; Anatol Kreitzer; Mounir Koussa;
Brendan Lehnert; James Morrill; Eric Mulhall; Megan Pratt; Patrick Safo; Gilberto Soler-Llavina; Abraha
Taddese; Vasanth Vedantham; Rochelle Witt; Joey Zhou

PiN defense
committees:

Sanjay Aggarwal; Brendan Bloodgood; Brett Carter; Yun-Beom Choi; Brian Chow; Adam Christensen; Jeremy
Dittman; Michael Do; Eleanore Edson; Andrew Giessel; Nathan Gouwens; Lise Heginbotham; Alexander
Jackson; Tilly Kimm; Mounir Koussa; Eric Mulhall; Michael Myoga; Megan Pratt; Christov Roberson; Fitz
Sturgill; Monica Thanawala; Josef Turecek; Vasanth Vedantham; Jason Yamada-Hanff; Joey Zhou

Tracy Young-Pearse, Ph.D.
Joined 2019

Associate Professor of Neurology
Brigham and Women’s Hospital
Hale Building for Transformative Medicine
Room 100160
60 Fenwood Road
Boston
tpearse@bwh.harvard.edu

Our lab aims to understand the functions of genes identified in neurodegenerative and neurodevelopmental
disorders of the human brain such as schizophrenia, Alzheimer’s disease (AD), bipolar disorder, autism and
intellectual disability. We use a variety of molecular and biochemical techniques in conjunction with
rodents and induced pluripotent stem cell (iPSC) experimental systems to understand the normal and
pathological functions of genes involved in these disorders. By elucidating the normal functions and
mechanisms of action of these genes and how mutations cause pathology, we hope to better understand
both the fundamental causes of these devastating diseases and the normal development and functioning of
the brain.
AD is a neurodegenerative disorder characterized by dysfunction and deterioration of neurons resulting in
loss of memory and progressive cognitive decline. Current treatments are aimed only at symptom
management. We are using iPSC technology coupled to comprehensive studies of patient populations to
understand the cellular and molecular mechanisms underlying AD in an effort to break down these barriers.
We have made iPSC lines from over 50 different people – some of whom had dramatic cognitive decline
with age and developed AD and others who lived to be beyond the age of 80 with perfect cognition and no
AD pathology in their brain. We are investigating how the genetics of these different individuals
contributed to their risk for neurological diseases such as AD by studying neurons and glia derived from
these stem cells. The ultimate, long term goal is to use this system to develop algorithms that will both
predict AD and determine the underlying cause of AD in different individuals.
There is an urgent need for new therapies for neurodevelopment disorders. However, understanding autism
and mental illness at a cell and molecular level is a daunting task, and the field is not yet ready to design
drugs targeting the molecular pathways underlying complex disorders of the brain. The identification and
study of convergent molecular pathways and cellular processes relevant to human brain diseases will
facilitate progress toward the development of new interventions. To this end, our approach involves
integrating expression and molecular profiling data from the human brain with genetic and clinical data to
identify candidate genes and pathways with high likelihood of relevance to complex brain disorders. We
use the complementary experimental systems of in vitro human neuronal and glial cultures and in vivo
modulation of gene expression in rodents.
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Our lab’s projects lie at the intersection of genetics, neurobiology, and
bioinformatics, which we apply to understand (and treat) rare pediatric
neurologic diseases.
Autism genetics and neurobiology: We apply whole exome and whole genome sequencing to study large
cohorts (tens of thousands of individuals) of children with autism spectrum disorder, with the aim of
discovering new mechanistic insights into its pathogenesis. A focus of our research is the study of ‘human
gene knockouts’ — recessive mutations that lead to complete loss of function the impacted gene – which we
have shown to be an underappreciated cause of autism. Our work is helping illuminating new neurobiological
pathways in autism pathogenesis, linking this condition to classic neurobiological signaling pathways
responsible for serotonergic cell fate, axon guidance and interhemispheric brain connectivity, cholesterol
biosynthesis, and nitric oxide signaling.
Accelerated genetic diagnostics: We are developing methods and models for applying genomics to the
care of patients. For instance, we have conducted a pilot of genome sequencing as a replacement for
newborn screening, employed rapid turnaround exome sequencing in the NICU, and developed a unified
hospital portal for accessing, sharing, and interpreting human genomic data for clinical and research use.
Individualized RNA therapeutics: Over 30 million patients in the United States live with one of 7000
different rare genetic diseases. While genome sequencing is revolutionizing their diagnosis, 95% still lack
effective therapy. Working with patients with fatal, orphan, neurologic diseases, we have demonstrated
that for a subset of them it is possible to use RNA-modulating antisense oligonucleotides (ASOs) to
dramatically shorten the turnaround time between molecular recognition and therapeutic intervention. We
are working to turn ASOs into a platform for the rapid deployment of truly personalized medicines.
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We are interested in understanding the mechanisms of neurodegeneration. The experiments in our
laboratory address the basic mechanisms of cell death as well as their implications in neurodegenerative
diseases using cellular, genetic, molecular and chemical biological approaches.
Unfolded protein response (UPR) is a cellular stress response to the accumulation of excess unfolded
proteins in the endoplasmic reticulum. UPR has been shown to play an important role in mediating
neurodegeneration. We found that caspase-12 is specifically expressed in endoplasmic reticulum and a
deficiency in caspase-12 renders cortical neurons specifically resistant to amyloid b protein toxicity. Thus,
caspase-12 mediates a novel ER-specific apoptosis pathway. We developed a high throughput assay for ER
stress and identified a small molecule inhibitor of ER stress induced cell death which we named salubrinal
(sal). We showed that sal inhibits ER stress by acting as an inhibitor of GADD34/PP1, a phosphastase
complex mediating dephosphorylation of eIF2a.
Apoptosis may not be the only cellular mechanism of cell death. We recently identified a small molecule
inhibitor of cellular non-apoptotic cell death named necrostatin-1 (Nec-1). Nec-1 inhibits an alternative cell
death pathway, which we named necroptosis, that may function as a backup mechanism when apoptosis
fails Necroptosis is characterized morphologically by necrotic phenotype and may be particularly relevant to
neurodegeneration. We showed that Nec-1 reduces ischemic brain injury with an extended time window for
treatment. Thus, necroptosis may be very important for mediating acute neurological injury.
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